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Examined is a feature of the personnel management system of the 

United States Foreign Service. Lateral entry, the absorption of individuals 

into the professional diplomatic corps at other than the bottom grade, is 

traced from Its origin with the very beginnings af the professionalization 

of the career s~rvice to the present day. Considered by the elite career 

system of the Foreign Service to be a threat to the career principle, 

lateral entry as ~ recruiting method has been consistently resisted in 

application. Sup?ort for this opposition has been found in constituent 

grqups in Congress, the executive branch, and the private sector. Proponents 

have hailed the measure as a much needed expansion tool and as a method of 

infuf;ing ne",· blood and new ideas into a career system perceived as having 

turned sta6nun[ and thus ineffectj.ve through conservatism and ingrowth. 

The decades following World War II witnessed three periods in which massive 

attenpts \...erc madt." to expand t.he size and capabiJ it ie~ of the Foreign Service 

through integration into the system of auxiliary career systems in the 
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foreign affairs community. In the long term the results of these efforts 

have been brought into question. Lateral entry as a reform proposal has 

been directed toward the organizational structure. It now appears that the 

problem with the Department of State and the Foreign Service is not fully 

organizational but in great part one of lack of viable role. The decade 

of the 1980s has brought changes in the philosophy of management toward 

the basic problems of foreign affairs management. Lateral entry has been 

de-emphasized anJ may well be on its way out as a technique, together with 

attempts at a unified foreign affairs personnel system. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION. • • • OUR FIRST LINE OF DEFENSE 

For our Nation is commissioned by history to be either an observer 
of freedom's failure or the cause of its success. 

John F. Kennedy 

Amonq the problems that have confronted the Department of State 

lince the events of this century revolutionized the role of the United 

states in foreiqn affairs none has raised as much controversy and posed 

luch direct threat to effective diplomacy as those dealinq with personnel. 

The conduct of the foreiqn policy of the United States in a world 

of rapid chanqe has become a matter of crucial importance to all Americans. 

Dramatic and far-reachinq chanqes in the environment and conditions of 

vreat power diplolRacy have occurred as the aftermath of two major World 

Wars and a disturbinq number of lesser military confrontations. It is 

probable that a chanqe has occurred in the very substance of diplomacy 

as a method of neqotiation. This places a heavy burden on the Depart

ment of State, for the search for peace is primarily the task of diplomacy I 

and in the worldwide effort for peace American diplomacy must play a 

central role. 

The role must be qreater than a mere coalescent throuqh which a 

balance is maintained in international relationships. The role demands 

leadership of unparalleled quality throuqh which the world of tomorrow 

i8 created today. 

Of continuinq--and qrowinq--concern are the character and quality 

of foreiqn affairs personnel and of their condition of employment and of 

operatinq procedures within the Department of State, the executive aqency 

charqed with principal responsibility for the conduct of diplomatic 

relations. In final analysis, diplomacy is diplomats. 
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Organizations understandably place considerable value on 

achieving the optimum use of their resources in order to accomplish 

program objectives. The failure of manaqement to assiqn appropriate 

values would mean that resources would be wasted or that all objectives 

might not be achieved. The' central and most valuable resource of the 

Department of State is the Foreiqn Service officer corps of the United 

States Foreiqn Service. 

In the effort made since World War II to achieve an effective 

foreign affairs organization both the Executive and Leqislative Branches 

of qovernment have taken a remarkable series of measures to build to

ward.a coherent and purposive foreiqn policy throuqh recruitinq and 

deployinq a career qroup of top quality men and women committed to the 

wise conduct of such policy. well intended measures for improved 

personnel policies have invariably peaked and faded away after a few 

years. Not only has there been difficulty in makinq proposed solutions 

work effectively, but there has also been difficulty in defininq the 

problem in ways that point to real solutions. 

The modern Foreiqn Service was created by the Roqers Act of 1924. 

The Act provided a fairly clear-cut charter for a permanent Foreiqn Service 

and created closed career or professional conditions for the amalqamated 

service which resulted from combininq the formerly separate Diplomatic 

and Consular Services into ~Foreign Service. The new Service was 

initially administered by personnel of the career service itself out

side the framework of the qeneral Civil Service. 

There are important differences between a career service and 

the qeneral Civil Service. In Harold Stein's words, it (the Foreiqn 

service) became a "conscious and coherent group operatinq within but 

larqely apart from the larqer qovernmental structure. Usually called 

the 'Professional Service' or the 'Career Service' by its members, who 

look upon themselves primarily as 'political officers,' it has its 

own distinctive entrance and tenure procedures, its own salary system, 

its own sensitivity and code of privacy. It constitutes as it were a qUild."l 

lHarold Stein, "The Foreiqn Service Act of 1946," in Harold Stein, 

ed., Public Administration and Policy Development, A Case Book, (New Yorkl 

Harcourt, Brace, 1952), .p. 664. 
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There are identifiable and siqnificant consequences of establishinq 

separate career services within the qeneral qovernment structure. Several 

are outlined below and are considered in this study.2 

Members of a career personnel system must always work with other 

personnel within the orqanization who lack comparable career status. To 

the extent that the system approaches beinq an "elite" system, to that 

extent is it exclusive and preferential vis-a-vis the other employees. A 

consequence of the sense of unity, cohesiveness, and homoqeneity within 

the career system itself is friction, difficulties of communication, and 

low morale with and amonq the other personnel of the orqanization. 

A second consequence of a career system has to do with flexibility 

in the utilization of manpower to meet rapidly chanqinq needs. A closed 

career system which contains a body of trained and experienced persons can 

readily adapt itself to certain kinds of chanqes in the short ~ throuqh 

quick reassiqnments, transfers, even movements over thousands of miles. 

It is uninhibited by position classification, followinq a rank-in-person 

concept, and enjoys a deqree of loyalty and discipline, sometimes leqally 

enforceable, not common in the qeneral Civil Service. But if it is 

called upon to meet sudden needs requirinq different kinds of skills or 

to anticipate and prepare for basic chanqes in mission, rapid qrowth, or 

rapid re-education, it is very inflexible. 

A final consequence is conservatism in the sense of resistance to 

chanqe that miqht weaken the system. The conservatism envisaqed is that 

directed principally to threats of chanqa to the system itself, to its 

status in the qeneral qovern~ent, and to the career futures of its members. 

The system itself, because of its self-qoverninq nature, will cause the 

perspectives of its older members, who are in leadership positions, to 

dominate the views of subordinate system members. Chanqe, for whatever 

purpose, will be anticipatedly retarded. 

Since World War 11, the older career systems have been under con

siderable strp.ss. All have chanqed in response to pressures from outside 

and within. The major challenqes to these systems fall within four main 

classes, eqalitarianism, the knowledqe explosion, both technical and social, ' 

2Frederick C. Mosher, Democracy and the public SerVice, (New York, 

Oxford University Press, 1968), pp. 150-154. 
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and politics. Each of these has impacted on the Foreign 

system. Specific strategies have been developed by both 

), the Department of State and the Foreign Service to deal with these 

challenges. 

No system built on the premise of bottom-level entry can equip 

internally with the vast array of knowledge and techniques to handle, 

an effective and up-to-date manner, the problems in its established area 

activity.3 The Foreign Service has been particularly cramped by this 

The situation developed as foreign policy problems began to cut 

geographical and functional lines. The traditional division of
 

organizational responsibility was called into question, since a single
 

department no longer could assert an exclusive right or capability to
 

aake policy. As a consequence, the policy process became one of shared
 

responsibility and overlapping authority.
 

The capability of the Foreign Service to keep pace with the
 

rapidly changing situation hinged in great part on its ability to absorb
 

into the professional service different types of specializati~n and
 

experience by lateral entry. Iu the stronger career systems such as the
 

Foreign Service lateral entry is a last resort measure which often must
 

be forced from the outside. Lateral entry is a threat to the essence of
 
4the career principle of the system itself. It permits entry into the
 

system at other than the bottom level and thus causes a cascade effect
 

in the blockage of promotions, assignments, and other benefits of the
 

system to which members below the point of lateral entry would other


wise have been entitled.
 

The Department of State identifies in a positive sense the need
 

to bring into the Foreign Service a selected number of highly qualified
 

3Ibid., p. 158. 

4The closed career principle as here understood envisages a per
sonnel system composed of people selected soon after completion of their 
basic education on the basis of competitive examinations who are expected 
and who expect. (a) to spend the bulk of their working lives in the same 
organization, (b) to be advanced periodically on the basis of competition 
with their peers and evaluation by their superiors to top grades in their 
organizations, and (c) to be protected in such competition from outsiders. 
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persons each year at the mid-career and higher levels•. The Department 

recognizes that any career service, no matter how adequately staffed, can 

profit from infusion of "new blood" and "fresh ideas" from individuals 

who have had experience and who have formed their ideas and philosophy 

in a different environment. Members of the Foreign Service have regularly 

concurred with the Department on this matter although adding a caveat that 

lateral entrants should be a specific but limited number of experienced 

and highly qualified persons. Lateral entrants have been present in the 

Foreign Service officers corps since the late 1920s. The roots of the 

question of lateral entrance originate in the period of professionali

zation of the Foreign Service, 1905-1915. The number of lateral entrants 

peaked during the years of the Wriston Program, 1954 to 1958, when in less 

than four years more than 1,500 persons were brought into the corps. 

·Wristonization," as the program was called, was a program forced on the 

system from the outside. 

Although it is probable that the Department of State will continue 

to recognize the value of acquiring Foreign Service officers through lateral 

entry, it is significant that the Foreign Service Act of 1980 does not 

contain specific provisions for lateral entry. The numbers of individuals 

who have entered the Foreign Service officers corps through lateral entry 

has dwindled significantly in recent years. Since 1975 lateral entry has 

been used almost'exclusively as a discrete program for absorbing women 

and other minority group representatives into the Service at the mid-levels. 

Considering the Foreign Service Act of 1980 and related developments, 

now appeared to be a propitious time for a comprehensive review of lateral 

entry as a discrete program. Proponents of reform both within and outside 

the Department of State and the Foreign Service officers corps have con-' 

sistently proposed a more liberal use of lateral entry. Yet the career 

system itself, ~Foreign Service, has defended itself from the wide

spread use of this strategy of accomodation from the birth of the Service 

to the present day. 

In November, 1981, the Department of State provided responses to 

a series of questions on lateral entry which were posed as a portion of 
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study.S The responses have been incorporated throughout this study. 

Interest in this subject area was prompted as a result of per-

a series of SPSS package cross-tabulation routines with data 

Impiled in a social sciences program on American ambassadors. Methods of 

try into the Foreign Service and world region of assignment as an am

s.ador were interrelated and the data summarized for all ambassadors 

'*ppointed during the Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, Ford, 

'and Carter Administrations. Data for political appointees was omitted. 

Utilizing the null hypothesis, it was assumed that there was no difference 

"'between method of entry with respect to world regions of assignment as an 

Chi-square computations, using a conservative .01 level of 
~ 
, siqnificance, resulted in the rejection of the null hypothesis. Ambassadors 

entering the Service through lateral entry were not assigned to posts in 

the Middle East, and Communist countries at the frequencies 

The questions posited by this relationship led to a review of 

the origins, development, and current status of the lateral entry 

phenomenon. 

, This study is an objective analysis of lateral entry as a personnel 

l	 tool of the Department of State in the management of the Foreign Service. 

The history of this method of nonorthodox entry is traced from its origins 

to the current status under the Foreign Service Act of 1980. No effort is 

IIIllde to offer a solution as to whether or not lateral entry should be 

institutionalized within the personnel practices of the Foreign service 

as a recruiting method. There are two fundamental reasons for declining 

the offer of a solution. The first of these lies in a belief that the 

Department of State remains without a principal role in the foreign affairs 

9Overnment. Striving year after year to protect a narrow area of foreign 

SDepartment of State response was provided during a conference 
held November 20, 1981, at the Department of State, Washington, D.C •• 
Ruth Schimel, William I. BacchUS, and Frontis B. Wiggins, of the Office 
of the Director General of the Foreign Service and Director of Personnel, 
and Margaret Barnhardt, Chief, Recruitment Division, Office of Recruitment, 
Examination and Employment, United States Department of State, discussed 
the subject of lateral entry with the author. 
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frequently referred to as international relations, 

!the Department has not faced the inevitable conclusion that in.the con, 
'blmporary environment most issues are interdepartmental in nature. Without 

how does an organization adequately plan for its manpower 

The possible answers to that question point to the second 

The tenacity with which the Department's career systems have clung 

of bureaucratic behavior has led to a reservation 

the utility of the Department of State. If there were a strong 

within the Executive Branch that the values, perceptions, and 

practices traditionally associated with the Department offered 

an important resource vital to the cause of national security, then inter


nal Departmental reform would occur without delay.6
 

Excluding the Department and the Foreign Service, who really cares 

that there has been an inability to merge policy formation and operations? 

The inability to merge the two processes has directly affected the extent 

to which the Department has been able to recruit and retain the best possible 

candidates for the Foreign Service. Every American should therefore care, 

for personnel problems are preventing the Nation from tapping the rich 

professional resources of the Department of State. 

The Department of State is at the official center of the foreign 

affairs government. However, the Department is only part of the foreign 

affairs government today, and by no means a predominant part. New institu

tional powers have emerged in the policy-making establishment. No attempt 

is made in this study to treat the personnel systems of other foreign 

affairs agencies. The Foreign Service of the Department of State is the 

sole focus of attention as the critical problem of personnel is deemed to 

lie within that agency. Other foreign affairs agencies have seemingly 

escaped the severity of the problem for a number of reasons, not the least 

of which is that they have been established either to administer particular 

programs, work on specific policy problems, or provide important policy 

6Henry I. Nash, American Foreign Policy. Changing Perspectives 

on National Security, Revised Edition, (Homewood, Illinois. The Dorsey 

Press, 1978), p. 144. 
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functions and instruments. The Department of State's mission 

requirements are measurably more complex and intricate. 



CHAPTER II 

THE BACKGROUND: A NEW DIPLOMACY 

They (diplomatic positions) are places merely for the reward 
of partisans, places of refUge for worn-out, useless, second-rate 
pol!ti cian8. ..Representative W. Ranson Dav18, 1834 

In the forei9n policy portion of his openin9 statement at his 

confirmation hearin9s, Secretary of State Alexander M. Hai9, Jr., assured 

the Senate Forei9n Relations Committee that the United States possesses 
. 7 

- ••• a full range of the 1nstruments of effective statecraft ••• " 

secretary Hai9 described these instruments as includin9 "a diplomatic 
8 

corps second to none." Speakin9 to What he considered to be the urgent 

task of reestablishing an effective forei9n policy consensus, Secretary 

Hai9 saw the need to underscore the role of the Forei9n Service officer 

corps as a necessary condition to consensus in that 

• • • the most consistent articulation of policy is wasted if 
the professionals who must execute it are divorced from its form
ulation and if their experience and skill are usurped in the name 
of confidentiality, haste, or political sensitivity. The career 
pexsonnel of the State Department and the Forei9n Service are an 
unmatched intellectual resource, and they will be arounc\ 10n9 after 
the President and Secretary of State are gone. If the United States 
is to act consistently and reliably in the world arena, it must use 
its career professionals. Their effective participation in policy
makin9 is imperative. 9 

Secretary Hai9 has become but the latest representative of an 

incomin9 administration to express concern about the problem of or9anizin9 

our 90vernment for forei9n policy. Few problems have been probed as often 

in this century as that of modernizin9 our diplomatic establishment. 

7United States Department of State, Secretary Haig, Opening State
ment at Confirmation Hearings, Current Policy No. 257, January 9, 1981, p. 4. 

8
Ibid., p. 4. 

9
Ibid., p. 3.
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'Since World War II alone more than a dozen major studies or proposals 

appeared. 10 The problem of foreign affairs organization has been 

considered from the broad aspect of total organizational reform to 

on specific areas such as personnel administration. 

the studies of the last three decades have centered on the Foreign 

officer system as the foundation of the foreign policy structure, 

the portion of the structure most urgently in need of reform. 

Reform movements have followed a pattern of Presidential leader


ship preceeding Congressional action. Each major legislative enactment
 

has followed a period in which Executive Orders were utilized to form


ulate reform measures within the Department of State. Recommendations
 

for reform have arisen from a number of sources and have been pursued
 
11

under a variety of auspices and arrangements. Legislative enactments 

have subsequently provided a statutory base for reform gains and served 

as the springboard from which new reform proposals are launched. Yet, 

incongruous with the perception of reform as an instrument of organizational 

change, early in the third century of our nation's history Secretary Haig 

is warning that the absence of consistency, reliability, and balance as 

essential attributes guarantees an unsuccessful foreign policy. This 

inherent difficulty, according to the Secretary, has been complicated in 

the past decade by the breakdown of foreign policy bipartisanship and by 

the development of unnecessary division between Congress and the Executive 
12Branch, and among executive branch departments themselves. Time will tell 

whether the Reagan Administration ~ill respond to the foreign affairs 

experiences of previous administrations, whether emulation or avoidance 

was their aim, or overcome the legacy of "mUddling through" and establish 

a need to go beyond it. Going beyond may necessitate defining a principal 

laThe appsndix contains a list of these major stUdies. 

llReform has been pursued under a variety of auspices and arrange
ments, a Presidential-Congressional commission (the first Hoover Commission), 
A Presidential staff agency (Bureau of Budget), a Presidential ad hoc group 
(the Duflon study), an internal Foreign Service group (the Chapin-Foster 
study), committees appointed by the Secretary of State (the RO\le and Wriston 

Committees, the Macomer study group), outside groups under contract with a 
Congressional Committee (the Brookings Institute and Syracuse University), 
and outside groups organized with private support. 

12 
Department of ,State, Secretar~Haig, Opening Statement at Confirm

ation Heari~, p. 3. 
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role for the Department of State that is both useful and feasible. 

The development of a professional foreign service in the United 

States has been a gradual process. The first sustained effort to modern

ize our diplomatic establishment in this century arose from within the 

Department itself. The ranks of the reformers contained not only members 

of the establishment but other elements of the Executive Branch, members 

of Congress who perceived the urgency of reform, special interest groups 

such as the National civil Service Reform League, publicists, businessmen, 

and interested private citizens. The first assumption of this and subsequant 

reform efforts was the necessity of a diplomatic service. The reformers 

therefore sought to change its existing structure to achieve greater 

and more effective performance. 

The diplomatic establishment of the late nineteenth century was 

far removed in nature from that of today. One historian described the 

Department of 1898 as "an antiquated feeble organization, enslaved by 

precedents and routine inherited from another century, remote from the 

pUblic gaze and indifferent to it. The typewriter was viewed as a necessary 

evil and the telephone was an instrument of last resort."13 The establish

ment consisted of the Department of State and the two overseas elements, 

the diplomatic and consular services. The public exhibited some confusion 

in distinguishing between these entities, frequently considering them to 

be a single unit, or at least the overseas services as one unit. The term 

"Foreign Service" was just beginning to be used to refer to both services. 

The early overseas service of the United States was as unpretentious 

as the domestic establishment. The need for diplomacy had been apparent 

from the start as the Colonies formed themselves into the Uni~d States•. 

Congress believed that they had earned themselves "a place among the rising 

powers of Europe" and felt the need to cultivate "a friendly correspondence 

and connection with foreign countries. "14 A Department of Foreign Affairs 

was created by Congress on January 10, 1781, and a secretary appointed to 

assume the responsibilities for foreign affairs. A later law passed by 

13United States Department of State, A Short History of the U. S. 
Department of State, 1781-1981, Publication 9166, January 1981, p. 19. 

14Ibid., p. 1. 
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Congress gave certain domestic responsibilities to the Department as well 

as foreign duties. President Washington approved this change which set up 

a Department of State with a Secretary of State at its head. A congressional 

act of April 14, 1792, provided legislative prescriptions for the Consular 

Under the Constitution, the President has been given a share of 

~ power in the appointment of 'Ambassadors, other public Ministers and 

Consuls. ,15 This power of appointment is shared with the Senate under 

advice and consent provisions. Drawing upon these provisions a diplomatic 

aervice, assigned the task of conducting political relations with foreign 

countries, and a consular service, which dealt primarily with commercial 

matters and the needs of American citi%ens abroad, were created. At the 

very beginning of the Department's history certain personnel practices 

were adopteq that adversely affected American foreign relations for many 

years. Little or no interchange took place between those serving within 

the Department at home and those in the services at overseas posts. No 

provision was made to encourage transfers between the Diplomatic Service 

and the Consular Service. These circumstances limited flexibility and 

interfered with the development of professionalism. 

The low priority attached to the political aspect of foreign re

lations resulted in a tendency to depreciate the Diplomatic Service. The 

practice of the "spoils system'--the award of government appointments in 

return for political support--reinforced this attitude. The Consular 

Service, although subjected to the same deprecations, fared somewhat 

better in achieving status. A primary reason for this rested on the 

service's close relationship to growing financial and economic interests 

abroad and the interest group political pressure arising therefrom • 

.In 1900, the Department maintained 41 Diplomatic and 318 Consular 

Service posta. These statistics reflected extraordinary additions to the 

international political commitments of the United States. The expansion 

required an equally extraordinary series of changes within the Department 

ranging from increased annual budgets to internal reorganization. The 

15
U. S. Canst. art. II, sec. 2~ 
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these changes was a strong movement toward 

professionalized and democratized foreign services. The transform

in American foreign relations that began at the end of the nine

teenth century forced the nation to recognize that it paid dearly for 

'previous amateurism in the conduct of foreign policy. 

Voices advocating reform had been active well before the turn of 

twentieth centur~. The voices arose as a result of America's growing
 

involvement in the affairs of the world. The public was becoming more
 

aware of the direct relationship between their personal welfare (in terms
 

cof national security and individual economic opportunities) and their 

vovernment's diplomatic negotiations and official committments in foreign 

As new functions and activities were identified as being within 

the general area of interest of the diplomatic establishment, new challenges 

. were created for the professional group responsible for the conduct of 

diplomacy.16 The nature and scope of these challenges rapidly accelerated 

after 1900. In the nineteenth century the practice of the spoils system, 

vovernment preoccupation with domestic affairs, public apathy, Congressional 

indifference, and the lack of a strong executive leadership had all acted 

to delay the establishment in America of a professionally trained and ex· 

perienced foreign service able to draw from the varied seqments of American 

society and committed to a career in the public service. Momentum thus 

developed to change the personnel system for foreign affairs. A reform 

movement with the persistence of the one which came into being is not gen

erated out of small and unimportant considerations. Typically, the parties 

. involved felt that issues of great moment were at stake, amounting basically 

to nothing less than the adequacy of the conduct of U. S. foreign affairs 
17in extremely critical times. 

16The diplomatic establishment during the period discussed consisted 
of two distinct services: the Diplomatic Service assigned the task of con
ducting political relations with foreign countries, and the Consular Service 
which dealt primarily with commercial matters and the needs of American 
citizens abroad. Both services were within the organizational structure or 
the Department of State, wherein other substructures were formed to support 
their effort. These substructures are termed the Departmental Services. 

17JOhn E. Harr, The PrOfessional Diplomat, (Princeton, NJ. Princeton 
University Press, 1969), p. 45. 
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From within the diplomatic establishment came a steady pressure 
18

creation of a career system. At the turn of the century the 

without a bona fide merit system and other im

essential to the development of a truly professional service. 

, this problem was viewed as a requisite condition to improvinq 

Ithe capability of the Department of state to carry out its traditional, 
~sponsibilities for.diplomacy.r . 
~ 

Not infrequently in the early part of the century an anoloqy was 

between the diplomatic profession and the military service. The 

latter, held to be an orqanization exhibitinq staunch constitutional 

whose officers neither had nor desired a political future, 

perceived as an orqanizational model for the diplomatic establishment. 

fact that the major component of the military establishment was qoinq 

throuqh its own radical reform perhaps helped to emphasize the analoqy. 

8electinq the United States Navy personnel system as the one most desire

for emulation, diplomatic establishment reforms to the present day 

have incorporated selected aspects of that system. 

As the nineteenth century drew to a close a siqnificant shift in 

reform proposals occurred which reflected in the Diplomatic Service. Re

formers in the period after the Civil War had been ambiquous about the 

level of the service that their reform measures encompassed. The new 

emphasis was clearly on restrictinq merit to the secretaryships leavinq 

the ministerial level firmly rooted in politics. Exceptional secretaries 

from the lower service would on occasion be promoted to the upper, minis

terial level. Some reformers still advocated an entirely professionalized 

88rvice and continued to urqe its adoption. Supporters of the half career 

and half· political viewpoint prevailed. 

There were those who felt that a diplomatic establishment was 

necessary but disapproved of the various reform proposals. A number of 

individuals actively defended the advantaqes of the spoils system in pre

parinq candidates for the field of diplomacy. These dissentinq voices 

,.
IBA comprehensive discussion of career systems is found in N. Joseph 

Cayer, Manaqinq Human Resources, (New York' St. Martins Press, 1980), Chap. 4, 
and Frederick C. Mosher, Democracy and the Public Service, Chap. 5. 
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From within the diplomatic establishment came a steady pressure 
18

the creation of a career system. At the turn of the century the 

without a bona fide merit system and other im

essential to the development of a truly professional service. 

this problem was viewed as a requisite condition to improving 

capability of the Department of State to carry out its traditional 

aponsibilities for.diplomacy. 

Not infrequently in the early part of the century an analogy waS 

between the diplomatic profession and the military service. The 

ttar, held to be, an organization exhibiting staunch constitutional 

whose officers neither had nor desired a political future, 

perceived as an organizational model for the diplomatic establishment. 

the major component of the military establishment was going 

reform perhaps helped to emphasize the analogy. 

~8Ilacting the United States Navy personnel system as the one most desire

for emulation, diplomatic establishment reforms to the present day 

incorporated selected aspects of that system. 

As the nineteenth century drew to a close a significant shift in 

proposals occurred which reflectad in the Diplomatic Service. Re

formers in the period after the Civil War had been ambiguous about the 

the Service that their reform measures encompassed. ~e new 

was clearly on restricting merit to the secretaryships leaving 

rooted in politics. Exceptional secretaries 

from the lower service would on occasion be promoted to the upper, minis

Some reformers still advocated an entirely professionalized 

service and continued to urge its adoption. Supporters of the half career 

half political viewpoint prevailed. 

There were those who felt that a diplomatic establishment was 

necessary but disapproved of the various reform proposals. A number of 

individuals actively defended the advantages of the spoils system in pre
!

paring candidates for the field of diplomacy. These dissenting voices 

18A comprehensive discussion of career systems is found in N. Joseph 
Cayer, Managin9 Human Resources, (New York. St. Martins Press, 1980), Chap. 4, 
and Frederick C. M05her, Democracy and the Public Service., Chap. 5. 

l 
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fr.qu.~tly found support in the silence of Congress and public apathy.
 

fAfter 1888, in response to changing international circumstances and the 
~ 

~demands of the informed, distinct movements within and outside the service 

Few sessions of Congress met without a resolution calling for 

,III investigation of the two overseas services or the introduction of legis

Lation to improve their organization. Although most attention centered on 

service. the Diplomatic service received its share of 

The Consular Service during this period had the power behind it 

,of America's number one interest group--business. It is probable that it 

demand of business for the reorganization of that Service on a per

efficient basis that led to the initial advances made in that Service. 

Diplomacy was viewed as necessary but the conviction that a trained diplomatic 

..rvice	 was necessary was only growing. 

Within this framework of rapid change the tendencies toward a merit 

grew measureably. Men in increasing numbers who entered the service 

make it a career found positive signs of the growth of a true 

confirming their expectations. All of these develop

the assistance of a sympathetic presidential administration. 

, from 1888 to 1906, almost every President and his Secretary of State public

supported the merit service principles for diplomacy and privately sought 

.ssure the tenure of competent secretaries. Much of their support stem

led from the sheer necessity arising from the exponential growth of the
 

foreign business of the United States. Frequent rotation of personnel,
 

• characteristic of the spoils system, was causing a disruptive influence
 

on American representation abroad and, as a consequence, the rise of con


siderable political pressure at home
 

The turn of the century effort was catalyzed by Wilbur J. Carr 

(1870-1942), "The Father of the Foreign service.· 19 Entering the DeFartment 

.s • clerk in 1892, he became Chief of the Consular Service in 1902, Chief 

19united States Department of State, A Short History of the U. S.
 
Department of State, 1781-1981, p •. 2l.
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1907, and served as Director of the Consular Service from 1909 

A believer in scientific management and administrative efficiency, 

the reform of the Consular Service. Although a broad 

of government service had been removed from political patronage 

b.Y the civil Service Act of lBBJ the Diplomatic and Consular Services were 

,,~ot under the Act. Carr strove to extend two features of the Act, pro-
o 
rf.eeionalism and merit, to all aspects of the diplomatic establishment. 
S 
Carr's efforts in the first decade of the twentieth century were assisted 

presence of a Chief Executive that embodied the movement toward the 

diplomacy. Theodore Roosevelt had long been interested 

reform and as early as lB94 had outlined the need for the 

' ..rit principle in foreign affairs administration. While President, he 

extended the classified civil service to cover the non-career service em

,ployees of the Department of State. As the first President to think real

( istically in global terms, he was vitally aware of the necessity for com

'patent foreign affairs information from trained observers and of adequate 

ipolitical representation abroad. In practice, Roosevelt was determined 

secretaries would be retained in service and advanced 

merit. 

Elihu Root, who became Secretary of State in July, 1905, subscribed 

to Roosevelt's poliey of the retention and advancement of competent secre

Root's appointment had been specifically made with a view toward 

j reorganization of the administration of all branches dealing with foreign 

affairs. While previously serving as Secretary of War Root had gained 

valuable experience in modernizing outdated administrative machinery. The 

~itment' to reform by Roosevelt and Root was more than shared by the . 

of State. 

In 1905, the cumulative pressures for reform from both within and 

'outside the Department demanded the attention of the Presid~nt and his 

Secretary of Stace. ~~ere was a nascent diplomatic career service growing 

without a basis in legislative enactments. The career principle had strong 

advocates within the Department and both Root and Roosevelt approved of and 

supported its application. The caroer principle had many opponents within 
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the Conqress and the public sector, but theirs was essentially the
 

Aqainst this interplay of forces the first step
 
20


taken toward placinq diplomacy on a firm career basis. 

In the openinq years of the twentieth century the Conqress had 

all consular leqislation. The time available for secretary Root 

to devote to reform projects was cut short by the priority demanded by 

international compli~ations. Still, Root and the President decided to 

adopt consular reform measures that would qive a lead to Conqress and 

.stablish a precedent for future reforms. Reform throuqh Executive Order 

appealed to Roosevelt especially since his reelection in 1904 assured his 

continued presence in office. Reform throuqh Executive Order would cir 

cumvent Conqressional leqislative inaction and at the same time satisfy 

BOme of the mountinq pressures from business qroups for an effective 

Beqinninq first with a directive that related solely to the 

Root later became convinced that the opportunity was 

present to initiate the merit system in the Diplomatic Service. Two 

separate Executive Orders were drafted. Roosevelt subsequently accepted 

both orders and promulqated them on November 10, 1905. The consular 

order committed the Administration to three principles, admission to 

the Consular Service by examination, promotion solely on the basis of 

'ability and efficiency, and openinq the examination to all, not just to 

desiqnees of the President as was the case under earlier Executive 

Orders. 21 The first two principles had already appeared in earlier 

Executive Orders but the absence of the third principle rendered them 

ineffective. The diplomatic order applied principally to the secretaryShips 

and provided that vacancies be filled either throuqh transfer or promotion 

from some branch of the foreiqn service or "by the appointment of a person, 

20warren Ilchman, Professional Diplomacy in the United States,
 
1779-1939, (Chicaqo: Chicaqo University Prer,s, 1961), p. 84.
 

21smith Simpson, "Perspectives of Reform," The Foreiqn Service
 
Journal, Vol. 4B, No. B, Auqust 1971, p. lB.
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:who, having furnished satisfactory evidence of character, responsibility, 

and being thereupon selected by the President for examination, 

is found upon such examination to be qualified for the position. ,,22 The 

order did not extend the merit principle to the ministerial level. Root 

issued a departmental order on the same day establishing a Board of 

Examiners within the Department whose duty was the adminietration of 

.ppropriate examinati~ns for entrance to the Diplomatic and Consular 

Two principles, both of which persisted later in legislative en-

were accomplished through the diplomatic orders fitnese for office, 

experience (ministerial level) or examination (secretaryships) 

Board of Examiners authorized to see that the exam

'ination provision was carried out. By implication the order also embraced 

A number of other features of the diplomatic order must be noted 

order was still a considerable distance from the demands of the 

reformers. The format of the reform, an Executive Order, provided no basis 

statute and was binding only upon Roosevelt. The required examination, 

in essence just a qualifying test, was to be administered only to designees 

of the President. This allowed partisan considerations to continue. No 

clear-cut avenues of promotion were established as secretaryships were not 

vtaded. Finally, the provision permitting transfer or promotion from an

other branch violated the career principle, for entrants could always be 

transferred into the service over the heads of existing members. This 

feature, lateral entry, a controversial matter from the very beginning, 

vas to grow into one of the most devisive issues of Departmental reform. 

During the years prior to the Rogers Act of 1924 the question of lateral 

entry lay submerged in the greater issue of first establishing a career 

service. 

The fact that the order fell short of the anticipations of the 

reformers was probably an act of commission. Roosevelt was very much 

22
Good Government XXIX (November 1912), pp. 105-106. 
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· aware that the service still harbored a number of individuals who lacked 

the essential qualifications. He intended to chanqe these individuals 

the need arose. A completely closed career system would prevent 

him from appointinq men from the outside. No doubt, President Roosevelt 

· also possessed a realistic view toward reform and desired to keep options 

open for future efforts. 

The Roosevelt order attracted little attention. Amonq the sup-

of professional diplomacy, however, it was received with enthusiasm. 

Those who opposed the application of merit principles to the Diplomatic
 

remained silent. Root, who was conce~ed about the political im-.
 

applyinq merit to both the Diplomatic and Consular Services, was
 

aqreeably surprised when violent objections did not materialize. 

Althouqh the Roosevelt-Root Diplomatic service remains open to 

criticism several qenuine advances toward professionalization of the 

·Service were made. One of these was promotion within the Service. Lonq 

afflicted by patronaqe, a chanqe in administration normally had siqnaled 

· chanqes in secretaryships and consular representation. Political appoint

ments had remained the order of the day despite growin1 public concern 

over the quality of representation abroad. Nevertheless, certain members 

the foreiqn services developed special competence and pursued careers 

of reasonable stability in diplomatic and consular assiqnments. Roosevelt 

~cognized the value of nonpartisan retention of such men and the necessity 

of providinq for promotion within the system. However, his view was 
23characterized by the apotheqm "There is nothinq qreater than habit.·


Partisan acts were still ve~y evident.
 

The principle of security of tenure did qain added credence. That 

oertain individuals were promoted within the system implies that they re

tained their membership in the service. Roosevelt's period as Chief Ex

ecutive was marked by a decrease in oriqinal appointments as more and more 

qualified men were retained in office. For individuals enterinq the services 

under oriqinal appointment the examination process was refined and improved. 

23ovid, Ars Amatoria. Bk. ii, 1. 345. 
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The 1905 Executive Order for the Diplomatic Service had long-term 

relevant to professionalization of the Service. Both the diplomatic 

consular orders were the product of legislative-executive cooperation. 

t only was Secretary Root effective in his relations with Congress but
 

fthere were others within the Department of State, such as Carr, who had
 

~fluential congressional contacts. The level of cooperation, which ex


willingness of Departmental representatives to testify before 

hearings, advanced the cause of a foreign service career 

one example of these relations was the successful passage in April, 

of a law reorganizing the Consular Service. Partly a synthesis of 

i,revious bills on the subject, the Department's final draft on the proposed 

legislation contained merit and classification provisions, added a system
 

inspections, and provided several administrative prohibitions relating
 

hiring and accoUnting. The law as accepted eliminated Roosevelt's
 

examination system and the merit provision and diluted the mechanism of 

classification. Roosevelt, accepting the advice of Root, Carr, and others, 

eupplemented the new law with an Executive Order of June 27, 1906. The 

order contained three principles of significant note. creation of a Board 

!.of Examiners and admission to the Consular Service by examination, promotion 

of ability and efficiency (merit), and opening the
 

.~ination to all, not just to designees of the president (thus the
 

abolition of partisan considerations).24
 

The 1905 order for the Diplomatic Service was not enforced lonq
 

to generalize its effects on the Service. Perhaps one measure of
 

its effect is found in the statistical fact that 39.1 per cent of those
 

seen service either as a private secretary to a minister 

or ambassador or as a member of the Consular Service. The latter were not, 

however, cases of lateral entry. They had taken positions in the Consular 

service to await openings in the Diplomatic Service. The statistic would 

that there was some conception existent that the Service offered 

career potential. 

24smith Simpson,·Perspectives of Reform,· The Poreign Service 
.Journal, p. lB. 
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The growing responsibilities of the Department of State forced a 

rough reorganization in 1909. Under the administration of President 

H. Taft, slow progress toward professionalization was made. The 

change quickened after Taft appointed as First Assistant Secretary 

M. Huntington Wilson. Wilson, a long-time advocate of reform in 

Diplomatic Service, succeeded in enlarging the number of leadership 

litions within the'Department. One such position was a Director to 

ister the Consular Service, a position filled by Carr. Lines of 

clarified permitting senior managers to make better use of 

Wilson undertook a major reorganization of the Department, 

an Executive Order of November 26, 1909. Although many 

reorganization, such as the geographical regrouping of 

lporting	 units, had long-term effects on the Service, the more extensive 

lication of the merit principle was alone of immediate relevance. 

Following the orders of 1905 and 1906, the 1909 order extended 

provisions of the Pendleton Act of 1883 to the Diplomatic Service 

thout placing the Service's personnel under the jurisdiction of the Civil 
25

commission. A Board of Examiners was established within the 

to administer both oral and written examinations to prospective 

The order further prescribed admission only to the lowest 

security of tenure, and promotion by the merit principle. 

iginal appointments were confined to the positions of third secretary 

embassy, second secretary of legation, or first secretary in a single 

cretary legation. Vacancies in higher secretaryships were to be filled 

Transfers from the Department and the Consular Service 

uired an examination with no preferential treatment to be given except 

exigencies of the service. An exception was made to this provision 

r upper salaried personnel. The lateral entry question continued to 

in the provisions permitting transfer. 

Compared to the 1905 and 1906 orders for the Consular Service, 
26advances and similarities emerge. Several of the administrative 

, 25warren Ilchman, Professional Diplomacy in the United States,
 
~1779-1939. p. 99.
 
, 26
 

Ibid., p. 100. 
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features of the consular order were adopted for the Diplomatic Service. 

efficiency records and the scope of the entrance examination. 

virtually made the lower levels of the Diplomatic Service 

The examination was revised and geared to the commercial 

'alms of American diplomacy. A minimal concession waS made to geographical 

:npresentation, a rallying point for those urging democratization of the 

,; diploJllatic establishment. 27 Demonstrated efficiency became the sole 

'criterion for promotion. The keystone of the new merit system was the 

of every secretary. 

Measured against the overall progressive nature of the 1909 order 

were features which served as administrative barriers ,to sound· 

career development. The age limit range (twenty-nine years) permitted
 

Service too late to make it a lifetime career.
 

contained features which discouraged applicants.
 

Lateral transfers had not been completely abolished, particularly in the
 

upper Service levels. The promotion system stopped just below the minis


There was now "the Service" and "the ministers and
 

BQyond the control of the Executive Branch, and therefore the 

were the inadequate wage structure and the absence of retirement
 

Control over such measuree rested within the appropriation
 

authority of the House of Representatives. senatorial control over the
 

of secretaries from one post to another and up the promotional
 

ladder were still in effect under the advice and consent prOVisions of
 
2B


the U. S. Constitution. And finally, the order had no base in legislation, 

without which Taft's successor could simply ignore it. 

In December, 1910, Taft urged Congress to enact the merit provi.ions 

for both Services into law. He insisted that the extension of the merit 

27·Democratization" of the Foreign Service is discussed in Mosher,
 
pemOcracy and the Public SerVice, and Ilchman, Professional Diplomacy in
 
the Hnited States, 1779-1939.
 

2BU• 5. Senate, Committee on Foreign Relations, 94th Congress,
 
Backqround Information on the Committee on Foreign Relations, 3d Revised
 
Eel., 1975, p. 28.
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through executive orders had had excellent results and to codify 

iMprovements. Representative Frank Lowden agreed 

sponsor the necessary bill. with Wilson and Carr a measure was drafted 

ich put the merit provisions of the 1906 order for the Consular Service 

the 1909 order into statutory language. The bill also proposed other 

featurell. 

The proposed legislation was introduced on January 11, 1911, and 

to the Committee on Foreign Affairs of the House. In the Senate 

January 23, Senator Henry C. Lodge introduced a bill basically similar 

Lodge's bill required the President to appoint all who 

examination and promote only those within the service. Both 

viewed as raising a Constitutional issue not theretofore ad

direct and positive limitation of the President's power of 

The question' of whether or not it was competent for Congress 

require the President to appoint to the lower classes of the foreign 

rvice only suc~ as have passed an examination, and to limit the power 

appointment to the higher grades to those who have served in some lower 

'ade lat at the heart of the Constitutional issue., Congress adjourned 

thout taking action on either bill. The National Business Leaque, 

listent on obtaining statutory permanence for the Consular Service, 

of a bill drafted by that organization in the next 

The bill required compulsory appointment and promotion 

iift the Consular service and made no mention of the Diplomatic service. The 
r 
~partment would not support the legislation and the bill died in committee. 

President Taft, in his Annual Message to Congress, December 7, 1911, 

yet another plea for legislation covering the diplomatic establishment. 

Leaque, the National Civil Service Reform League, the 

IAmerican Chamber of Commerce in Paris, and other outside interest groups 

for diplomatic reforms. Considerable use was made 

of the gains which had been made under successive executive orders and 

'codification of those gains Was demanded. As for the Constitutional 

laBUS, advocates of the legislation asked that the question be left to the 

Supreme Court. The Taft Administration appeared not to be destined to secure 

the needed legislation. Another attempt, the Sulzer Bill, introduced 
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February 13, 1912, and reported out of the Foreiqn Affairs Committee 

June 5, never could be maneuvered to the floor for a vote althouqh 

the administration. The combined forces of those opposed 

the merit system or continuous diplomacy, patronaqe-hunqry Democrats, 

divisions amonq the reformers themselves defeated the bill. 

The Taft Administration had continued the previous administratio~'s 

to provide more solid foundations for a career service. On the 

is of external evidence the four y~~rs under Taft strenqthened the concept 

professional diplomacy on the ministerial level and in the executive 

,ate of the Department. Not content with the retention of qualified 

"dividuals and in-service promotions to retain such personnel, the 

,p&rtment strove to obtain better qualified candidates for the service,
 

eliminate remaininq traces of partisanship, and to develop a sense of
 

Recruitinq efforts were directed toward men with the
 

'of mind that characterized the "qeneralist." The ideal secretary 

one who was capable of handlinq all types of reportinq and every duty 

representation. Examinations were desiqned to identify such men. 

The election of 1912 qave control of the Exec~tive and Conqress 

the Democratic Party, a party that had been out of power and in the 
29

'petronaqe wilderness" for sixteen years. Their merit system restinq 

n Executive Orders issued under Republican administrations, members of 

e diplomatic establishment ..... re naturally apprehensive. Althouqh the 

,nsuler Service had established a nonpartisan reputation in the public 

,ind, this was not true of the Diploma tic Service.
 

The course of the new administration toward the Diplomatic Service
 

• slowly. However, pressures to force the administration's attitude 

!beqen shortly after president Wilson's election. Attemptinq to place that 

~.ttitude in perspective brouqht forth several conflictinq observations. 

_ilson, havinq once served as a vice-president of the National Civil Service 

'..form Leaque, was recoqnized as an advocate of civil service reform. How

,ever, a statement solicited from Wilson on reform did not mention the 

Diplomatic service. 30 It was known that Wilson, as an educator, appreciated 

29warren Ilchman, Professional Diplomacy in the United States,
 
1779-1939, p. 118.
 

30 '
 
Good Government, XXIX, pp. 105-106.' 
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for career specialization. Further, the Democratic Party's 

claimed that "merit and ability should be the standard of appoint

promotion rather than service rendered to a political party." 

a minority President and head of a minority party. Political 

'.tronage was a time-honored practice under these circumstances. Further 
i 

Irehension arose fram examination of Wilsonls uNaw Freedom- program. 

was dire~ted toward domestic reform, not foreign involvement, 

thus there was less interest in the administration of foreign affairs.
 

Wilson appointed William Jennings Bryan as Secretary of State.
 

was known as an individual who under~tood and appreciated the need
 

patronage. Bryan's aim in foreign affairs, such as it was, was 

negotiation of conciliation conventions with the major powers, but did 

t envisage them requiring professional diplomats for either negotiations
 

enforcement. 31 Other appointments within the Department of State added
 

concern regarding the Secretary. No man associated with the reform
 

counsellor John B. Moore, was made an Assistant Secretary. 

nistrative control over the service was assumed by a spoilG politician. 

In July. 1913, nominations began for the ministerial and ambassadorial 

Only three career ministers from the previous administrations survived 

changes. Yet, there appeared to be a retention of the dichotomous con

Service, the upper ministerial level composed of min

ambassadors and the lower by secretaries. Patronage was utilized 

avily in the upper level but did not seriously disrupt the lower level. 

t is probable that an agreement between Wilson, Bryan, and others preserved 

merit system for the secretaryships. 

Public disapproval of the party's regression to patronage was great. 

was general agreement that Bryan's wholesale dismissals had demoralized 

service completely. Wilson received relatively little of the blame. 

,st congressmen and publicists believed that ·Wilson handed over the appoint

ts of the State Department and the appointments of most ministers to the 

dar mercies of Hr. Bryan as the price of protection of the Consular. and 

31warren Ilchman, Professional Diplomacy in the United States,
 
779-1939. pp. 120-121.
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.32partial protection of the lower grades of the Diplomatic Service. 

came under heavy attack both by publicists and in Congress. 

The mounting pressure against Bryan presented Wilson and others 

several opportunities to restore movement toward a merit system for 

The first of these occurred in the conduct of examinations 

the vacancies in the secretaryships. The examinations had bee~ sus

ded when Bryan took office and a considerable backlog of applicants had 

In October, 1914, examinations were held for the first time 

Over a year and a half. This was followed by Wilson's appointment of 

William Phillips, to the position of Third Assistant 

within the Department. The appointment was over the objection 

An additional opportunity resulted from the resignation from a 

post of a Bryan appointee. To this post Wilson appointed a second 

man. 

One of Phillip's first tasks within the Department was to prepare 

9islation codifying the merit provisions of the 1909 Executive Order 

rtaining to the Diplomatic Service. With the help of Carr, Phillips 

afted arneasure for both services ~long the lines of the Lowden and 

of 1910 and 1912, respectively. The bill contained among 

for the Diplomatic Service the formal establishment of the 

ard of Examiners and the examination system, the use of efficiency records 
w 
~d compulsory reporting, and the appointment of secretaries to classes in 
l 

system. The bill was submitted in Congress by Represent~tive 

Flood and Senator William S. Stone. Bryan was absent from wash-

at the time the bills were submitted and discovered that they con-

the merit provisions upon his return. He objected in a letter to· 

and Wilson agreed that making examinations for the Diplomatic and 

might be an unwise move. Bryan was given permission to 

that aspect of the bills. 

32sse ·Last Refuge of the Spoilsman,· Atlantic, CXIII (April 1914), 
433-435. 
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Action on the bills, as their predecessors, lanquished even 

diplomacy remained under heavy criticism. The events of July and 

in Europe provided the catalyst needed for bringing the bills to 

attention of Conqress. The openinq days of World War I greatly expanded 

role and responsibilities of both the Diplomatic and Consular Services, 

'acinq heavy demands on the officers therein. The bill before Congress,. 
identified as the Stone-Flood Act, was viewed as essential to expansion 

the services. Bryan communicated h1s desire to amend the existing 

the merit provisions. Flood desired to conform 

Bryan's wishes for amendment but counseled him against any·course 

would delay the bill in Conqress. Nevertheless, both Flood and Stone 

the merit provisions of the bills. Unanimously reported out of 

Conqressional action was slow paced on considerinq the proposed 

To criticism· that the stripping of the merit principle was 

the best interests of the service, Flood argued that Executive 

could adequately protect the merit system in the face of any assault 

Amendments introduced to restore the merit principles were 

Two amendments, however, were accepted. The amendments provided 

following: 

••• any officer (secretary of embassy or leqation, consul general, 
or consul) may be assigned for duty in the Department of State without 
loss of grade, class, or salary, such assignment to be for a period of 
not more than three years, unless the public interests demand further 
service, when such assignment may be extended for a period not to exceed 
one year, and no longer: Provided further, That no secretary, consul 
qeneral, or consul shall be promoted to a higher class except upon the 3

3nomination of the President, with the advice and consent of the senate. 

Both of these amendments were positive movements in the direction 

reform. The Diplomatic Service had been viewed as a service in exile 

iWboae expatriated officers had little or no opportunity to be assigned 

;~ithin the Department in Washington where their interests could be directly 

The Act permitted appointment of certain diplomatic and 

to functional positions in the Department, rather than to 

33
U. S. Statutes at Large, 63d Congress, 1913-1915, Vol. 38, Part 1, 

805-807. 
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cific posts in the field. This step permitted reassignment by aamin


,trative transfer rather than Presidential appointment, and thereby en

the proponents of technical competence in the Diplomatic and 

Services. The requiring of Senate approval for promotions from 

class was viewed as providing partial solution to enhancing 

minimizing the influence of excessive partisanship., 

The years between the 1905 Executive Order and the Stone-Flood 

t witnessed the establishment, in most respects, of a career in diplomacy. 

is for that primary reason that the period has been presented in such 

Subsequent major legislation would continue refinement of the 

of a career foreign service. 

With the passage of the Stone-Flood Act and the issuance of 

Departmental regulations, a system of examinations for en-

The tests attempted to obtain candidates with the 

rvice's particular qualifications. on the secretarial level, security of 

by merit ~re fully accepted. Changes in political 

,war within the Executive and Legislative Branches had little effect at 

secretarial level. There remained, however, a block to promotions from 

secretaryships to the ministerial level. Exceptions to the use of 

tronage at the ministerial level kept prospects alive that the blockage 

One legacy of the first Wilson Administration was the 

ranks and the rates of promotion. In each of the steps 

reform there was the influence of the career. diplomat. 

e period saw the service transformed from one arranged in separate units 

representation to one organized by classes and affording personnel up

Perhaps more importantly there was a growing acceptance
 

officers of the existence of a career concept. The concept was backed
 

a substantial body of official and public opinion that would prevent,
 

violation of the merit principle. on these foundations 

Department of State faced the many changes that accompanied world War 

its aftermath. 

I 



CHAPTER II I 

FROM WAR TO WAR' AMALGAMATION AND COMPETITIVE DIPLOMACY 

Good government came not from men of specialized training but 
men of character. Wo-jen, Memorial of March 20, 18S0 

In the years following World War I, for the first time since the 

liest years of the nation, the American people gave increasing and 

tained attention to foreign affairs. The war had drawn the United States 

toa number of international entanglements from which there was no retreat 

have continued to increase exponentially to this date. The war's 

on the Diplomatic Service was profound. As America analyzed 

causes, conduct," and consequences, the views developed also re

opinion of professional diplomacy. Sir Harold Nicolson opined 

t America's judgment of the professional service rested upon the belief 

t it was possible to apply to the conduct of external affairs, the ideas 

which, in the conduct of internal affairs, had for generations 

regarded as the essentials of liberal democracy.34 "on the othe~ hand," 

"when the Americans arrived"as the dominant partners 

coalition, they brought with them their dislike of European inetitu

their distrust of diplomacy, and their missionary faith in the equal
35 man.

Political isolation no longer served the national interest. The 

the "new diplomacy"--a term used to describe etatecraft responeive 

the desires of popul.ar majorities--brought international politics and "its 

fully into the consciousness of the people who had never 
36

concerned themselves with foreign relations. The new assertiveness 

the United States in world politice focused attention on the Department 

Department of State, A Short History of the U. S. Department of 

34Harold G. 
'netable j; Co., Ltd., 

Nicolson, 
1954), 

The Evolution of Diplomatic Method, 
p. 84. 

(London. 

35Ibid., 
36

p. 84. 

1781-1981, p. 25. 
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State and aided the efforts of those striving for improvement of the 

establishment by again underscoring the need for extensive 

The long-range requirements of creating a career service gave way 

exigencies of the war between 1914 and 1918. The primary effort 

directed toward securing sufficient personnel to staff the embassies 

legations. Increasing demands upon the service could not be met by 

fting Departmental personnel, via senatorial confirmation,_ into the
 

rvice or by drawing from the examination eligibility list of those
 

.iting appointment.
 

Ilchman states that the problem of insufficient personnel was 

tially solved by certain institutional changes, temporary expedients, 

good fortune. 37 The institutional changes were as a result of 

Stone-Flood Act of 19l5. Authority to utilize personnel from over

ffed missions abroad in those which were particularly hard-pressed was 

first major accomplishment. Through the provisions in the Act in which 

appointed by commission to a category rather than to any 

ticular post, mobility was achieved. One postwar commentator on the 

insisted - ••• many close students of the subject believe that during 

conditions the conduct of our international relationships would have 

dangerously impeded if the old practice had been continued.-38 When 

United States entered the war, closing missions to the Central Powers 

leased further personnel. They were rapidly absorbed in co-ordinating 

relations between America and the Associated Powers. 

Wilson, reviewing those career ministers who had been ousted in 

opening years of his administration, requested that they return to serve 
f 
\vithout compensation at the major capitals. Four accepted and thus provided 

temporary expedient. Good fortune in the form of few resignations and 

-. low death rate also aided the critical personnel problem. Resignations 

the low rate was probably attributable to the patriotic appeal 

37warren Ilchman, Professional Diplomacy in the United States, 
'1779-1939, pp. 132-133. 

38House Report 546, No 1, 67th Cong., 2nd Ses8., (February 2, 
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the service, exemptions from military duty for those holdinq, or about 

hold, diplomatic secretaryships, and improved salary positions. 

Althouqh partial solutions to the personnel shortaqes were a vital 

as America was drawn into the war, 'the only practical solution was 

in the size of the Diplomatic and Consular Services. 

State Robert Lansinq secured an increase in secretaryships 

to ninety-seven spaces, an increase of 38.5 per cent, between 

The previous decade had seen an increase of only 45.6 per 

In later calculations, it WaS concluded that the required increase 

personnel for the immediate and postwar needs would be an additional 

nty-five secretaryships. This increase was obtained before the conclusion 

war without opposition, raisinq the total number of secretaryships 

hundred and twenty-two. 

In a four year period, the Diplomatic Service was confronted with 

problem of recruiting fifty men to fill the increase in secretaryships. 

examination process established under the Stone-Flood Act of 1915 was 

to provide fully qualified candidates for the service in that number. 

all vacancies were filled, the only conclusion possible is that the 

of war necessitated the admission into the service of candidates 
39have been ordinarily rejected. Ilchman does not believe that 

is implicit with a break-down in the examination system. Adjustments 

in the examinations during the period 1916 to 1918 ,introduced variables 

biased later efforts to objectively evaluate the examination system. 

The faltering of the exsminacion system was not accompanied by a 

return to partisanship. Only one secretary was appointed by Executive 
. 40 ' 

order. A number of other factors served to knit the service more closely 

together, thus encouraging a secretary to think in terms of a career in 

'diplomacy. The delay between certification and appointment was minimal, 

less than two months for the 1917 examination group. promotions from 

class four to class three usually occurred within three years. A feeling 

, 39warren Ilchman, Professional Diplomacy in the United States,
 
1779-1939, p. 134.
 

40 '
 
Ibid., p. 136. 
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fraternalism was promoted because of the mobility facilitated by the 

by its provisions for limited assignments in the 

This feeling waS heightened by a sense of participating in 

occupation as a result of the war. 

Encouragement was greatest on the issue of higher promotion. 

the war, the Department, especially Under Secretary Lansing, increas

ly recognized the,value of a professional diplomatic establishment. 

sing secured congressional authorization for the President to "designate 
41,d assiqn any secretary of class one as counselor of embassy or legation.·

though not involving increased compensation, the position allowed further 

coqnition of the career diplomats and brought American practice closer to 

In appointments to the ministerial level as well, the career's 

were advanced. Unfortunately, few ministerial positions were open 

as political appointees retained their positions. However, 

vacancies that did occur between 1915 and 1918, career men 

Career men were utilized in important positions within the 

,partment ·under the provisions of the Stone-Flood Act. 

The Stone-Flood Act did not achieve all reform goals needed to create 

foreign service career system, even when combined with other advances. 

r and others continued to agitate for further substantive changes. While 

diplomatic establishment was attempting to adjust to wartime conditions, 

character and the tools of its trade were attracting growing public 

on this new situation, those who had earlier advocated the po

necessity of professional diplomacy in a world of nation-states used 

as evidence for their major premise. 42 

Two points accounted for a major portion of the increasing interest 

diplomatic establishment. The first of these was the accepted con

ction between the causes of the war and the professional diplomats which 

~daaonstrated the power of diplomacy. Commercial questions also attracted 
! 
continuing attention to the diplomatic establishment. The war was trans-


America from a debtor to a creditor nation and from an exporter
 

41
39 Stat. 252 (July 1, 1916). 

42warren Ilchman, Professional Diplomacy in the United Statee,
 
1779-1939, p. 158.
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~aw mate~ials to one of manufactured goods. Ame~ican business and
 

the gove~nrnent fo~ aid, ~ealizing that the spi~it of 

wo~ld's ma~kets would be overwhelming'afte~,the wa~. 

~cial enterprise and the st~uggle to obtain markets and raw mate~ials 

new to diplomacy. F~om ea~ly histo~ical pe~iods comme~cial am

and inte~ests exe~cised an eve~ inc~easing influence upon ~o~eign 

Howeve~, in'the post-Wo~ld Wa~ I period of American diplomatic 

lopment, commercial ambitions and interests produced an alteration in 

A new network of institutions and commercial attaches 

created as the Diplomatic Service realized and others perceived that 

[was not by itself trained to deal with such technicalities. The growth 

·competitive diplomacy· was in later years to threaten the very existence 
43Department of State. 

With the war fervor still prevailing and an opportunity existing 

of the attention and good will toward the Diplomatic Ser

engendered by the war, the immediate postwar period appe~red as the 

.1 time to put the service on the firmest base possible. 44 To the list 

su~ported a professional diplomacy was added the 

of Congressman Jo~~ Jacob Rogers. Rogers was the staunchest advocate 

»~ofessional diplomacy within the House of Representatives. Rogers
 

'educed his first measure in January, 1919. It was a bill to ·provide
 

stem of promotion of efficient secretaries in the Diplomatic Service
 

arising in the rank of minister." The Diplomatic Service was 

43Robert Murphy, Diplomat Among Warriors, (New York, Pyramid Books, 
I, p. 499. Not originated by Murphy, "competitive diplomacy" is a term 
to describe the nature of diplomacy conducted by the foreign affairs 
nment. The foreign affairs government is filled with ·working level" 

cials who have direct control over specialized operations. They have 
iled information about these operations, coupled with a strong influence 

the amount and form in which this information is available to others. 
have relationships with special clients whom the President's men must 
'into account, from exiles to foreign governments, from Congressional 

'ommittees to large corporations. Such bargaining advantages permit 
aa officials to exert great influence in the formulation of foreign 
'icy decisions, and thus they directly ·compete" with the formal institu

s of diplomacy. 

44warren Ilchman, Professional Diplomacy in the United States,
 
~' p. 143.
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11 held by many to be a dichotomous service, seriously infected by 

ils, with the upper field of ambassadors and ministers still resting 

patronage system. The measure would constitute a permanent 

into the system at the ministerial level. The congressional 

closed without action on the bill. Rogers was supported in his 

by Congressman J. Charles Linthicum, and by career officerp of 

Even without the bill the first post war ministerial appoint

a career officer was made in 1919. 

There were favorable steps in the direction of higher compensation 

,4 more promotions as well. Compensation measures favorably considered 

Congress not only included salary but special allowances related to 

'Ansportation and changes of post. In this period, as today, advances 

,ch as these were contained in the annual appropriations measures and 

introduced as individual legislative proposals. 

The real test of the career service came on the question of 

cruitment. Anticipating that from among the thousands of men returning 

'om overseas, most of whom realized as never before the role of the 

Services, there would b~ a~quQte numbers of 

applicants, it was soon evident that the conjectured number 

wrong. The number of individuals designated to take the first post

examination would neither serve the long-run interest of building a, 
"':trong service nor the need to reduce pressures on personnel remaining in 

Several postwar examinations were considered failures as re-

measures. 

In the midst of obvious recruitment problems, Rogers reintroduced 

bill with some modifications. Believing in the primacy of the economic 

astions in postwar diplomacy and having an appreciation of the favorable 

lition which the Consular Service had with Congress, Rogers expanded his 

ill to permit consuls general to be appointed to the ministerial level. 
[,. 

Jthe balance of the bill remained essentially unchanged.
['t, 

While the Diplomatic Service preferred the original Rogers bill, 

situation fer the service was becoming crucial. Faced with recruiting 

the flight of diplomats to higher paying positions in 
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ine•• and industry, the service had to create a demand for the career 

encourage its membership simultaneously. Ultimately, events moved in two 

They moved, first, toward strengthening the service's career 

ition, and, second, paradoxically, in the direction of forcing the
 

ice to compromise it. independence to the Consular Service. The latter
 

considered by the diplomacy purists to be antithetical to the best
 

career in the Diplomatic Service. 

The National Civil Service Reform League gave impetus to this 

movement. The League considered the postwar period an appropriate 

continue its program to remove patronage in the overseas services. 

domestic problems had been won, the League was capable of concen

its efforts on the services. The assault was initiated through 

demanding the formal enactment of the merit provisions and
 

'ough editorials in public media. In April, 1919, the League formed a
 

ittee to investigate and make recommendations for the reform of the
 
45


foreign service. After consulting with the service's represent-

in the Department a full report of findings was rendered in September. 

The reports recommendations would have advanced the interests of 

• Diplomatic Service in almost every respect. To professionalize the 

rvice further, the report suggested that applicants should enter, after 

sxamination	 and suitable probation, at the lowest level before the age
 

and that presidential and congressional designations and state
 

recruitment should be abolished. It advocated improvements in


i. examination system. It also suggested that names of worthy members of 

th services be presented relularly to the president for merit promotions, 

d that ministers be appointed to grade and not post. Democratization was 

commended through the usual remedies. higher salaries, residences, pensions, 

post allowances. To further specialization, the report proposed that
 

transfer be permitted, after an examination, between the services.
 

The provision for lateral transfer continued to run contrary to
 

viewpoint of individuals in the Diplomatic Service. Lateral transfer 

45
From the records of the National Civil Service League, Report on 

Foreign Service, p. 17. 
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examination or otherwise compromised the concept of professional
 

Fusion of the two services in this manner was viewed as an
 

abandonment of the career principle.
 

During the summer of 1919, Representative Rogers became concerned 

the Department of Commerce's intention to establish an independent 

commercial attaches. Such a corps would give institutional form 

"competitive diplomacy." Individuals within the Department convinced 

ers that this issue was unimportant compared with the problem of the 

sting relations between the Diplomatic and Consular Services. It was 

to Rogers that an effective, amalgamated "foreign service might 

the need for such a corps of commercial attaches. Strongest 

,pport for amalgamation of the services came from Robert P. Skinner, 

sul general in London. Skinner, who had entered the Consular Service in 

Carr, probably the most influential member of 

Rogers asked Skinner to put his ideas into the form of a 

Rogers introduced Skinner's legislative proposal in November, 1919. 

had three major provisionsl it incorporated the Diplomatic 

the Consular Service with a Board of Examiners proposed to deal 

ith questions of recruitment and promotion, it created two classes of 

isters and included them in the promotional hierarchy, and it recOlmllended 

creation of a system of scholarships for university students which offered 

years of tuition in exchange for five years of service. The reaction 

f the Department's career diplomats was predictable. Opposition to the 

asure was strong. It was held that the Diplomatic Service should not be 

service until such time as the diplomats had gained 

.ufficient organizational strength to stand alone, if then. There was an 

Diplomatic Service would be absorbed by the 

,Consular Service and thereby lose its identity. Maintaining the independence 

~f the Diplomatic Service was an objective shared by most career men in the 

!Department. 

A possible avenue of compromise was provided by Carr, although it 

lead toward the abandonment of an independent service. Carr, whose 

intarest lay in the Consular Service, nonetheless maintained an 
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.terest in the improvement of both services. Carr proposed to Under 

Polk that reorganization move toward a ·sing1e working unit." 

etage before the single unit was one of interchangeability of personnel 

To this end, an equalization of the scales of 

lpensation was required as the Consular Service's compensation was below 

the Diplomatic Service. 

When a Departmental clash appeared imminent, Carr proposed that it 

be avoided by maintaining the functional separation of the two services 

d creating a general personnel classification of ,"Foreign Service officer." 

.is classification would have a further advantage of being capable of 

Constitutional restriction against binding the President's 

r of choice. "Foreign Service officer" was not included in the Consti 

tion, and thus requirements for it could be established. The Constitution

had first arisen in 1911 as a result of bills introduced be-

In December, 1919, Rogers introduced a draft measure preparea by 

Two bills on the issue were thus before Congress. Ca•• had retained 

inner's classification of ministers, most asp~~ts of his scholarship pra

sal, and the enactment of his merit provisions. However, he substituted 

classified personnel hierarchy of nine grades for Skinner's
 

·consuls" and ·vice-consuls," titles by which all diplomatic and consular
 

~fficers would be identified. Under Carr's proposal, an officer entered
 
I 
"at the lowest grade via examination, advanced by ascertained merit, and was 

assignable to either consular or diplomatic posts. 

Consular Officers would have accepted either of the measures. Both 

fcontained distinct advantages such as equalization of compensation and im

proved potential for recruitment. They also narrowed the social schism 

which kept them from the diplomatic world in each foreign capital. Both 

"asures were administratively sound in terms of the problems that would 

,occupy American foreign affairs after the War. They would also unify 

administration and provide definite economies.
 

Although greatly disappointed in the proposals, the Diplomatic
 

would not lose completely on whichever measure was adopted. The
 

primary gain lay with Congress. It was strongly doubted that the Diplomatic 
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ice could gain sufficient support from Congress to establish itself 

a permanent footing without fusion with the Consular Service. Amal

tion would align congressional and business opinion behind the newly 

Further, the questions relating to compensation and 

be facilitated. Other benefits could be foreseen. 

The two measures were not revolutionary. Although no prec~dents 

sted in the European diplomatic community, the United States had not 

torically maintained the two services as separats entities. In 1876, 

'ne Schuyler, whose experience had mainly been at semi-commercial 

lomatic posts, aided in the drafting of a bill which combined the 

itions of consul general in many areas with the secretary of the legation. 

success of the bill was due more to its overtones of economy rather than 

as a principle of administration. The concept of complete 
46been premature on that date. It was by no means un

,n, however, for a consul to be elevated to a ministerial position, thus 

lines. By early definition, this crossing service lines 

constituted lateral entry. 

The year 1920 was not encouraging for the future of an independent 

plomatic Service, although the service remained adamant in its desire 

remain independent. Forces within the service set about the job of 

Itaining and strengthening the service through the use of pUblic press 

for future strategies. 

Even with these efforts, all things pointed toward the end of 

independent Diplomatic Service. The existing career attracted few 

,didates although the state of existing personnel was good. Support for 

was given by the Secretary of State, and the bills 

amalgamation were sponsored by the one man who other~ise 

I the service's best friend in Congress. Public opinion also thought in 

rms of consolidated administration and of the primacy of commercial 

estions in postwar diplomacy. 

The ultimate decision by diplomatic Service proponents to accept 

if possible and amalgamation if necessary reflected 

46warran rlchman, Professional Diplomacy in the United States, 
'1779-1939, p. 48. 
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[pragmatic approach to the issue. The decision was accompanied by the 

~iction that in the event of either solution the Diplomatic Service 

ld be found entering the new unit in as strong a position as possible. 

formation of a Diplomatic Personnel Committee within the Department to 

,eilitate personnel relationships between the Department and the service 

problems of appointments and transfers. Secretaries were 

by the Wilson administration's policy ,toward;ministerial appoint

No appointments after the Armistice came from outside the Diplomatic 

When Congress adjourned in March, 1921, it had taken no action on 

The nature of America's future foreign relations was very much 

was partially reflected in the congressional inaction. Changes 

of Secretary of State at the end of the second Wilson Admin

resulted in a caretakership by Bainbridge Colby. With a 

publican presidential and congressional victory in November, 1920, 

presentative Rogers was undoubtedly Willing to postpone action until the 
47Wadministration had formulated its intentions. The Diplomatic Service 

thus given a brief reprieve until those intentions became clear. 

The issue raised by every new administration, partiCUlarly those 

change of party, was the fate of the career diplomats who served 

the upper levels of the service. This did not become a major concern 

The Republican Party had been historically the one to favor pro

diplomacy. In the campaign of 1920, the party was cOllllllitted to 

rnment aid in	 the expansion of trade, and the Diplomatic Service was 

in fulfilling this commitment. Harding's advisors on 

'oreign policy were Root and Knox, both a former secretary of State and 

th good friends of diplomacy. Harding's opposition to the League of 

tiona left the diplomatic machinery as America's primary means of inter

tional c~unications. The payment of political debts was not a concern 

Harding had been elected by a large majority. Harding was known as an 

~ocate of the merit system and had personaliy expressed eupport for 

diplomacy. 

47 Ibid., p. 156. 
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The record of the Harding Administration supports the fact that 

establishment was viewed favorably. In a report by the 

Service Reform League on Harding's first year in office the 

'rt concluded, "An examination of the records of appointments in the 

••• seems to indicate that an earnest effort has been 

service of men with experience and to appoint to diplo

posts persons with qualifications in diplOmacy."48 In a le;ter to 

, the report's author repeated this conclusion by writing "As far as 

,ve gone into the records of the administration they show excellent 

liance with the spirit of the merit system."49· 

But a favorable administration was limited in what it could 

plish for the service through Executive leadership. What was needed 

depended upon Congress, and here the movement continued 

some form of structural reorganization of the diplomatic 

When the Congress convened, Rogers again introduced Carr's 

Skinner's plan was abandoned as it was felt that the 

secretary of State, Charles Evans Hughes, and the career diplomats who 

rounded him within the Department would support thP. measure. 

Roger's new bill did not differ substantially from Carr's first 

The two services would remain functionally separate but would 

a common personnel source. The bill differed in three respects. 

retirement system was included, the scholarship scheme was dropped, and 

incorporating the ministerial level into the promotional 

r~rehy was introduced as a separate bill. The latter action probably 
., 

.• the result of disagreement within the Department about the major re
f 

:anization provisions. Tying the promotion provision into the more 

rehensive bill could potentially delay implementation of the measure, 

n which there was agreement, until there was agreement on the reorgan

The Congressional session ended without any action 

taken. 

Early in 1922 co-ordination between Rogers and the Department con

toward the promulgation of acceptable legislation through which the 

48l~, p. 159.
 
49
Ibid., p. 159. 
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lOMAtic establisrunent~could be reorqanized. While these discussions
 

Roqers introduced a bill bearinq the distinct stamp of
 
50
Dspartment of State. In addition to Many technical provisions deal

9.with appropriations, it contained a provision by which ministers would
 

classes instead of posts. This was an extension of the
 

principle to the ministerial level. The bill would have
 

cilitated career promotions without implyinq that the entire uppar service 

.s qoinq to be professionalized. Prevailinq opinion still preferred an
 

a balance was achieved in the Diplomatic Service
 

professional. Further, the question of impairinq the
 

aident's constitutional power of appointment was aqain raised by the 

The bill failed to receive any action. It was not reintroduced 

the followinq conqressional session as it was obscured by the attention 

reorqanization bill, the Department's decision to concentrate all 

on the Roqer's measure, and deep conqressional opposition to 

virtually every ministerial position over to career men. 

The modern Foreiqn ~Service was created by the Roqers Act~of 1924. 

was the joint product of Roqers, who had labored in Conqress for 

.V8 yeArs to produce the leqislation, and Carr, then Director of the
 

sular Service and SUbsequently Assistant Secretary of State for 13
 

The Roqers Act codified the reform of the foreiqn services. Siqned 

law by President Coolidqe on May 24, 1924, the measure marked success 

the movement to provide a new career in foreiqn affairs. Apart from the 

"waqe scale and the retireA.ent system, the Act's most important sections 

interchanqeability of personnel. This principle was achieved 

makinq the two services part of a unit called a!!!!. Foreiqn Service." 

term "Foreiqn service officer" was "deemed to denote permanent officers 

the Foreiqn Service below the qrade of minister, all of whom are sUbject 

promotion on merit, and who may be assiqned to duty in eithe% the 

or the consular branch of the Foreiqn Service at the discretion 

SOIbid., p. 160. 

51The leqalterm "the Foreiqn Service" appeared in President Taft's 
cutive Order of 1909 which extended consular corps reforms to the 

iplomatic Service. 
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President. "52 It should be noted that ambassadors, the top level 

"amateur portion" of the former Diplomatic Service was not included 

definition. In addition to ambassadors and ministers, the Act 

9 classified and one unclassified ranks into which all existing 

lomatic and consular service ranks were to be recommissioned without 

examination. 

The drawbacks of the Rogers Act wers many, although most were un

The Executive-Legislative struggle over foreign affairs admin


tration was inherent in the act. In order that interchangeability could
 

rate, Congrees required that a commission in either branch was to have
 

advice and consent of the Senate. A Foreign service officer would
 

,ther be co_issioned in the diplomatic or consular branch of the service
 

separate and distinct actions and all official acts thereafter either 

,rformed as a secretary or consular officer. Concurrent dual cOl1\Dlissioning 

,s not yet fully a feature of the service. The law faUed to clarify the 

ationship of the two previous services to the new 'Foreign Service.
 

though Ilchman contributes this deficiency to "confusion on the part of
 

drafters," it is just as probable that the Act was deliberately worded 

Foreign Service "umbrella" over the separate services and thus 

obfuscate the issue. 53 Subsequent congressional action to 

specific point would bear this premise out. In the interpre

of legislative acts, one cannot assume the intent of the legislature 

bound by the language of the statute. In the Rogers Act, the lan

the statute leaves no doubt that the diplomatic and consular 

were retained as branches of the Foreign Service. The provisions 

a separate measure, by which the ministerial level was to 

part of the promotional hierarchy was dropped. This meant that the 

Act made no adjustment for a man to take a ministerial appointment 

d to retain his place in the career. To accept the former required a 

from the latter. The danger therein lay in exposing the career 

52
U. S. Statutes at Large, 68th Cong., 1923-1925, Vol 43, Part 1, 

53warren Ilchman, Professional Diplomacy in the United States, 
779-1939, p. 176. 
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the whims of an administration unsympathetic to professional 

There was, however, provision for the career minister to retain 

tiremsnt benefits. 

With all its drawbacks the Rogers Act was in final analysis over

ngly beneficial. At the apparent cost of independence the Diplomatic 

by examination for all who could qualify, !ecurity 

,ure, and promotion by merit. Similar gains were brought to the 

Service. Among other measures, it established titles and grades, 

for rank to be vested in the man and not in the principle of rank

called for the formulation and retention of efficiency records, 

allowance for a retirement system, and established a class of "non

r- vice-consuls and clerks. The Act made significant advancement 

freeing the diplomatic establishment from the political spoils
 

and establishing a permanent (i.e., tenured) Foreign Service. In
 

scious effort to "democratize" the Foreign Service as an element of
 

higher public service in the United States, the Act set the salary
 
54
 ,s higher than the Civil service scale. The necessity to possess
 

income to remain in the service had long been an undesireable
 

of a diplomatic career. The merger of the two services into the
 

Service clearly implied a monopoly in the foreign affairs field
 

the new entity and its parent structure, the Department of State. 

Both the separate career systems and the general Civil Service 

tam of public employment developed in the United States in part in 

ction against the political spoils system. The career system estab

d by the Rogers Act was no exception. The Act did not delimit the 

r of the President to appoint ambassadors and other pUblic ministers." 

did provide, however, that the Secretary of State recommend to the 

.ident the names of Foreign Service officers who warranted promotion 

grade of minister. Although the President under his constitutional 

could appoint a consul Or diplomatic secretary, a person so appoint

not thereby acquire the career status of a Foreign Service 

54Frederick C. Mosher, Democracy and the Public Service, Chap. 4. 
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Percentaqe limitations were placed on the number of officers in the 

classes of the rank structure. Entry into the Foreiqn Service was 

subsequent appointment at the bottom or unclassified 

, accompanied by a period of probation in that qrade. Section 5 of 

an exception to entry by examination declarinq that 

zens havinq five years of continuous service in the Department of State 

eliqible for transfer to the Foreiqn service in accordance with req

;tions prescribed by the President. An Executive Order siqned by Pres, 
t Coolidqe on June 27, 1924, provided that such persons could transfer 

to any class, not just the bottom qrade, upon recommendation of 

service Personnel Board and with the approval of the Secretary 

Outside of this exception, vacancies in all classes were to be 

promotion from lower classes, based on demonstrated ability and 

Lateral entry, the incipient problem that first was brouqht to 

in the Executive Order for the Diplomatic Service of 1905, was qiven 

form in the Roqers Act and the subsequent Executive Order. The 

left untouched in the Stone-Flood Act of 1915. From the 

forward, lateral entry was to be treated in each of the" next 

statutes affectinq the Foreiqn Service. It is not specifically 

in the Foreiqn Service Act of 1980. 

In 1928 a SUbcommittee of the Senate Committee on Foreiqn Relations 

into the administration of the Roqers Act. The subcommittee found 

application of the Act "had been approached in a manner far at 
55with the purpose of the leqislation." It concluded that an
 

itable union of the Diplomatic and Consular Services was far from
 

The principal cOn~ern appeared to rest with favoritism toward 

officers in the administration of promotions and the subcom

especially critical of the Foreiqn Service Personnel Board and 

omotion review machinery, both of which were dominated by members of the 

Service. Self-promotion was a feature of the Board's 

55Better Government Personnel, Report of the Commission of Inquiry 
PUblic Service Personnel, (New York, McGraw-Hill, 1935), p. 2. 
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The subcommittee accordingly urged that the handling of Foreign 

personnel "should be wholly divorced from the personnel itself,· 

..	 lIld that a personnel bureau should be established in the Department, headed 

by an Assistant Secretary and staffed by officials not connected with the 

!Oreign service. 56 Other recommendations were, the adoption of the U. S. 

Navy system of age-in-grade retirement in the lower grades, automatic in

increases for satisfactory service, and more liberal retirement 

A significant number of personnel management techniques used 

U.	 S. Navy were adopted by the Department. 

Under the provisions of Executive Order NO; 5189 of September 11, 

·officers and employees, after five years of continuous service in 

Department of State, are eligible for appointment by transfer to • • • 

Foreign Service upon the recommendation of the Foreign Service Personnel 

with the approval of the Secretary of State ••••• Although the 

this Order was to liberalize the opportunity for lateral transfer 

it did not materially affect the number of individuals permitted entry into 

the Foreign Service under Section 5 of the ROgers Act. The first woman to 

laterally from Departmental to Foreign Service did so under this 

The recommendations of the Senate Subcommittee were partially
 

incorporated into the Moses-Linthicum Act of February 23, 1931, which
 

Act of 1924. Carr had found that diplomatic officers 

'had been less than enthusiastic in accepting the concept of a unified 

;Foreign Service officer corps and thereby losing their favored, elite 

Not only were members of the former Diplomatic Service being 

associate themselves with consular officers but they had to 

i.ccept Care, a civil servant in the Department, as their chief. Carr had 

tby now been made an Assistant Secretary. The diplomatic officers' res is

unce and tactical resourcefulness in frustrating the intent of the Rogers 

56 Ibid., p. 5. 

57Homer L. Calkin, Women in the Department of State. Their Role in 
american Foreign Affairs, Department of State Publication 8951, (Washing~on, 

,GPO, 1970), p. 89. 
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had essentially led to the Senate Subcommittee hearings in 1928. 

Carr, who by the late 1920s was a person of considerable political 

Icience and leverage, managed to get ~ny of his reforms underpinned by 

Orders. Carr worked with interested Congressmen to press reforms 

by the Roqers Act and to supplement them with the Moses-Linthicum 

The new law, effective July 1, 1931, specified in detail the duties 

composition of the Board of Foreign service Personnel which previously 

established by Executive order. Desiqned to overcome the favoritism 

by the Senate Subcommittee in 1928, the law required that Foreign 

rvice officers assiqned to the Division of Foreign Service Personnel 

nceforth had to be officers of class 1 and were insligible for promotion 

alsiqnment to an ambassadorial or ministerial position during their 

assignment or for three years thereafter. The Act sought to 

what Conqress considered to be self-administering abuses of the 

Service. It delimited the secretary's authority to assign Foreign 

officers and to delegate responsibility and authority to subordinate 

ficers under his command. 

The Moses-Linthicum Act did not eradicate the prOVisions of the 

Act recoqnizinq the diplomatic and consular branches. It souqht, 

to prevent these divisions from beinq used advantaqeously by their 

The career diplomats who had interpreted the Rogers Act to their 

vantage, perhaps sincerely, found their position in total disarray. In 

,its place was accepted the concept of an amalgamated service with free 
r 
'interchanqeability between career fields. 

From the date of the Act forward the remaininq barriers to amal

vamation were removed. A sinqle set of requlations for the Foreign Service 

June, 1931. Dual commissions (diplomatic and consular) were 

illued after that lame year. This, however, does not mean· that the schism 

and consular officers ceased to exist. The schism was to 

for many years and vestiqea of it may be found within the Service of 

The Roqers Act satablished the concept of a career service for the 

conduct of diplomatic and consular affairs administered separate from the 
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Career civil servants have much better tenure prospects 

thus carryover from one administration to another. Within the general 
~ 
ttern of career systems, however, are what are referred to as open and 

Except for limited provision for lateral entry of 

the Foreign Service was a closed system. Closed 

'eer systems are those in which higher-level positions are fille~ entirely 

'ough prOlllotion from within on the basis of relative merit and standing 

system. Permitting lateral entry, albiet only for those who had 

significant corollary experience in other positions, is character-

tic of open career systems. Lateral entry is supposed to make systems 

e dynamic by bringing in people with fresh ideas and approaches and thus 
S8stagnation often created by the socialization process. 

closed career system, a concept used for staffing the Foreign Service, 

questions concerning the nature of career services to which 

groups gave attention in the mid-thirties. 

To fully comprehend the concern with the growth of career systems 

must recall that the merger of the Diplomatic and Con~ular Services
 

to ~ Foreign Service under the Rogers Act cle~rly implied a foreign
 

'~fairs	 monopoly by the neWly created Foreign Service and the Department of 

The'idea of a unified Foreign Service to handle all United States' 

affairs abroad was broken in 1927 by creation of the Foreign Com

..rce Service for the Department of Commerce and in 1930 the Foreign Agri

cultural Service for the Department of Agriculture. The problems arising 

the coexistence of various "foreign services" were apparent--dupli 

of effort, friction regarding responsibilities and functions, and 

the eyes of foreign officials as to who spoke for the 

United States government. The growth of "competitive diplomacy" was to 

recur during World War II on a vastly enlarged scale and continues unabated 

the present day in the foreign affairs government. 

The Commission of Inquiry on Public Service Personnel was the first 

group to review the nature of career services. The Commission issued a 

saN. Joseph Cayer, Managing Human Resources, (New York, st. Martin's 
Press, 1980), p. 70. 
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The report did not deal with the Poreiqn Service a. 
The Commission eought to stimulate intereet in public service and, 

..quently, of the need for more positive approaches to the public 

sonnel practicee at federal, state, and local levels. An effort was made 

dramatize the career concept of public service. Although warning against 

clo.ed career service, the Commission did come out emphatically for the 

~eloprnent of a traneferable, high-level administrative class in the United 

tee Civil Service for staffing managerial poste in the departments, 

.au. and agenciee. Forty-five yeare later, after the Civil Service 

the Foreiqn Service Act of 1980, each created a 

.enior service, the government is still attempting to deal with this 
60commsndation. 

The period from 1906 to 1937 has been characterized a. the period 
61"government by the efficient." In this period the public eervice 

a compatible base for the development of technology and special

Ite emphasie upon objectivity, upon relatinq qualifications with 

ob requirements, and upon eliminating as far as possible. considerations of 

rsonality and individual belief from personnel decision. were perfectly 

n.istent with the ethos of scientific management. It will be recalled 

the leading figure in diplomatic and consular and later Foreign 

a practitioner of scientific manaqement and administra

efficiency. 

Scientific management had begun in the latter part of the nineteenth 

:OIntury as an assortment of techniques--loosely held as a ·philosophy"-- to 
62industry more efficient. Later it broadened it. scope to encompass 

59
Better Gov~rnment Personnel, Report of the Commission of Inquiry 

Public Service Personnel, 1935. 

6°American Public Administrationl Past, Present, Future, Frederick C. 
ed., (University, ALI The university of Alabama Press, 1975), p. 63. 

61Frederick C. Mosher, Democracy and the Public Service, pp. 70-79. 

62Scientific manaqement was a technique initially designed to make 
industry more efficient. The parallel movement in public administration 
waR a later innovation. Public and private scientific management utilized 
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.ectors of private business and eventually parts of qovernment. In 

pplication to qovernmental personnel, scientific manaqement qreatly 

,d to the substance of civil service administration. The Commission 

in actuality reenunciatinq the principles of scientific manaqement as 

to the pUblic personnel function. 

The commission endeavored to discount the concept that "tenure
 

cure of spoils," believinq that tenure, "~hen standinq alone," is
 

a danqerous thinq.63 Althouqh the Commission did not favor a closed
 

system, it promoted a concept of a career system in ~hich entrance 

Id be limited ordinarily to the lowest positions '~ithin a career service 

confined to younq entrants. "A career cannot be said to exist if top 
;: ! 
itions are qenerally recruited from outside, from men ~ho do not under

work, and in such ~ay as to create an effective bar to advancement 
64the bottom to the top of the service itself." It visualized movement 

between career services. The Commission acknowledqed 

there would be times when it would be desireable to brinq senior positions 

outside selectinq persons with extensive practical experience. This 

'acHee was "no violation, of the system provided the normal course of pro

is retained on a career basie."65 Conqruently, there could be no 

service without promotion from within. Upward mobility throuqh 

,rClllotion should be supported by a retirement proqram and other means of 

employees whose non-selection slowed advancement in qeneral. 

The Foreiqn Service career system reflected much of the Commissions 

losophy of public personnel policy. However, its elite character, a 

haracteristic deliberately built into the system with the Roqers Act, 
~' 

\virtually prohibited the entry of qualified persons from other services 

many of·the same tools and approached the subject with similar concepts. 
(These inclUded, rationality, planninq, specialization, quantitative measure
r I118nt, "one best way," standards and standardization. All of thes" added up 

to efficiency, meaninq rouqhly the maximization of output for a qiven input, 
or the minimization of costs for a qiven output. The public service to be 
;ood had to be both politically neutral and efficient. 

63Better Government Personnel, Report of the Commission of Inq~iry 
Public Service Personnel, 1935. 

64 Ibid• 

65 Ibid• 



so 
~t at the bottom entry level. The Foreiqn Service was therefore 

~ived of the full merits of lateral entry. 

The President's Committee on Administrative Manaqement issued 
66

cond report qermane to career systems of public employment in 1937.

authors of the report emphasized the desireability of extendinq the 

ns reqistered throuqh adoption of a federal merit system to the.develop

a sound career system of public employment. They considered the 

service to be so larqe and diverse as to justify the creation of 

services, but -knit toqether into a well-inteqrated 
67service system and built upon the existinq merit system.

The report warned that career services -must be constantly on 

aqainst the danqers of bureaucracy." It considered that the "qreatest 

akness of the present administrative career services appears to be their 

This weakness was due in part to placinq too much 

liance upon promotion in a direct line. one answer to the problem was to 

d promotional opportunities so that persons enqaqed in similar or 

occupations could move up without havinq to remain within 

specialty. Another means was to encouraqe transfers across 

orqanizational and career lines. 

The authors contended that career services should not be permitted 

become closed systems ·when they clearly parallel similar work in other 
68lic jurisdictions or in private employment.- It was held that transfers 

career services should occur in both directions without loss of 

A need was seen to strenqthen pUblic service capacities to deal 

"ffectively with the full ranqe of problems in a period of acceleratinq 

~hanqe throuqh brinqinq in to responsible positions persons educated in a 
,of professional, scientific, and technical fields, especially 

66personnel Administration in the Federal Service, (Washinqton. GPO, 
1937). This is one of a number of major studies on orqanization and 

'aanaqement of the federal qovernment undertaken by the President's Committee 
',on Administrative Manaqement durinq the Roosevelt Administration. 

67Ibid., p. 73.
 
68
Ibid., p. 74. 
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'. with postqraduate traininq in administration. Other aspects of career 

ices and personnel systems were considered by the report. 

These two	 reports reflected a qrowinq concern with the need to 

personnel administration as an essential tool of scientific 

The Foreiqn Service had already moved in the direction of a 

based On merit and professional development. The question 

not the service had moved too far toward a closed career 

Perhaps the ambience of the Service in this reqard is best stated 

Retired Ambassador Henry Villard. 

The old service of the Roqers Act was frankly an elite corps. 
A euperior education, a superior intellectual approach, a superior 
..nse of responsibility and self-reliance, a superior flare for 
lanquaqes, all were important reqUisites for admission I those who made 
the qrade took immense pride in their abilities and enjoyed a unique 
sense of camaraderie, akin to tg~t found in the conqenial circles of 
a close-knit professional club. 

The operative issue was larqely one of whether the Foreiqn Service 

adopt into its personnel proqrams those elements of flexibility and 

Iponsiveness absolutely essential to meet the acceleratinq forces of 

in international diplomacy. 

The Foreiqn Service had for many years provided reportinq services 

various departments of the qovernment, supplyinq information on commerce, 

inance, aqriculture, and mininq and minerals. As United States qovernmental 

d business interests increased overseas in the first decades of the twen

ieth century, and representation abroad kept pace, solutions to the problem 

f ·competitive diplomacy" became more elusive. A unified approach to 

affairs was lackinq. Top officials of the Department of State con

that it wae no lonqer possible to separate political, economic, 

aqricultural problems into neat compartments, but that they 

WIre all interrelated and had important implications for the conduct of 

foreiqn policy. Adherinq to the concept that.the Department had a monopoly 

conduct of foreiqn affairs, the qrowinq need for the conduct of 

69Henry S. Villard, Affairs at State, (New YorK' Thomas Y. Crowell, 
p. 152. 

I 
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negotiations was considered the business of the Foreign 

ce, regardless of the subject area. 

on May 9, 1938, President Franklin D. Roosevelt forwarded to 

••• Reorganization Plan No. II. A part of the plan dealt with the 

Among other things, the plan provided for the transfer 

consolidation of the Foreign Commerce Service and the Foreign Agri

Foreign service of the United States, under the 

cUon and supervision of the Secretary of State. The purpose was to 

,C8 expenditures, increase efficiency, and eliminate duplication of 

Perhaps more importantly, it was believed'that consolidation 

positive effect toward answering the question generated 

to "who spoke for the United States government." Consolidation 

additional areas of specialty to the Foreign Service corps. 

plan contemplated that Foreign service officers would be selected to 

commercial and agricultural work and that the fullest util

be made of the experience thus acquired abroad "in the work 
70

the Department of COllU'llerce and Agricul ture in this country." 

reign service officers so specializing were to be assigned for temporary 

ty to the Departments of Commerce and Agriculture both for the purposes 

training and development and for utilization of their knowledge and 

Conversely, both departments were authorized to designate 

render temporary service abroad as specialists or technicians. 

these individuals were not in the Foreign Service, they were to 

suitable commissions by the Department of State while serVing 

The Departments of C,~erce and Agriculture retained considerable 

program matters and administration by specifying the inform

ation to be furnished by the Foreign Service and by handling its dissem

ination in the United States. Each department was authorized to designate 

a liaison officer to serve in the Department of State and to be concerned 

with the administration of the Foreign service from the standpoint of his 

department's interest. 

70
House Document No. 288, 76th Cong., lst Ses8., May 9, 1939, p. 2. 
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The President's Reorqanization Plan was approved by Conqress and 

the Reorqanization Plan of 1939, effective July 1, 1939. The officers 

Foreiqn Commerce Service and the Foreign Aqricultural Service were 

rally transferred to the Foreiqn service and acquired status as Foreiqn
 

'ice officers without havinq to underqo an examination. The lateral
 

sfers did not have to fall within the percentaqe limitations imposed
 

Act of 1931 on the number of officers in the top
 

classes of Foreign Service officers. The outbreak of World War II was
 

unified Foreiqn Service. By the time testinq
 

dimensions of the problems to be considered were immense.
 

The Reorqanization Act brouqht 105 Commerce officers and 9 

icultural officers laterally into the Foreiqn Service officer corps. 

definition these new officers were NspecialistsN within a career system 

~ was by tradition "qeneralistN in nature, and in composition. Not yet 

the amalqamation of consular service officers under the 

Act of 1924, the introduction of this additional qroup of extraneous 

onto the foreign policy staqe impacted heavily on the Ndiplomats." 

those who considered diplomacy to be one of the stricter 

beqan to express fear that ths new specialists would in time 

over the	 foreiqn affairs field and thus displace the lonq established 

Villard expressed the fear that the qeneralistB would disappear 

Nthe assets of perceptiveness, sound judqment, panoramic 

intuition tempered in the fires of practical experience. N7l 

Once aqain, the Department of State's career Foreiqn Service system 

reactinq to the virus of lateral entry. 

71
Henry S. Villard, Affairs at State, pp. 33-35, 175-176. 



CHAPTER IV 

POSTWAR EFFORTS. REFORM OR CHAOS? 

Every reform is only a mask under cover of which a more terrible 
, which does not yet name itself, advances. 

Ralph ~aldo Emerson 

The years between the passage of the Roqers Act and the outbreak 

in Europe in 1939 witnessed a return to isolation as the accepted 

position vis-a-vis the world. Diplomats temporarily resumed 

ir activities in much the same traditional manner as before the Great 

Thinking on foreign policy continued to stress the primacy of eco

questions. The period represents a chronological unity in the admin

of professional diplomacy in America. 72 In contrast to 

refo~m efforts that occurred prior to 1924, the chaotic 

of World War II, and the rough winds of change in the years 

no significant departures were undertaken. This remained 

events in Europe after 1937 indicated that the peace there 

rapidly disintegrating. 

It was generally believed that no reassessment of the Foreign 

was necessary. The Moses-Linthicum Act of 1931 had sought to 

considered to be self-administering abuses re

'.u1ting from implementation of the Rogers Act. The abuses were indicative 

t~f the continued existence of a schism between the Diplomatic and Consular 

Service. Partly bound ·up in the nature and functions of the 

two careers, the cleavage also had deeper implications arising from the 

differing social backgounds of the members of the two services. Beyond 

72warren Ilchman, Professional Diplomacy in the United States,
 
1779-1939, p. 187.
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problem area, the Service benefited from the Act through sections 

dealt with pay and allowances, an improved efficiency reporting 

incentives and rewards, and other personnel matters. 

The professional Foreign Service, it was thought, was capable of 
, 

eventuality. Tendencies for change begun in the First World 

years before slowly continued their development. M?Ves 

.rd professionalization and democratization were sustained, although 

luenced by the Great Depression of the 1930s. A clearer concept of 

lpecialized nature of the Service emerged. 

The advent of World War II and the rise of the totalitarian states 

shake· traditional diplomacy to its foundations and clearly signal 

a new order. The neglect of foreign relations that had char

erized the interwar years dissipated rapidly with the onset of the war. 

The war found the Foreign Service not equipped to handle with its 

the multifarious technical tasks that arose. Most of these new 

ctions related to America's information, intelligence, and economic 

Secretary of State Cordell Hull was anxious to preserve 

Department as a policy rather than an operating agency. Hull's attitude 

I a part of the celebrated dichotomy between policy and operations. The 

istoric diplomatic image is that of a "staff" agency, advisory to the 

ssident, and representing him in dealings with other nations. It does not 

!~compass ·operations,· nor the supervision of operations of other agencies, 

provision of day~to-day services to other agencies, nor direct re-

with foreign peoples other than their governmental officials, nor 
73"management" as generally understood in large bureaucracies. In the first 

half following World War II the response to the Department of 

State problem, in concept and to some extent in practice, actually rested 

upon two dichotomies. a clear organizational division within the Department 

substance and administration, and a clear division organizationally 

policy and operations in foreign affairs. In this period there was 

73Frederick C. Mosher and John E. Harr, programming Systems and 
Foreign Affairs Leadership. An Attempted Innovation, (New York, Oxford 
University Press, 1970), pp. 14-15. 
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nsidaration of the problems of coordinatinq the enlarqed foreiqn affairs 

of problems of role and orqanization of the new functions, the 

State, and its Foreiqn Service. The dominant view which emerqed 

these problems in a particular perspective. The view was that a basic 

tinction between policy and operations was viable, and that it was not 

.y possible but desireable to separate the two. The Department would 

with policYI the new functions would be operated by' other 

ncies under the policy quidance of the Department. Within the Department, 

r8 was a radical cleavaqe between "substance" and "administration," with 

,8 former meaninq political and economic work and'the latter the most mun

8 kind of service and support. 

The dichotomous splits were to never become anywhere near complete 

clear	 cut but nonetheless affected the actions of the Department. The 

of these dichotomies beqan to accelerate durinq World War II. 

complete concurrence to the creation of such foreign affairs 

as the Office of War Information, Office of Strateqic services, 

Economic Warfare, Lend-Lease, and Foreiqn Economic Administration. 

the period after World War II, Secretary of State Dulles, continuinq to 

this logic, concurred in Reorqanization Plans 7 and 8 of lq53 which 

took the information proqram and various assistance activities out of the 

'Department and created two new allencies, The United States Information Agency 

.and the Foreiqn operations Administration. The follwinq year the Foreiqn 

aga~ created for the Department of Aqriculture, 

thus takinq some foreiqn agricultural functions away from the Department. 

As these aqencies organized ~hey sent individuals and whole missions abroad. 

Department itself, since recruitment of Foreign Service
 

officers had stopped for the duration of the war, found an inescapable need
 

for expansion durinq the war even for its own limited co-ordinating task.
 

Under the career system that had been established by the Roqers 

Act and subsequent amendments the Foreiqn Service officer corps could not 

be expanded rapidly enouqh to meet these requirements. Although Section 5 

of the Act provided for lateral entry into the service by Departmental 

employees, the provision was not utilized. Moreover, there may have been 
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disposition not to seek emergency Congressional authority to permit 

t appointment at higher than entry levels into the career service so 

the Service could later resume normal peacetime activities without 
749 violated the career principle. The Department secured the passage 

language in successive appropriations acts which permitted the 

of qualified persons from outside for temporary emplo~ent. 

e employees were'hired under general Civil Service regulations but 

from the Foreign service system of allowances. They were hired 

what was known as the Foreign Service Auxiliary. The Auxiliary con

ed a variety of ·specialists,· including economic analysts, cultural 

stions assistants, and information specialists. Relations between the 

ice and the Auxiliary and the other wartime partners greatly varied. 

numerous on both sides. The problem of relationships be-

two groups was accentuated when with the termination of hostilities 

became clear that the postwar responsibilities of the Department and the 

Service were to be far more extensive than in the prewar years. 

With the end of the war the Auxiliary and other wartime agencies 

rapidly dissolved. In August of 1945, the major functions and em

loyees of three of the largest were transferred to the Department where 

process of liquidation was to continue. on May 1, 1946, the Office of 

reign Service reported the composition of the Service to be as follows. 7S 

Ambaseadors and ministers SS 
Foreign Service officers 818 

(home and abroad) 
Auxiliary Foreign Service officers 640 
American non-career vice-consuls, 3,800 

clerks, etc. 
Alien employees 3,000 
Undifferentiated American and 2,500
 

alien former war-agency em

ployees, mostly Office of War
 
Information
 

74Arthur G. Jones, The Evolution of Personnel Systems for U. S. 
Foreign Affairs, Foreign Affairs Personnel Study No.1, Carnegie Endowment 
for International Peace, 1965, p. 32. 

75public Administration and Policy Development, A Case Book, Harold 
Stein, ed., (New York, Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1952), "The Foreign 
service Act of 1946,· Harold Stein, p. 666. 
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While the wartime staffs were reduced appreciably, some 4,000 

.oyees were added to the personnel of the Department and the Foreign 
76ice. Transfer to	 the Departmental Service was less complicated than 

since the employees in Washington were all under 

same wartime Civil Service rules and salary scales. The problem of 

into the Foreign Service was complicated by difference in salary 

entrance examination procedures. Considerable resentment and 

,understanding occurred in this category which took months to resolve. 

The requirement that the Department absorb a portion of the personnel 

wartime agencies into the Foreign Service ~diately raised the 

entry. Lateral entry basically fulfills two functionSI 

expansion or contraction under circumstances wherein the 

ination process and other recruitment methods are too slow, and it 

rmits diversification thru acquisition of special skills to meet the needs 

changing responsibilities. OVer the general opposition of the Foreign 

officers themselves there has been considerable use made of the 

entry method since World War II. Although by definition mergers 

a "blanketing in" of personnel fran outside the Service may be classified 

a lateral entry program, no analysis was discovered during the course of 

which treats the liquidation of the wartime agencies from the 

lateral entry beyond the premise inherent in the Manpower Act 

The ~ct was intended to compensate for the cessation of recruit 

activities during the war by permitting intake of officers laterally. 

The numbers of foreign affairs agency personnel to be dealt with in 

liquidation program raised great concern among the Foreign Service 

about the integrity of their career system. It involved entrance 

hitherto reserved field of foreign affairs of groups of gQvernment 

employees not recruited by special examination as they themselves had been 

by their definition, political appointees. The final indignity 

to many in the Foreign Service would be the "blanketing in" of a large 

number of persons who had not grown up in the career service. one Foreign 

76Arthur G. Jones, The Evolution of Personn~l Systems for U. S. 
Foreign Affairs, p. 32. 
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officer opined that such "blanketin9 in" would be a re-enactment 

Betrayal of 1939." The latter was reference to the Reorqanization 

of 1939 which marqed the Foreiqn commerce and Aqricultural Services 

the Forei9n Service. 

The impact of the war on United States representation abroad 

a series of questions in the minds of many as to the future character 

function of the Foreign Service. The entire foreiqn affairs qovernment 

interested 'in the answers. Concern both within and without the Foreiqn 

rvice existed over salary scales, qrossly inadequate administrative ser

l~ited appropriations, and other inadequacies in the 

affectinq the Foreiqn Service officer corps from the 

of the welfare of the corps itself. Morale of the career 

at the end of the war was low. 

As durinq the First World War, the President had larqely iqnored 

,e secretary of State's advice on policy. The Department confined itself 

stly to day-to-day operations. secretary Hull proved influential in 

ly one area--preparation of plans for postwar international orqanization. 

e Department provides its own analysis for this situation. 

This situation stemmed from the Department's failure to orqanize 
for fully effective performance in wartime. Wartime decisions required 
coordination of political ends and military means, but the Department 
of State lacked the means--expertise and institutions--to exert dom
inant influence in the shapinq of qrand strateqy. Like President Wilson

77before him, President Roosevelt turned to a coterie of trusted advisors. 

Concern about the future of the Foreiqn Service was not solely l~ited 

welfare and effective opportunities of the Foreiqn Service officers 

employees as individuals. Concern was likewise directed at the function 

composition of the Service from the standpoint of its utility for the 

90vernment and people of the United States. The problems believed settled 

by key leqislation such as the Roqers Act and the Reorqanization Act of 

1939 were aqain raised. In view of the qrowth of the foreiqn affairs qov

ernment, should there be a sinqle unified Foreiqn Service? Should there Sa 

77
Department of State, A Short History of the U. S. Department of 

StateL 1781-1981, p. 29. 
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,parate elite diplomatic establishment in the contemporary world? The 

for commercial, economic, and information activities 

The appropriateness of the entrance examination system 

The proper management of resources and activities in the 

tly expanded Department was debated. The relationship between the Depart-

t and the Forei~n Service underwent review. _ 

As the tide of the war turned in favor of the United States, there 

• re.ur~ence of interest in the reform of the Foreign Service. The views 

Nicolson on the "American method" seem appropriate, 

The misfortune of the American system is that no forei~ner and 
few Americans can be quite positive at any given moment who it is 
Who possesses the first word and who the last. and althou~h the Americans 
in recent years have been in process of creatin~ an admirable service 
of professional diplomats, these experts do not yet possess the necessary 
influence with their own ~overnment or pUblic. Tbe e~alitarian illusions 
of the Americans, or if you prefer it their 'pioneer s~~rit,' tempts 
them to distrust the expert and to credit the amateur. 

In traCing the evolution of American forei~n policy in the postwar
 
79
to 1960, Gabriel Almond distinguishes three stages. As the evolution 

foreign policy and of the personnel systems for United States forei~n 

fairs are inextricably joined, the use of these stages forms a convenient 

for discussin~ the postwar development of career systems within the 

Established to delineate periods of development, Almond describes 

sta~es as. 

1) the final years of World War II and into early 1946, 
2) the period from 1946 to 1949, \Ishered in by the chill of the Cold War, 
J) the decade of the 1950s, a period of "failure" and "deterioration" in 

,ich U, S, policy "turned into a hard shell of military production and deploy
IBnts, security diplomacy, and a program of forei~n aid that was assimilated 

to our security diplomacy," 

Considering Almond'. description, Herr believes that the period from 
, 80
1961 to the mid-1960s constituted the next important stage of development. 

78HerOld G. Nicolson, The Evolution of Diplomatic Method, pp. 92-93. 

79Gabriel Almond, The An~rican People and Foreign Policy, (New York. 
Frederick A. Prae~er, 1960), pp. xii-xv. 

BOJOhn E. Herr, The Professional Diplomat, pp. 19-44. 
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characteristic of this period was the abrupt reversal 

e policy-operations dichotomy. In the words of McGeorge Bundy, 

have deliberately rubbed out the distinction between planning and 
.81.. The Department of State was placed in charge of the 

United States Diplomatic Mission and was expected to supervise all 

operations. The Mission included not only the personnel of,the 

the representatives of all other United States agencies, 

total foreign affairs government. The fifth stage in Harr's view began 

In the VietnlLlll War reached W\expected proportion~ and duration, and 

tinues W\to the present time. None would deny that the Foreign service 

of 1980 will produce yet another stage of development. The fifth 

e was characterized by a strong protest movement in the United States, 

increased drain on the balance of payments, a surge of neo-isolationism, 

~isionist theories on the origins of the cold war, greater awareness on 

limitations of power, and the growth of a stronger awareness of domestic 
82'oblems.
 

Unlike the period r~ior to World War II, wherein proposals for
 

plomatic reform oriqin~ted primarily through the efforts of dedicated
 

necessity and pressure for reform became self-evident in 

,e incompetence of the diplomatic establistunent to deal with the complex 

stwar international problems involving the nation. Even before the end 

,of hostilities, the Department of State had initiated plans to determine 

how the Department and the Foreign Service might be better equipped to 

postwar problems. 

As the war came to an end, there was an assumption that postwar 

and prosperity would be achieved by the leadership and coop· 

,sration of the wartime great powers. The forum for these achievements was 

formed United Nations organization. American foreign 

began to be formulated around this assumption. 

811• M. Destler, Presidents, Bureaucrats, and Foreign Policy. The 
Politics of Organizational Reform, (Princeton, NJ' Princeton University 
Press, 1972), p. 20. 

82 
Ibid., p. JJ. 
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The controversy between the professional Foreign Service group, 

included their congressional constituents and other supporters, and 

of reform and reorganization within the foreign affairs 

rnment began aqain in earnest. The latter group lacked diplomatic estab

The importance of the conflict between these two 

ups in the history of the Foreign Service should not be underes~imated. 

'k Walker, writing'of reforms of the 1960s and 1970s stated, "The stresses 

the past two decades have qiven us a political culture that encouraqes 

',th confrontation and the cult of personality, to some extsnt, it has also 

The common good has often been forqotten in 

qle-interest politics and the angry, if sometimes idealistic, pursuit 

9rouP entitlements."B3 Analysis of the final years of the war and into 

statement provides an insiqht into the attitudes 

the professional Foreiqn Service qroup and ths future course of the 

of foreiqn affairs. At stake was the adequacy of American diplomacy 

remainder of the twentieth century--and beyond. 

In September 1943, F,~ward R. Stettinius, Jr., former Lend-Lease 

,m1nistrator, became Under Secretary of State. At the direction of
 

Stettinius beqan to plan a major reorqanization of
 

Department. The planninq was undertaken upon recommendation of the
 

actinq under its statutory responsibilities with
 

:«aspect to qovernmental orqanization. Stettinius concentrated on certain
 

,key deficienciea of the Department and carried out a major reorqanization
 

early 1944. 

Prior to stettinius' reorqanization, all the administrative direction 

Foreiqn Service theretofore had come from two units in the Department, 
t 

the Division of Foreiqn Service Administration and the Division of Foreign
 

On January 15, 1944, an Office of Foreign Service
 

Administration, later called the Office of Foreign Service was established.
 

of the constituent units of the Department. On the 1st of ~~rch
 

B3Jack Walker, "Reforming the Reforms,· The Wilson Quarterly,
 
Vol. 4, No.4, Autumn 19B1, p. 101.
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was established within the Office of the Foreign Service 

nistration. For the first time, however small and informal, there was 

had the responsibility for thinking about the future organ

operation of the Foreign Service as distinquished from the 

ly routine of operations. The Planning Staff filed a report on the 

ign Service with reco~endations for its improvement with the Secretary 

fall of 1944. 

Meanwhile, a major semi-official element of the professional Foreign 

group, the American Foreign Service Association (AFSA), had not been 

The AFSA, both through its activities and the American Foreign 

gy~ce Journal, enthusiastically discussed the stsps being taken to improve 

service, with comments on pending legislation affecting the Service and 

ted discourse concerning the problems of the Foreign Service officers 

employees. 

Even during early discussions, it was generally agreed that the 

Act of 1924 and the various subsequent amendatory laws no longer 

an adequate basis for th~ operation of the Foreign Service. New and 

.damental legislation eas due. In December, 1944, Julius C. Holmes, a 

eer Foreign Service officer who had served as a Civil Affairs officer 

military, was designated Assistant Secretary of State for Adminis

the post formerly held by Carr from 1924 to 1937. Stettinius became 

State on December 1, 1944. Both of these officials were recep

new basic legislation. On December 18, a Committee 

Service Legislation was established within the Department and 

of active legislative preparation began. 

professional Foreign Service group realized that with the 

the problems facing the Service time did not permit the drafting 

'f a comprehensive legislative proposal that would set the forlll8t of the 

Service for the postwar period. Many problems demanded prompter 

84TO use its own language, "~American Foreign Service Association 
i. an unofficial and voluntary association of the members of ~ Foreign 
Service of the United States. It was formed for the purpose of fostering 

,esprit de-c~s among the members of the Foreign Service and to establish 
'. center around which might be grouped the united efforts of its members 
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The pressures attendant to the responsibilities for shaping the 

.ure of the diplomatic establishment began to open the ChaSM between 

professional Foreign Service group and the other proponents of reform.
 

Smith simpson, a retired Foreign Service officer and author of
 

works on Departmental reform, is highly critical of the efforts
 

" ••• whose impressive appearance was not matched. by his 

Charging that Stettinius knew little about (1) the Depart-

t or the Foreign Service and the linkAge between the two, (2) foreign 

upcoming postwar problems, and (3) the nature of 

lomacy itself, Simpson alleges that the result of Stettinius' efforts 

symptoms rather than originating deficiencies and upon organ
86".Ation rather than attitudes, skills, and performance. Few objectives
 

therefore reali~ed through reorgani~ation in Simpson's judgment.
 

Simpson recounts, perhaps with accuracy, that some of the more
 

.Lert Foreign Service officers desired to seize the reins of reevaluation
 

before unknowledgeable outsiders got hold of them. Thus, AS
 

focused on symptoms and organization, these al~~t officers
 

on what they considered to be the true fabric Qf reform. 

During the course of 1944, a bill, prepared in 1943, was intro

in the Congress to improve the status of American clerks and other 

fRon-career employees of the Foreign Service, to bring in at various levels, 
r 

&I A matter of emergency, 120 new Foreign Service officers in addition to 

would be recruited by examination at the end of the war, to 

the detail of "specialists· from other government agencies, and, 

among other things, to remove the percentage limitations imposed by law 

on the various classes of Foreign Service officers. 

for the improvement of the service." The Association publishes a monthly 
periodical, the American Foreign Service Journal, which is unofficial but 
considered authoritative. The AFSA is a strong lobbying group before Congress 
on matters affecting the Foreign Service. 

8SSmith Simpson, "Perspectives of Reform, Part II--The Post-earr
 
Period,· The Foreign Service Journal, Vol. 48, No.9, September 1971, p. 21.
 

86Ibid., p. 21.
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While the Congress Was generally sympathetic to the bill, opposition 

raised to the proposal to bring in a sizeable number of new Foreign 

at various levels and outside the regular examination 

This lateral entrance was strongly opposed by Congresswoman 

rs, widow and successor to Jacob Rogers, sponsor of the Rogers Act of 

Congresswoman Rogers, her views widely but not universally shared 

ranks of the Service itself, believed tnat maSS lateral entry of the type 

would be an entering wedge for ·politics." On the whole those 

who were aWare of the questions being raised in Washington about
 

future functions of the Service were anxious to secure enactment of
 

legislation permitting lateral entrance. They knew how long it would
 

build up the middle and upper ranks of the Service by the slow 

of examination and appointment at the bottom. They were concerned 

t a greatly understaffed Department would have to give up some of its
 

to other foreign affairs agencies because of their own inability
 

the work. Some also believed that lateral entry would provide
 

,w blood" in the middle and upper grades and thereby have a stimulating 

~ect on the whole Service. Debate on the lateral entry issue WaS delay

of the bill. The controversial section was withdrawn from the 

in order to obtain the other. improvements that were urgently 

A revised legislative proposal waS offered and on May 3, 1945, the
 

Bill was enacted putting into law all the other urgent reforms.
 

The Bloom Bill contained authorization to detail "specialists·
 

other government agencies to the Foreign Service. The provision was
 

the form of an amendment to the Moses-Linthicum Act of 1931. The fol


paragraph Was added to the Act.
 

Sec. 10. (c) The secretary of State is hereby authorized to assign
 
for special duty as officers of the Foreign Service for nonconsecutive
 
periods of not more than four years, qualified persons holding positions
 
in the Department of State, and, at his request, qualified persons
 
holding positions in any other department or agency of the United States
 
who have rendered not less than five years of Government service, and
 
persons so assigned shall be eligible during the periods of such
 
assignment to receive the allowances authorized by the provisions of
 
.ection 19 of this Act. Persons assigned under the authority of this
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etion shall be eliqible to receive all benefits provided by civil 
lVice law and requlation in the same manner and subject to the same 
ditions as thouqh they were servinq in their reqular civil-service 

,eitions and upon termination of their assiqnment shall be reinstated 
the respective department or aqency from which loaned • • • 87 

The relationship of this provision of the Act and the withdrawn 

lateral entry should not qo unnoticed. Althouqh the relation

discussed in qreater detail in a sUbsequent chapter, it,is 

identify its rationality at this point. The provision was 

appeared in Section 5 of the Roqers Act. The text of Section 

appointments to the Foreiqn Service ~uld be made after 

probation or, "after five years of continuous service in 

of State, by transfer therefrom under such rUles and 

the President may prescribe •••• "88 The Bloem Bill 

source to "any other department or aqency of the United States." 

of Foreiqn Service Reserve officer, crea,ted by the Foreiqn 

ice Act of 1946, developed from this provision of the BloOl1l Act. An
 

,iUonal provision of the Act established the basis for the Foreiqn
 

ice Staff officer corps.
 

The controversial lateral entry provisions, in revised form, were 

to Conqress later in a separate bill known as the Manpower Act. 

encountered difficulties and did not become law until July 3, 

The Act provided for Presidential appointment, by and with the 

and consent of the Senate, "not to exceed two hundred and fifty 

positions as Foreiqn Service officers."89 The Act contained 

limitation of two years from date of enactment. The increase in the 

of individuals to be brouqht in under this Act, the oriqinal pro

for one hundred and twenty, was intentional on the part of 

'nqres8 for the purpose of absorbinq those individuals from deactivated 

foreiqn affairs aqencies. With the Bloom Bill out of the way 

87
U. S. Statutes at Larqe, 79th Conq., 1st Sess., 1945, Vol. 59, 

p. 103.
 
88


U.S. Statutes at Larqe, 68th Conq., 1923-1925, Vol. 43, Part 1, 

89
U. S. Statutes at Larqe, 79th Conq., 2d Sess., 1946, Vol. 60, 

p. 426. 
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Foreiqn Service Leqislation was able to turn its primary 

preparation of basic leqislation. The Committee waS 

receive mOre active support from above. Monnett B. Davis, a 

Service officer who had been Actinq Director, was chosen as Director 
~ 
,the Office of Foreiqn Service. Davis' deputy was Selden Chapin, another 

i9n Service officer commissioned after passinq the first post-50qers 

entrance examination. They took office on January 10, 1945. From this 

until final approval of the Foreiqn Service Act proposal, Chapin's 

concern was with the new Foreiqn Service legislation. The Planninq 

was headed by Alan N. Steyne, another Foreign Service officer who 

filled with enthusiasm and zeal for this long sought opportunity to 

new and better footing. 

Steyne's plans were ambitious. He developed an elaborate committee ! 
to accomplish the needed planninq. Assistant Secretary Holmes 

to manifest his interest in the enterprise and managed to acquire i.. 
to President Truman who succeeded President Roosevelt on April 12, e..
Holmes obtained Truman's approval for the concept of a unified 

~ 
~eiqn Service and for the need for basic improvements. The president ::... 

the elaborate committee structure developed by Steyne. With ..:;II
to be solid White House support, Holmes circulated a memor

throughout the Department which invited legislative suggestions. 

Chapin, in a memorandum to Steyne of May 3, told Steyne that the 

legislation must be solidly founded on the career principle of the 

that provisions should be made for "specialists- who 

kept as a separate corps and not as an integral part of the career 

He opposed consolidation of the personnel system of the Foreign 

that of the Departmental Service except in the event that 

unified Foreiqn Service concept, adopted in the Reorganization Act of 

corresponding reduction in the role of the 

~artment of State and the Foreign Service to policy co-ordinators. He 

the inclusion of a promotion-up, selection-out system somewhat 

u. S. Navy system, under which each officer would be allowed to 
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in anyone qrade only a specified number of years. If not promoted 

end of the prescribed period, he must retire. 

EXcept for the promotion-up, selection-out procedures and the 

tion over the unified Foreiqn Service concept, Chapin's ideas were 

of those held by most Foreiqn Service officers. Steyne's 

developed 12 studies and 12 sub-studies which were in larqe 

elaborations of a qroup of 29 major proposals and 18 minor proposals 

had been included in a summary memorandum for the Departmental Steerinq 

on June 30. While work waS proceedinq on draft leqislation, a new 

confronted Chapin and his associates. 

on	 July 3, 1945, James F. Byrnes succeeded Stettinius as Secretary 

Six weeks later, Holmes resiqned and was promptly succeeded by 

J.	 MCCarthy. MCCarthy had no experience with the diplomatic estab

and his appointment caused consternation amonq the professional 

iqn Service qroup. Byrnes added a second unsettlinq circumstance by 

,eatinq that the Bureau of the Budqet prepare a report on Department of 

The request revived the Stettinius orqanizational 

which the professional Foreiqn Service qroup disaqreed. 

concerned with the orqanization of the Departmental 

the requested report included recommendations for the Foreiqn 

The Bureau of the Budqet report of 1945 was transmitted to the 

rtment in Auqust, 1945. Ita brief treatment of the Foreiqn Service 

disturbinq to the professional Foreiqn Service qroup. Citinq 

-sharp distinction· between the Foreiqn Service and the Departmental 

Washinqton ·staffed by the reqular Civil Service," the report 

'opossd steps that would lead to the amalqamation of the two to create 

thorouqhly united orqanization." The report stated. 

OUr qovernment, however, has lonq since passed the staqe in which 
a closed elite corps was the only alternative to patronaqe, and the 
ataffinq of a Foreiqn Service predominantly with men whose whole 
career is spent abroad has revealed many serious weaknesses. Its 
members tend to lose touch with the views of the United States. 
Hovinq in restricted circles abroad, many have lost sensitivity also 
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some of the social forces and classes of people with whom they should 
familiar in their role as the eyes and ears of the United States 
'ernment abroad. Many do not develop the specialized skills and the 

terest necessary to carry out the positive policies which our Govern
nt in the future may adopt. Moreover, differences in the character 

pf the work performed abroad and at home have been largely eliminated 
the complete change in the character of world relations. Finally, 90 

the Civil Service today can provide adequate guarantees against patronage. 

The Bureau did not prescribe an answer to the unification question. 

lroposed, instead, that the entire problem of barriers between the Foreign 

ice and the Departmental Services be studied, and that in the meantime 

in operations "by consolidating the managerial 

ataff facilities of the Department and by launching a unified program
 
91


management." In substance, the repor~ proposed that steps 

&ken looking forward to the consolidation of the Foreign and Departmental 

The Bureau hoped that a study such as recommended would preserve 

bast features of the Foreign Service system while eliminating what was 

to be barriers to effective recruiting and utilization of person

the Secretary's command. Numerous additional recommendations for 

personnel processes were advanced. McCarthy decided to adopt the 

proceeding toward a unified Service and prepared a report to the 

that embodied most of the Bureau's recommendations. 

Meanwhile, work on a new Foreign Service Act to replace the Rogers 

1924 had been underway several months before the Bureau of BUdget 

report. The Planning Staff had been proceeding on different 

the unified approach favored by the Bureau. Although favoring 

,anges in the Foreign Servi~e, Chapin and his associates did not contemplate 

stood strongly for maintaining the career principle 

Rogers Act. 

Chapin was convinced, since the concept of a unified Foreign Service 

to be retained, of the need for maintaining a Foreign Service separate 

90_The Organization and Administration of the Department of State," 
submittsd at the request of the Secretary of State by the Director 
Bureau of BUdget, August 1945, p. 7. 

91Ibid., p. 6. 
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Departmental service. All leqislativ~ planninq had proceeded with 

concept of a separate service in mind. An impasse ensued. Chapin was 

thy's subordinate and bound to McCarthy's decisions. The whole leqis

ve project lanquished until McCarthy, sufferinq from ill health, resiqned 

lpctober 11 and was replaced by Donald S. Russell. Russell, like McCarthy, 

unfamiliar with the diplomatic establishment. Russell ultimately turned 

attention toward the problem of Foreiqn Service leqislation. oriqinally 

the policy established by McCarthy, Russell reversed 

and Chapin was instructed or authorized to prepare 

'islation based on a continuance of the established Foreiqn Service 

rate and distinct from the Departmental Service. Thereafter, that 

althouqh questioned, was never threatened. By this time the 

on leqislation was in somewhat different hands althouqh still 

r the control of the professional Foreiqn Service qroup. 

Those responsible for draftinq the leqislative proposal had decided 

time that the leqislation should not be merely a further amendment 

the existinq statutory pattern, already unduly complicated by amendment, 
~ 
~t a complete codification and revision of all leqislation affectinq the 

reiqn Service. 
~2 

conceptually, the Act represented an endeavor to avoid the dual 

absorption of the Foreiqn service by the civil Service and 

a closed and privileqed career system. In its report on the 

bill, the Committee on Foreiqn Affairs of the House of 

emphasized that the ·professional instrument established 

~ this bill must be flexible. It must be responsive to the constantly 

'chanqinq needs of the qovernment • • • It has been aqreed that the various 

components of the Service should be drawn into a better inteqrated structure 

and that conditions favorable to the qrowth of the caste spirit should 

eliminated.·93 

92A detailed history of the Foreiqn Service Act of 1946 is presented 
in Pert III, ~blic Administration and Policy DevelOpment, A Case Book, 
Harold Stein, ed•• 

93·Reorqanization of the Foreiqn Service, Report of the Committee on 
roreiqn AffairG to Accompany H.R. 6967,· House Report No. 2508, 79~1 Conq., 
2nd Sess., July 12, 1946, p. 2. 
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The magnitude of the undertaking by the Department is indicated 

fact that the Foreign Service Act of 1946, as enacted August 13, 

titles and, in the slip law edition, runs to forty-seven 

There are sixty-seven items in the repealer section that repeal 

ous legislation rendered obsolete or revised by the new law. 

The Foreign Service Act of 1946 was an important restateme?t of the 

charter of the Foreign service. The Act was essentially designed 

"oreiqn Service officers themselves as an ideal foundation for an elite 

,s of "generalists" who would carryon the traditional functions of 
• 94 
~omacy. The professional Foreign Service group had for the moment 

iad the day in their struggle with the Departmental reformers with 

knowledge of the diplomatic establishment. The Act, although 

rkably flexible in practice, was the beginning of a new phase of the 

dispute Over the Foreign Service system. 

Of importance to this study was the mode of entry specified in the 

The Act advanced the premise that there should be a professional and 

ictly non-political corps of disciplined and trained men selected primarily 

entry into a carAer system on the basis of an open and highly competitive 

geared to measure their potential. As members of an elite corps, 

y should be enabled to make the Service their life career by having suit 

1. incentives, including adequate salaries, allowances, retirement, and 
~ 

lated prerequisites, and ths opportunity to advance along the successive 

.gs of a caresr ladder to positions of leadership on the basis of compara

merit. Should they fail to demonstrate capacity to assume increasingly 

94The dinstinction between "generalist" and "specialist," althou9h
 
terms are susceptible to individual definition, has its basis in the
 

awer to the question "What skills is it desireabls that a Foreign Service
 
'~ficer possess?" In the early years of ths FOreign Service it was widely
 

ld that an officer should bs a "generalist," that is, a man who could 
"bandle any conceivable problem. The traditional role of ths Foreign Service 
f.-a one of representation, reporting, and negotiation, and the problems 
~.quiring management were viewed as being within these functions. From this 

it was argued that "the best education--the only really valuable education
 
for that career, is a general education." By contrast, a "specialist" was
 
an individual trained in a professional skill and possessing proper certi 

fication in that skill. FollOWing commissioning, it was anticipated that
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her responsibility, they should be retired from the Service. Foreign 

should be developed through training and planned assign

ts to perform effectively whatever duties may be assigned to them. It 

that all officers serVe wherever the Secretary of State assigns 

The career Foreign Service should be supported by two additional 

ofessional groups, ,a Staff Branch containing a permanent corps ot clerical, 

,inistrativei and technical assistants, and a temporary line group, to be 

s as the Foreiqn Service Reserve officer corps, containing "specialists" 

status approximately equivalent to Foreign Service officers. 

To uphold the career principle, any substantial intake of personnel 

intermediate, middle, or higher grades was to be resisted, since lateral 

those within the career structure of promotional opportunities 

eventually would result in loss of recruitment sources. Lateral entry 

not to be entirely preclUded, but controlled as to numbers of lateral 

The	 career principle of entry at the bottom is based on the belief 

the	 business of diplomacy and long-term foreign service require a 

to duty, a willingness to forego personal preference, the ability 

to a variety of environmental and work situations, and the acqui

lition of knowledge and skill within the institutional setting itself, and 

,that these objectives and requirements can best be met by bringing in 

young persons of superior intellect as well as desireable personal qualities. 

'the "specialist" would work to integrate the specialist function into a 
coherent, focused effort. It has been generally held that "specialists" 
are better suited to personnel management under the Civil Service ca~eer 

system. The terms "generalist" and ·specialist· do not have very precise 
meanings in the Foreign Service context. An important element of the 
debate over the years in the Foreign Service officer corps is status-
hiqh status versus low status fields. The political and economic fields 
are held as the mainstream of a Foreign Service career. Other fields are 
less prestigious, outside of the mainstream, and more narrowly ·specialized.· 
see William Cleven Veale, "Breakouts A Plan for Reforming Our Foreign Policy 
Institutions, Part III," The Foreign Service Journal, Vol. 56, No.3, March 
1981, p. 19, for a listing of specialties recommended for inclusion in a 
unified Foreign Service personnel system. curiously, military affairs was 
not inclUded in the listing. 
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rationale finds precedent in the regular commissioned officer corps 

armed forces, and other similar career systems. 

There is a basic contradiction to the career principle as applied 

Foreign service, and a major portion of the struggle of the postwar 

~iod has been tied to that contradiction. The Department's own principal 

has been that extraneous actors were crowding the foreign policy 

Competitive diplomacy between the foreign affairs agencies and 

Department'of State has been the mode. Allison and others conclude 

,at a serious effort must be made to define a principal role for the 

feasible. The existence of an elite 

group without a viable function is wasteful of resources. 

Harold Stein in his case study of the Foreign Service Act of 1946 

ld that the new Act was not the product of a reform movement as the 

'ers Act had been. 96 The effort was more one of codifying previous 

and Executive Orders and of elaborating, adding, perfecting. 

Service officers achieved an Act which they felt embodied the 

past, incorporated changes regarded as necessary out of the 

of experience with the career system since the Rogers Act, and 

the Foreign Service to deal flexibly with the future. If· not an 

Act of reform, the Act of 1946 most certainly laid the basis for new 

at reform from both within and without the Department. 

one of the limiting factors on our adoption of useful hypotheses 

regarding our theories of government is the prior necessity of directing 

,our reeearch toward answers to real rather than unreal problems, and to 
97problems of significance rath~r than detail. In our evocation of the in

quiring spirit, we strive to develop questions that deserve answers. The 

development of the Foreign Service Act therefore merits examination in one 

respect. It is at least rare for an employee group acting not as an out-

organization but in its official capacity to be the chief determinant 

95Graham T. Allison and Peter Szanton, Remaking Foreign policyl
 
The Organizational connection, (New Yorkl Basic Books, Inc., Publishers,
 
1976), p. 121.
 

96Harold Stein, "The Fore1gn Service Act of 1946,· in Harold Stein, 
ed., Public Administration and Policy DevelOpment, (New York' Harcourt, 
Brace, 1952), pp. 663-664. 

97
Ibid., p. 729. 
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l89islation for its own benefit. When new legislation is required for 

general Civil Service or the military forces, various unions of 

employees and interest groups representing these career services 

a vocal and frequently important part. But the directing force 

the Executive Branch, and the other representative groups do not act 

direct representative of the prospective beneficiaries. The !act 

the procedure used to promulgate the Foreign Service Act of 1946 was 

have answers posited to the questions which are raised. 

task is beyond the scope of thia study. 

There is a secondary respect in which the procedure was unusual. 

t only did the closed career system group in the Department of State 

t as official representative of its own interests, it also acted as sole 

self-appointed representative for a much larger group of 

within the Department. These co-workers were serving in 

positions in the supporting line, staff, and administrative 

The procedure used to promulgate the Foreign Service Act of 1946 

the author's analysis no significant departure from the procedure 

d to formulate previous landmark Foreign Service legislation, such as 

Rogers Act. In the foreign affairs government, the Department of State 

d the Foreign Service have a relatively narrow constituency. This is 

ticularly true within the Executive Branch. If the career systems 

ithin the Department of State depended upon other elements of the 

-~cutive Branch to develop its proposed legislation, it would have 

~8t probably gone under the general Civil Service system shortly after 

turn of the twentieth century. The intriguing issue is not that 

Department developed its own legislation but that it was permitted 

8uch a wide latitude in doing so. Secretary of State Vance, tastifying 

the House Committee on Foreign Affairs in behalf of the Foreign 

of 1980, provided a long listing of the ills confronting 

Service of today. Few were distinctive to the Foreign 

commonality with most organizations within the 

foreign affairs government. 
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.tary Vance, in the followinq excerpt from his testimony, perhaps 

'ided the diplomats version of Ma lawyer who defends his own case 

a fool for a client", 

And yet the structure of the Service has not kept pace. Obsolete, 
cumbersome, and frequently anomalous orqanizational arranqements and 
personnel distinctions have tended to sap its traditional strenqth 
and hinder its performance. 9B 

The career service was to prove extremsly resilient durinq the 

three and a half decades between the Acts of 1946 

and survive with sufficient strenqth to essentially dictate the 

the new leqis1ation. 

9BHouse of Representatives, Committee on Foreiqn Affairs and Committee 
on Post Office and Civil Service, The Foreiqn Service Act. 96th Conq., 1st 
S.8S., H.R; 4674, 19BO, p. 4. 



CHAPTER V 

THE FOREIGIi AFFAIRS GOVERNMEIiTI 

-COMPETITIVE DIPLOMACY, LARGE	 SCALE 

Thus Wristonization came about. Being executed by bludgeoning
 
people rather than long-range planning, it stigmatized itself as
 

II reform than long-range recourse to chaos.
 
Smith Simpson
 

The United States and the Soviet Union, allies in World War II, 

from that conflict as the sole powers capable of influencing the 

world events. ay 1947, efforts to maintain cooperation between 

powers had broken down and the chill of the cold war soon emerged. 

F. Kennan, a leading expert on the Soviet Union in the Department of 

developed the intellectual basis for what became known as the policy 

~f ·containment.· Kennan concluded the, "the main element of any United 

States policy toward the Soviet Union must be that of a long-term patient 

but firm and vigilant containment of Russian expansive tendencies."99 It 

.con became apparent that there must be a political-military dimension to 

the policy of containment. 

The evolution of cont~inment resulted in a series of remarkable 

on the agencies most concerned with American foreign relations. 

the nation's reliance on military capability that it almost 

be the only resource available to serve the cause of national 

The Congress, through the National Security Act of 1947, created 

Nat\onal security Council (N5C) whose function it was to reach sound 

99
U.S. Department of State, A Short History of the U. S. Department 

State,	 1781-1981, p. 31.
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'1eione relatinq to national security and to put those decisions into 

The NSC in action reflected the fact that in the contemporary 

'ironment few national security issues could be dealt with by only one 

American response to perceived military, political, 

economic threats was to assume an ever-increasinq share of worldwide 

develop new instruments of foreiqn policy, proliferate 

aqencies, ~nd continue to articulate the ·containment" policy. 

Problems of coordination multiplied alonq with the qrowth of new 

affairs aqenciee. The Foreiqn Service remained basically unchanqed. 

the period between 1945 and 1948, it did increasinqly assume proqram 

sponsibilities in either an operatinq or coordinatinq capacity. Members 

the Foreiqn Service beqan to perform duties that went far beyond the 

missions of political representation, neqotiation and reportinq. 

Service was incapable, however, of manninq all of the new functions I 

impossible for it to do so in such a short time 

th its normal method of recruitment from the bottom. 100 In desiqninq 

•	 Foreiqn Service Act of 1~~6, the professional Foreiqn Service qroup 

of safequardinq the elitist career system whose 

rs would enjoy special prestiqe and privileqes. The Service was to 

administered in	 accordance with hiqh standards of entrance, advancement, 

was to be subject to special duties and obliqations not 

by others. The career principle ruled out any rapid 

of the Foreiqn service to meet accelerated demands of foreiqn 

The Department of State, acutely aware of the smolderinq issues, 

worked out but did not implement a plan for reorqanizinq the 

'Departmental structure to clarify the chain of command, effect a wider 

deleqation of functions, merqe the administrative offices of the Foreiqn 

, and Departmental services, and qive new emphasis to an area orqanizational 

provision for additional secretaries. The plan was developed 

lOOJohn E. Harr, The Professional Diplomat, p. 21. 
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control of John Peurifoy, then Assistant Secretary for Adminis

Peurifoy had long been interested in consolidating the personnel 

of the two services and in ,July, 1947, ,had communicated his think

9 to the House Committee on Expenditures in the Executive Departments. 

,is channel of communication was reflective of another factor, the postwar 

omizing that overtook the diplomatic establishment along with ~he rest 

the federal government. In order to have a stronger basis for support, 

comprehensive study was undertaken of other foreign offices and services 

a committee composed of a Foreign Service officer, a civil Service officer, 

member of the Bureau of Budget. The study was completed in December, 

47, but no action was initiated to implement its recommendations regarding 

of the Foreign and Departmental Services. 

The first major postwar study of the Department of State occurred 

of the first Hoover Commission's massive review of the Executive 

1949. The Hoover Commission was a bipartisan organization 

sated by a unanimous vote of Congress in July, 1947. The Lodge-Brown Act, 

ich brought it into being, conceived of the Commission's mj~sion on the 

qhest possible plane. The Commission, in its study ~f the Department of 

,wtate, was supported by a Task Force on Foreign Affairs. The Commission's
 

kinal report did not include all Task Force recommendations. Recognizing
 

,the complex character of modern United States international relations the
 

~mmission pointed out that the Department of State had tended more and more
 
1 
~o assume responsibility for program operations, either as the direct operator 

an active coordinator. In some instances the responsibilities had been 

to the Department because of the absence of any other agency in the 

to do the job. The situation was seen as throwing needless 

the Department and the Secretary. Regular units of the Depart

were viewed as not' being equipped Or oriented to handle such programs. 

The Commission took the view that the Department should be concerned 
!' with policy and not with operations. "The State Department as a general rule 

.hould not be given responsibility for the operation of specific programs, 
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overseas or at home. This is a clear statement of the policy

which partially confounds the "generalist" versus 

One of the most frequent approaches to organizing for 

~.nt foreign poliCy is to separate responsibility for "policy planning 

rmulation" from responsibility for ·operations." The usual aim is for 

the latter. The Hoover Commission recommended that 

separated from the Department and that the Department 

focal point for coordination of foreign affairs activities through

government." The Commission's foreign affairs Task Force recoqnized 

the policy-operations distinction was "defective and illusory," because 

operation alone of any qiven proqram involves policy decisions," some 

importance. 102 In fact, specific operational decisions can 

our broader policy course to a marked degree. The Commission 

to uphold its recommendation by stating, "The State Department, 

war, has at all levels been too much concerned with 'details' and 

enough with 'policy,."103 This was seen as overburdeninq the Secretary

r Secretary command structure with the "consequence that the entire 

rtment lives day-to-day, and policies tend to be determined in terms 
104 . short-range decisions." 

Other studies of the time criticized this recommendation of the 

it was clearly attractive to the career Foreiqn Service. 

Secretary of State since World War II appears to have considered program 

rations to be an important part of his--or his Department's__ job. 105 The 

licy-operations dichotomy qrew in importance in the early 1950s. Secretary 

,hn Foster Dulles and others in the Department at that time apparently 

sidered "operations" (defined as onqoing proqrams) as an encumberance 

101The Hoover Commission Report on Organization of the Executive 
of Government, (New Yorks McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1949), p. 156. 

102Ibid., p. 156. 
103Ibid., p. 165.
 
104
Ibid., p. 765. 

1051• M. Destler, Presidents, Bureaucrats, and Foreign policys The 
litics of Organizational Reform, p. 19. 
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shunted aside, insufficiently important for their attention. 

In hiB Memoirs, President Harry S. Truman added an interestin9 

the policy-operations dichotomy. 

• •	 • the State Department is set up for the purpose of handlin9 
policy operations, and the State Department oU9ht to take care 

, of them. But I wanted to make it plain that the President of the United
 
States, and not the second or third echelon in the State Department, is
 
responsible for makin9 foreign policy • • • the foreign service officer
 
has no authority to make policy. They act only as servants of the


10690vernment • • • 

In the area of personnel the major recommendation of the Commission 

Amalgamation. "The personnel in the permanent State Department Estab

nt in Washington and the personnel of the Foreign Service above certain 

1. should be amalgamated over a short period of years into a single 

ign affairs service obligated to serve at home or overseas and constitutin9
 

,__feguarded career group administered separately from the general Civil
 
'.''ice. 107 The consolidation should be mandatory, with the resulting	 , " 
,." ign Service corps existing outside the general Civil Service. The	 'I, 

,".'lolidated service should include all personnel except (ll at the top	 " .... 
'''''4 11, the Secretary, the Under Secret.ary, the Deputy Under Secretaries,	 ""'-'1 
;~"'i 
'". IAssistant Secretaries, and others of comparable rank, the ambassadors	 :'1" 

technical pereonnel in the programs such as
 

ei9n information, for whom the existence of comparable overseas assign


ts seamed improbable. (3) at the lower levels, mechanical or subsidiary
 

and all alien employees of whatever rank.
 

calling attention to the fact that the diplomatic and coneular
 

were bein9 served by two separate systems, the Forei9n Service and
 

general Civil Service, the Commission maintained, "This division of
 

between a Forei9n Service centerin9 on a separate corps of officers,
 

stationed abroad but partly in key positions in washin9ton, and a
 

of employees who work chiefly at home is a source of serious friction 

, 106Harry S. Truman, Memoirs, Volume Two, Years of Trial and Hope,
 
i,(Garden City, NY. Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1956), p. 165 •
 • 

107The Hoover Commission Report on the Or9anization of the Executive' 
fBranch of Government, p. 175. 
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"inereasing ineffieiency."lOa The danqer of this arranqement was seen
 

in the fact that Foreiqn Service officers serving long periods
 

tend to lose contact with conditions at home and Civil Service
 

serve abroad often fail to understand other 

and appreciate foreiqn conditions. 

The Commission proposed a four-cateqory system for personnel. 

'a general (i.e., qeneralist) officer cateqory with seven classes similar 

rtbe existinq Foreiqn service officer cateqories, (2) a special (i.e., 

eialist) cateqory consistinq of six classes of long-term specialists 

equivalent to the general officer cateqory in reqard to pay, retire

, ,t, and other benefits/ (3) a staff category consistinq of clerical,, 
and minor administrative personnel, and (4) a temporary 

somewhat similar to the eXistinq Foreiqn Service 

to meet the needs of other departments and agencies as
 

temporary or emerqency needs of the United States in staffinq
 

proqrams abroad.
 

The obligation for dual service, a problem not previously hiqh

109

by the commission. The report recommended that 

members of the unified service should be pleuged to serve at home or 

the needs of the orqanization miqht require. The Commission 

that particular attention be qiven to equalizinq the time spent 

at home. 

BOth the Task Force and Commission reports proposed that Civil 

employees of the Department "should enter the new service on 

~lication and oral examination.·110 They would be placed in an approp


'iate personnel cateqory with the understandinq that the examination
 

would take into consideration the need for personnel with special
 

loaIbid., p. 175. 

109_Dual service obligation" relates to the requirement that members 
~f the Foreign Service must pledqe to serve both within the continental 
!United States and abroad. Members of the Departmental Service (i.e., Civil 
'Service) are employed to serve at home only, and are not sUbject'to overseas 
assignments. under this arranqement, a majority of desireable assiqnments 
at the top within the United States are filled with Departmental personnel 
beeause of the necessity for continuity. Dual service has remained a 
divisive point. ' 

110The Hoover Commission Report on Organization of the Executive 
Branch of Government, p. 177. 
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as well as general aptitudes, and skills of importance only to work 

Department in Washington. The Commission considered that those un

new service but who qualified for their present duties 

~ be continued in some special limited service basis or might be given 

rtunities elsewhere in government service. 

The Commission recommended that recruitment and promotion policies 

ld be flexible in order to obtain and retain persons having not only 

or general aptitudes but other qualifications, especially resource

and executive ability. It was recommended that administration be 

. 
~ .geared so as to place mOre responsibility on young men in their first 

. ysars of service. For the special officer corps, persons should be 

and promoted essentially on the basis of their specialized abilities. 

the demands of other departments and agencies for information, 

;cialists should be recruited from elsewhere in the Executive Branch or 

business, labor, and other services. There should be recruitment 

not merely at the bottom level. Although lateral entry 

,I not treated specifically within the Commission's report, the entire concept 

specifically this last provision, constitutes lateral 

The recruitment of general officers was anticipated 

stress entry at the bottom level. Entry above bottom level was primarily 

specialists. 

The Department proceeded to act on the organizational proposals of 

Hoover Commission. State Department task forces were set up to review 

,he proposals. The Department prepared legislation to implement the re


'ganization and the bill was referred to the House Committee on Foreign
 

fairs on March 7, 1949. Under Public Law 73, approved May 26, 1949, the
 

;Seerstary of State, or such person or persons designated by him (except 

where authority is inherent in or vested in the President), was to administer, 

'coordinate, and direct the Foreign Service and the personnel of the Depart

Any authority previously vested by law in subordinate officials (as 

'distinguished from statutory boards) was withdrawn and vested solely in the 

secretary, who was further authorized to promulgate rules and regul~tions 

n-cessary to carry out his functions and to delegate authority for their 

execution to subordinate officials. 
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The 1949 reorganization established a single Office of Personnel. 

'Director General ~as assigned as a staff advisor to the Office of the 

.tent Secretary for Administration. The divisions of Departmental 

Service Personnel, the Foreign Service Institute, and 

Secretariat to the Board of Examiners were transferred to the ne~ 

of Personnel, where they remain at the present time. 

When the que~tion of amalgamating the t~o services c~e up in the 

ressional hearings, Peurifoy stated that, even though the Hoover Com

.ion had proposed the amalgamation, such a fusion was a long-range 

,9 and would require thorough study. Events ~ere to prove him right. 

In December, 1949, Secretary of State Dean Acheson appointed a 

ee-man committee to advise him on ~hether fundamental changes were 

uired in the personnel systems and relationships of the Department of 

te and the Foreign Service. James H. Rowe, Jr., a former member of 

Hoover Commission, headed the committee. The Rowe Committee studies the 

19amation proposal and made the following principal recommendationsl 

There should be a single personnel system applic~~e ~o all people 
under the direct administrative control of the Se~retary of State. 
Such a system ~uld provide a unified, flexible group recruited and 
administered under a common set of policies. • • • The integrated 
personnel system must take into account the interests of other 
Federal agencies concerned ~ith foreign affairs. lll 

Several provisions of the Rowe Committee's recommendations are sig

ficant for this study. The first of these is concerned with the dual 

The Committee was particularly concerned that the 

of service at home and abroad by applied only to the extent 

It recognized that many positions at headquarters ~ould be filled 

not required or expected to serve overseas. In other ~ords, Rowe 

'and the Committee considered a single service and a unified personnel system 

•• being predicated on broader considerations' than overseas service require

In this respect it differed from the Hoover Commission concept and 

the Chapin-Foster plan which required that all members of the consolidated 

serve at home or abroad according to the needs of the organization. 

111"An Improved Personnel System for the Conduct of Foreign Affairs," 
Report to the Secretary of State by the Secretary's Advisory Committee on 
Personnel, August 1950, pp. 11-12. 
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The Rowe Coll\lllittee recommended that iJmnediate steps be taken toward 

by utilizinq the lateral entry authority available to the Sec

which permitted Civil Service, Foreiqn Service Reserve, and Foreiqn 

ice Staff officers on a voluntary basis to enter the Foreiqn Service 

corps by examination. The Committee aqreed with the Hoover Comnis

that the Foreiqn Service officer corps should be expanded. 

The Committee recoqnized that for personnel manaqement purposes 

officers, includinq ambassadors, would constitute a separate 

,p and that local employees workinq overs.as would alao be handled 

Virtually all other American personnel would be divided into 

1. The Foreiqn Affairs officer qroup would include those concerned 
with policy matters and operations in such fields as political, economic, 
leqal, consular, and pUblic affairs. It would include qeneralists and 
proqram or functionalal specialists, but would exclude technicians in 
the narrow sense. This qroup would also include hiqher level qeneral 
and specialized administrative positions, such as personnel, budqet and 
fiscal, qeneral services, and security. Persons enterinq this qroup 
should be able to look forward to a career which may extend to top exec
utive positions.	 112 

2. The Foreiqn Affairs Clerical and Technical qroup •••• 

It was suqqested that these two cateqories of personnel should be 

accomodate both permanent and temporary personnel. The latter qroup 

used to help staff new proqrams of a continuinq nature as well as 

of limited duration. In addition, temporary appointments would be 

qovernment aqencies to recommend to the Secretary the 

to the Foreiqn Service of their employees either to 

[Iupplement	 the reqular Foreiqn Service or to perform functions abroad in 

Under these conditions, the Committee felt that'it 

to retain the Foreiqn Service Reserve officer cateqory as 

The Committee emphasized the importance of qearinq recruitment to 

'~easoned estimates of current and future needs for manpower and utilizinq 

ranqe of techniques to attract well-qualified candidates to the 

l12 Ibid., p. 17. 
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Service. In regard to the use of lateral recruitment, the 

ttee expressed the opinion that it be used only after thorough canvass 

. been made of the resources within the Service and above the bottom 

It was believed that untold harm would be done unless lateral re

"properly geared to a qualifying process," which would 

oral examination, and a careful evaluation of loyalty, ~raining, 

and.experience. The Committee found that too few lateral appoint

~I had been made in the Foreign Service and that, in contrast to junior 

sssional recruitment, too many had been ll\ade in the Departmental Service. 

The Rowe Committee report differed from the Hoover Commission report 

(1) it fully supported a single service, (2) it 

not set a time limit on completing integration, (3) all members of the 

,918	 service were not to be required to serve interchangeably at home and 

Departmental officers declining integration were not to be penalized, 

(4) the Foreiqn Affairs Service was to contain only two administratively 

Icribed categories in contrast to the generalists and specialists officer 

by staff and reserve branches, as proposed by the 

Commission Task Force. 

The two studies were basically similar in their emphasis on setting 

a new service by statute outside the Civil Service. Both favored a 

entry program to facilitate early integration of existing 

into an expanded Foreiqn Service officers corps. Both urged more 

to specialization in recruitment and promotion, and in more generous 

of lateral entry. The Rowe Committee report went further in the total of 

recommendations than the Hoover Commission, but advocated approaching 

at a slower pace. 

The decade of the 1950s opened on a rather dismal note for the 

of State. After a long and thorough study of the Rowe Committee 

the Department issued what Arthur G. Jones has termed "the ill

directive of March 1951."113 In a directive from the Deputy Under 

113
Arthur G. Jones, The Evolution of Personnel Systems for U. S. 

,n........... ";:tu Affairs, p •. 70.
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for Administration to the Director of Personnel, a comprehensive 

Improvement Program was outlined, requiring some new legislation 
114the most part needing only administrative action.
 

The directive, not incorporating all recommendations of the Rowe
 

ttee, was selective in those it chose for implementation and made
 

desired. The Department did not accept the pr~nciple
 

& single foreign affairs personnel system applicable to all of its em


It proposed to integrate the Department and the Foreign Services
 

,ly to the extent that common conditions of service might logically apply
 I ~Iil 
, '~li.1 

,·'"~·IIof an integrated service. Integration was to be pursued by a 'ltlllll, 

""'" 
,·,jlmeans, the principal being to permit Departmental, Reserve, and 
11~~1 
0.,'1:officers to enter the Foreign Service officer corps SUbject to 

'II" 

and on a voluntary basis under somewhat liberalized ground rules 

period of three years. There was to be·an appreciable increase in the 

r of exchange assignments with other departments and agencies. Thus 

Departmental service holding Washington jobs for which " ~j 
II ~, 

, I~I ' '.,,,, 
I ",~,>verseas experience was desireable would be given temporary assignments 
,II 

on a voluntary basis.
 

The Department ~lieved that experience with this limited approach
 

integration would provide a basis for whether later complete integration
 

Congress was sO advised.
 

The Foreign Service officer, Staff, and Reserve categories were to
 

redefined more or less along the lines proposed by the Rowe Committee.
 

was to be used primarily to perform technical, technical


administrative, clerical, and closely related functions. The Reserve branch
 

was to provide persons of specialized talent to supplement the career Foreign
 

Service officers by filling a particular need not currently being met from
 

, Within the Foreign Service officer category. The number of Foreign Service 

officers was to be increased by enlarging the entries at the bottom level 

making use of lateral entry from the Department, Reserve, and Staff 

114·Directive to Improve the Personnel Program of the Department of
 
State and the Unified Foreign Service of the United States," Department of
 
State, 1951.
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s as the prime vehicle for staffinq executive and professional posts of 

To encouraqe lateral entry, a Departmental requlation limitinq the 

of vacancies that could be filled in this way was rescinded. Depart-

Reserve, and Staff personnel were urqed to apply for lateral entry. 

standards provided that a candidate had to compare only with the 

of the class for which he was beinq considered. The lateral 

announced in April, 1951. By the November 1 closinq date, 

candidates had filed applications. Three years later, the Wriston 

discover that only 25 had been taken into the Foreiqn Service 

The Wriston Committee termed this performance "a miserable 

The lateral entry portion of the Personnel Improvement Proqram did 

result in a siqnificant increase in Foreiqn Service officer appointments. 

primary reason was that the Department Was unable to obtain vital leqis

'tion authorizinq appointments above the enterinq salary rate of the various 

Beyond the lack of implernentinq leqislation, the various qualifyinq 

'pI required for entry into the Foreiqn Service, such as the foreiqn 

,quaqe prerequisite and oral examination, took theil' toll of both potential 

4 actual candidates. 

The Department had placed the required leqislative chanqes in a bill 

Budqet in June, 1951. The Bureau did not clear 

.. proposed leqislation until the followinq september"takinq stronq 

provisions. Followinq a revision of the draft leqis

tion, tha bill was introduced in the House of Representatives in October, 

Hearinqs on the bill were never scheduled, the leqislation apparently 

'shelved until after the 1952 Presidential election. Before the new 

senhower Administration took office, the Department drew up a more 

prehensive bill, known as the Foreiqn service Act of 1953. 

The Personnel Improvement Proqram Was not forcefully implemented 
116 

an almost total failure. Had the proqram enjoyed reasonable 

114Ibid., p. 19. 

115JOhn E.'Harr, The Anatomy of the Foreiqn Service - A Statistical 
'Profile, Foreiqn Affairs Personnel Study No.4, Carneqie Endo~%ent for 
Interna tional Peace, 1965, p. 13. 
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it is likely that the following period of "Wristonization" would 
117been necessary. 

The 1949 reorganization of the Department established a single 

of personnel to oversee the development and execution of personnel 

ieies and progrAll\s for both the foreign and dOlllestic services. Within 

Office of Personnel, a clear line was kept between the two seryices by 

establishment of a Division of Departmental Personnel, concerned with 

'11 service employees, and a Division of Foreign Service Personnel, for 
t 

ign service employees. The Foreign Service Institute exercised train-

responsibilities. The Secretariat of the Board of Foreign Service 

a small planning staff wers attached directly to the Office 

ThUS, while the two personnel systems were brought under the 

day-to-day personnel administration remained within 

units. This organizational pattern was based on the 

that the Foreign Service and the Departmental Service were 

in their operational requirements. 

Following a period in which several efforts were made to integrate 

system on more functional lines, a complete reorganization 

the Office of Personnel was carried out in August, 1953. It had been 

ft9 determined that the existing organization had discouraged rather than 

cilitated steps toward closer int.gration. The new organizational structure 

•	 along functional lines and affected both the Office of Personnel and its 

Thus by 1953 a functional pattern of organiza~ion could 

However, no steps had been taken to bring about a real merger of 

separate services and personnel systems. 

The Bureau of Budget contracted with the Brookings Institute to do 

'& follow-up study on the Hoover Commission report. In a large sense, the 

Brookings' study issued in 1951 had its roots in the Bureau of Budget's own 

1945 study. The Brookings' study took essentially the same point of view 

elaborate exposition. The report generally endorsed the previous 

of the Hoover Commission and the Rowe Committee. The Brookings 

117Arthur G. Jones, The Evolution of Personnel Systems for U. s. 
Affairs, p. 71. 
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saw as the "main limitation" of the Hoover Commission recommendation 

Service "its failure to take the whole problem 

rseas personnel into account."118 The study criticized the Rowe Com

e report for similarly limiting its report to consideration of the 

the Department of State and the Foreign Service. 

The Brookings approach on personnel is clear in the follow~ng. 

is need for development of a long-range program involving new basic 

legislation, which would contemplate the creation of a foreign 

personnel system inclusive of all, or nearly all, civilian foreign 

staffs at home and abroad."119 This is the first major exposition 

of a unified Foreign Service in the sense of a system that 

all significant civilian activities abroad as well as embrace 

home and overseas staffs of all the foreign affairs agencies involved. 

concept was compatible with the growth of the foreign affairs govern

t and emphasized the need for mobility and interchangeability in staffs. 

Following the reorganization of 1953, the next few years within the 

can be characterized as a period of transition that affected the 

operatl~ns role of the Department of State and the Foreign Service. 

this period, three developments are significant. the establishment of 

United States Information Agency, the establishment of the Foreign 

rations Administration, and the re-establishment of the separate Foreign 

Ticultural Service. All changes recognized the realities of the foreign
 

government but were a step backward from the concept of a single
 

Service as envisioned in the Rogers Act, the Reorganization Act of
 

Act of 1946. The creation of these three new 

reign affairs agencies immediately complicated the problem of compatibility 

personnel systems and raised the possibility that other functional units 

separation from the Department. It also gave rise once again 

problem of "competitive diplomacy." From the standpoint of personnel 

l18JOhn E. Karr, The Professional Diplomat, p. 65. 

l19"An Improved Personnel System for the Conduct of Foreign Affairs,· 
Report to the secretary of State by the Secretary's Advisory Committee on 
Personnel, August 1950 
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in the new agencies there was an expectation that they would 

to enjoy the same personnel benefits and entitlements as the re

of the foreign service community.
 

Two significant studies of foreign affairs personnel management
 

undertaken in 1954. One, conducted by a small group of government 

lonnel specialiets drawn principally from the foreign affairs aqencies 

lt with personnel needs of the principal foreign affairs agencies of the 

rnment, including the Department of State. The group was headed by 

President's Advisor on Personnel Management, Philip Young. The other 

undertaken by a high level pUblic committee appointed by the Secretary 

This group had a more limited assignment, being asked to recom

measures to strengthen the professional service of .only the Depart

State and its Foreign Service. 

Although it did not invent the concept, the Eisenhower Administra

used the distinction between the policy-operations dichotomy as a ration

for separating operational programs from the Department of State. When 

Plans 7 and 8 of 1953 created the United Statos Information 

Foreign Operations Administration, thus separating the 

formation and aid programs from the Department, it was explicitly recog

that the matter of personnel systems was unfinished business. 

The White House study was undertaken as a result of the President's 

to Congress accompanying the reorganization plans. In the message, 

the President indicated the need for a basic reappraisal of the diverse 

personnel arrangements undergirding the conduct of overseas activities of 

The Secretary's pUblic committee, generally known as the 

Wriston Committee after its Chairman; Henry M. Wriston, was established 

in March, 1954, after the White House study had been initiated. 

The white House Task Force took the same route as di.d the Brookings 

in proposing a unified foreign affairs personnel system which ·would 

apply initially to the State Department, USIA, and the Foreign Operations 

Administration,· and which could be extended by Executive Order ·to new 
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'19R affairs .~encies, or to employees of other exist1n9 agencies engaged 
120

,reign affairs work.- The report generally endorsed the proposals 

committee. The proposed personnel system would be administered 

civil Service. However, as Jones points out, not only was the 

of the White Houee group never published, but -there is no indication 

the Eisenhower Administration took any aetian on the report. n ;21 The 

effort merely faded away, perhaps as a result of being upstaged 

f.at action of the wriston Committee and of the State Department in 
. he Wr i 122nt1nq t ston Report. 

Because the Department adopted and vigorously implemented the 

Report, the program itself could adequately serve as the basis for 

Por present purpo&es, only a brief review of cogent provisions 

The terms of reference for the public committee 

mentioned the Hoover commission, the Rowe Co~ittee, and other 

of whom had made recommendations for reform. The Secretary's 

March, 1951, was cited as havinq boqqed dawn, and tanqible 

Tess toward amalqamation of the poreiqn and Departmental Services had 

virtually to a standstill. As its ·primary objective" the public 

wa& asked to review the prior stUdies, ·particularly as they 

the merging of Departmental civil Service personnel into the 

19n Service to the end that the Department and its establishments 

the maximum pos&ible extent by career personnel, 

clfically trained for the conduct of foreign relations and obliqated 

serve at home or abroad, thus providinq a stronqer and more broadly 

The committee was asked to keep its recommendations 

the Foreign Service Act of 1946 rather than proposing 

charter for the Foreiqn Service. 123 

The committee delivered its report in May, 1954, and its main 

within its terms of reference. Tne wriston Report castigated 

120Arthur G. Jones, The Evolution of Personnel Systems for U. S.
 
Affairs, p. 100.
 

121Ibid., p. 103.
 
122J · f . 1 . 1
ohn E. Harr, The Pro eSS10na D1P oma..!., p. 68. 

l23U•S • Departm~nt of State, Toward a Stronger Foreign SerVice, 
tDepartment of State Publication No. 5458~ June 1954, pp. 59~60. 
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I.rtment of State for failing to implement the 1951 directive, and for 

than adequate recruitment, training, lateral entry, personnel planning, 

It saw a larger service AS one major need, to

tours of duty in Washington for Foreign Service officers, 

of recruitment, and much greater emphasis on specialization 

the Foreign service officer corps. 

The Wriston Committee recommended a limited but substantial program 

'integration" rather than ·~19amation· for Departmental and Foreign 

through a liberalized lateral entry process. Its propo•• l 

restatement of the 1951 directive. -Integration as pro

Committee is a program for transferring many but not all 

Reserve, and Staff officers into the Foreign service officer 

This was to be done by designating positions in Washington which 

foreign and domestic experience as "Foreign Service" positions and 

,g the Civil service incumbents into the Forei9n Ssrvice officer corps. 

Reserve and Staff personnel doing work that could be considered at the 

level would also be taken in. The Forei9n Service Staff officer 

would then be primarily for personnel of -lower rank," the Reserve 

used for temporary specialiete Mto deal with unique problems,- and 

would be restricted to n~n-desi9nated positions. Concurrently, 

Service officer corp. would be expanded for 

at the bottom level. 

Minor le9islative changes necessary to make the plan workable were 

obtained and the Department vigorously implemented the recommendations. 

tom entry recruitment wa. expanded and, between 1954 and 1958, more than
 

:,500 persons entered the Foreign Service officer corps laterally from the
 

,her three cate90ries in the process which came to be known as Wrbtoniz
12.

i on. 

aefore inte9ration could succeed, authority was needed to permit 

Service officers above the bottom class to be app~inted at anyone of 

.alary rates prescribed for each class rather than only at the Qinimum 

l24JOhn E. Harr, The Anatomy of the Foreiqn Service - A Statistical 
'Irofile, p. 13. 
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law. conqresl granted the authority by Public Law 759, 

1954, with three limitations I (1) not more than 500 

could be 80 appointed, (~) such appointments were limited to persons 

in the classified Civil Service or in the Foreign Service Reserve 

the FOreit;ln Service Staff, and (3) the authority ",as to terminate on Karch 

The quota was sufficient to initiate the program but in~ufficient 

its ~ompletion. The Department received additional lateral entry 

through Public Law 22 of AprilS, 1955, alonq with a number of 

r legislative improvements in line with the recommendations of the Wriston 

However, congress was still unwilling to permit unlimited lateral 

Under the new law, lateral entrants were not to exceed a new lim!

of 1,250. Of this number, no more than 40 could be persons not em

in the Department of State on March 1, 1955. subsequent legislation 

the limitation from 40 to 175. These 1~itation8 had the effect of 

lateral appointments from other 90vernment agencies to no more 

one hundred seventy-five. Once the quota of 1,~50 vas filled, the 

vas required to ask congress for additional lateral entrance 

In the chronology of evente related to lateral entry vi thin the 

the quotas granted by Congress under ~Wristonization~ are 

-the direct lateral entry program.

The Department designated same 1,500 positions as -Foreign service~ 

,itions, requiring experience at home and abroad, to be filled by 

officers. The integration vas officially terminated on 

By that date, 585 Civil Service officera in Washington 

737	 Staff and Reserve personnel had been certified for appointment as 

Service officers. Of this nWllber, 1,147 were actually appointed.· l25 

Harr, in his analysis of Wristonization, provides three basic 

vhy large-scale action occured at this time and not before. 

1. Instead of disappearing, the reform pressure WAS building up, 
and it vas doubtles8 concluded in the Department that something had to 
be done sooner or later. Particularly, the failure of the 1951 directive 
was an embarassment. 

125Arthur G. Jones, The Evolution of Personnel Systems for U. s. 
~rorelgn Affairs, p. 114., 
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2. The Department and the Service were in a dire aituation. The 
budqet had been cut and bottom-entry recruitment had ceased entirely 
for two years. A devastatinq reduction-in-force had just occurred. The 
Department and the Service were under attack from Senator Joseph McCarthy. 

~Some	 of the problems that previously could be debated now seemed very 
re.l--constraints on specialiZAtion, inability to rotate FSOs (Foreiqn 
service officers) into jobs held by civil servants, the small size of the 
rso corps which had qrown only in pace with the creation of new overseas 
posts and not in pace with the addition of new functions in fo~ei9n 

affairs. 

3. The almost compellinq conclusion is that the Wriston recommen
.~tion6 were rushed throuqh to forestall what miqht have beY96much 
stronqer medicine emerqinq from the White House Task Force. 

The Wriston proqram was disruptive to many personB and controversial. 

the whole, it was undeniably beneficial to the State Department and 

service. 127 Within the Department, the proqram remains the 

ject of viqorous debate unto the present day. The Wriston effort did 

the effect of buyinq time for the Department of State and the Foreiqn 

dampeninq the reform movement. In the midst of such 

_ agqressive program, there was hardly time for proposinq new schemes., 
Icause the Wriston proqram did not solve the problem of administerinq two
 

'ate personnel systems in the Department, did not extend career status
 

employees of the information and aid proqrams, and did not fundamentally
 

officer system, it was inevitable that some of
 

problems it addressed would reemerqe and perhaps inevitable that the
 
128
movement would revive.
 

In April, 1957, ths subcommittee on State Department Orqanization
 

Foreiqn Operations of the Committee on Foreiqn Affairs, House of
 

~pr••entatives, held hearinqs on the personnel practices of the Departme:nt
 

t State. 129 The subcommittee acknowledqed that it had been study1nq the 

of inteqration of Departmontal and staff personnel durinq the 

3 year period. The subcommittee felt it wae time to -inventory· 

126John E. Harr, The Professional Diplomat, p. 72.
 
127


Ibid., p. 73. 
128Ibid., p. 75. 

129House of Representatives, Committee on Foreiqn Affairs, 85 Conq., 
Sess., ·Personnel Practices of the Department of State,- 1957. 
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from the leqi81Ation previously enActed in 8upport of 

Loy W. Henderson, Deputy Under Secretary of State for Admin

~tlon, provided the key testimony for the Department. Henderson reported 

the inteqration program vas terminated August 1, 1956, and except for 

'atively few problem cases the program was at an end. Thus, in spite 

rtain difficulties encountered, the Department had been able ~o complete 

ltantially the integration proqram within the limited period recommended 

committee. important for this study, Henderson revealed that 

was developing plans for a continuinq lateral entry proqraM 

t	 the needs of the Service over an extended period of time for officers 

the entry lavel. Henderson outlined a series of difficulties for which 

WAS Actively seeking solutions. Included in these was the 

maintaininq the career principle, of meeting ths concurrent 

specialized competence throuqh the Foreign service Reserve and care

regulated use of lateral appointments. 

In July, 1959, conqressional hearings wers conducted on a number of 

relating to the administration of the Department of State and the 

Service, inclUding three bills which would establish a Foreign 

Academy. Two bills proposed amendments to the Foreign Service Act 

19.6, rapidly becominq a much emended statute. one amendment was specific~ 

~	 drafted to clarify and improve the provisions governinq lateral entry
 

the Foreign Service. The amendment proposed would remove the existing
 

rical limitation of 175 ·outsiders- who could be appointed to the
 

.ign Service officer corps (Public Law -828, B~ Cong.). The Department
 

that the limitation was no lonqer necessary and that they should have
 

discretion in deciding who should be brouqht into the corps. Remova1
 

viewed as essential in complying with Wriston program 

Continuing Lateral Entry Program. A second amendment 

'oposed strengthening of the Foreign service Staff officer corpe by per~ 

ttlnq lateral entry. The law as written made it necessary to bring new 

eruits in at the bottom of each class. Approval of lateral entry pro~ 

that situation, providing the Staff officer corps with 
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capability of acquiring needed specialists. The bills containing
 

amendments were enacted in 1960.
 

Eight years after submitting its first report, the Brookings 

submitted a second comprehensive report, this time to the Senate 

on Foreign Relations. The centerpiece of the second Brookings' 

't was the establishment of a new Department of Foreign Affair~, a 

pt previously advanced in the 1951 study. Based on the foreign affairs 

proposed depar~nt would encompass the Department of State, 

Foreign Economic Operations, and a Department of Information 

The three departments would operate under a new and 

r cabinet post headed by a Secretary of Foreign Affaire. 

With such centralization of foreign affairs activity, the report 

cally concluded that an ultimate goal should be a single foreign affairs 

All intervening steps should be aimed at prOViding a personnel 

the varying needs of the several foreign affairs 

BOth the Foreiqn Service Reserve and lateral appointments at 

higher grades would be used for acquiring specialists. However, 

I" vould not be the major source. To the extent possible, in~servioe tra~n~ 

would be used to develop specialization from within. The report contained 

rous other provisions. 

Thus, another study called for many of the same improvements urged
 

previous groups,130 Of special note was the emphasis on prOViding more
 

lquate means for recruiting, developing, and promoting a variety of
 

cialized talents required in the conduct of foreign affairs and the need
 

those agencies predominantly engaged in foreign affairs to work toward 

personnel system. 

As the decade of the 1950s drew to a close the foreiqn affairs 

remained filled with the rough winds of change. The new decade 

~u9ht a change in administration and dominant political party. The aura 

activism and ferment in foreign affairs brought in by the Democratic 

130Arthur G. Jones, The Evolution of Personnel Systems for U. S. 
Affairs, p. 125. 
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capability of acqui~inq needed specialists. The billa containing
 

a~ndments ware enacted in 1960. 

Eight years after sUbmitting its first report, the Brookings 

ltitute submitted a second comprehensive report, this time to the Senate 

on Foreign Relations. The centerpiece of the second Brookings' 

t was the establishment of a new Department of Foreign Affairs, a 

pt previously advanced in the 1951 study. Based on the foreign affairs 

proposed department would encompass the Department of State, 

of Foreign Economic Operations, and a Department of Information 

Affairs. The three departments would operate under a new and 

headed by • secretary of Foreign Affairs. 

With such centralization of foreign affairs activity, the repOrt 

concluded that an ultimate qoa1 should be • single foreign affairs 

All intervening steps should be aimed at providing a personnel 

the varying needs of the &evsral foreign affairs 

Both the Foreign Service Reserve and lateral appointments at 

higher grades would be used for acquiring specialists. However, 

1M 1IIOuld net be the IllAjor source. To the extent possible, in-service train

would be used to develop specialization from within. The report contained 

rous other provisions. 

Thus, another study called for many of the same tmprovements urged 
- 130 

preVious groups. Of special note wa. the emphasis on prOViding more 

:q\late means for recruiting, developing, and promotinq a variety of 

cia1ized talents required in the conduct of foreign affaira and the need 

those agencies predominantly engaqed in foreign affairs to 1IIOrk toward
 

s!n91e foreign affairs personnel system.
 

As the decade of the 1950s drew to a clo8e the foreign affairs 

remained filled with the rough winds of chanqe. The new decade 

change in administration and dominant political party. The aura 

and ferment in foreigr. affairs brought in by the Democratic 

l30Arthur G. Jones, The Evolution of Personnel System3 for U. S. 
rOre1qn Affairs, p. 125. 
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4y Administration foretold. significant chanqes. The information and. 

vere now PQrmanent fixtures of the foreiqn affairs government. 

were being created. Mast important, the reversal of the 

lcy-operations· dichotomy and the clear indication that the Presid.ent 

:cted the Department of State to manage both, and his cleiU' expectation 

",t ambassadors would fully manaqe their multi-agency missions, created 
131

led for ill new look. 

131
John E. Harr, The Professional Diplomat, pp. 75-76. 



CHAPTER VI 

MANAGEMENT EQUALS DIP~CYI 

ASSUMPTION OF THE 60s, AND BEYOND 

In retrospect it seems clear that in the years since the close
 
World War II each decade halO aeen its attempted solutions to the
 
,rtment IS orqanization problem.a.
 Thomas H. Etzold 

The eventa of the 1960s posed new difficulties for the Department 

The concept of containment beqan to loae 50me of its utility as 

power was established in Europe and East Asia. As the 

t-West tensions diminished, new strains developed alonq a ~orth~South 

World War II had completed the destruction of the qreat European 

and th~y rapidly withdrew from those areas of the world 

,re they had previously exercised political and economic authority.
 

colonial peoples in Africa and Asia reasserted their sovereiqnty.
 

expectations in the Third World created new international issues
 

t qreatly complicated the task of statecraft for the developed nations. 

From a modest intervention bequn in 1955 after the withdrawal of 

the United States became heavily involved in Vieenam durinq the 

Administration (1963-1969). The involvement aqain underscored the 

to make siqnificant chanqee in the foreiqn policy of the United States. 

after three years of warfare that led to the introduction of more 

a half-million American troops into South Vietnam, President Johnson 

to disenqaqe from the struqqle that had lost popular support at 

Nsct to the separation of "policy" from "operations" a second 

frequently proposed solution to the problem of orqanizinq for coherent 
98 
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19n policy places hope in qivinq major officials Mauthority· commensurate 

-responslbility_"132 The late 1950& brouqht forth a lively 

lzational debate on this topic. The most sustained and endurinq con

tion to the debate ~as the series of hearinqs and reports begun in 

9 by Senator Henry Jackson, Chairman, Subcommittee on National Policy 

~inery, Committee on Government operations, United States senatt. The, . 
~ittee underwent several name chanqes over the early 19608 and was
 

'iously known as the Subcommittee on National Security Slaffinq and
 

rations and the Subcommittee on Nationol Security and International
 

(from 1965). 

Senator Jackson's "Final StatementM summarizinq hie subcommittee's 

inquiry concluded that -serious Qverstaffinq in the National Security 

agencies- made for -sluggishness in decision and action. M 

statement, issued in 1961, presented a concept to be followed rather 

in subsequent statements, effective foreign affairs management. 

done by the staff of the Jackson Subcgmmittee, which specifically 

problems by Mradical organizational changc~,M expressed 

that the necessary improvements in thR foreign affairs area could 

by unclogging the administrative channels, relyinq on the American 

the line departments and the budgetary, 
133"process), and steadfastly working toward better performance in key areas. 

In a 1969 journal article, Andrew M. Scott, under the assumption 

-In every large formal organization informal organizations arise, 
134

his findings in a study of the Department of State. Scott states 

~organizati6n by itself is not likely to lead to basic changes in the 

the Department or in the type of policy products that 

out of it. The central probl~ of the Department is cultural rather 

1321 • M. Destler, presidents, Bureaucrats, and Foreiqn Policy. The
 
Politics of Organizational Reform, p. 22.
 

133John El Harr, The Professional Diplomat. p. 103. 

134Andrew M. Scott, -The Department of StatesFormal organization and 
Informal Culture," International Studies Quarterly, Vol.13, No.1, March 1969, 
pp. 1-18. 

135
Ibid., p. 7. 
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orqaniZ4tional.-135 The implication from this observation is that unless 

to alter the Department's cultural patterns as well &. its 

izational patterns, reform efforts ~ill be relatively limited in im~ 

Harr in eritiquing the article found one omission puzzlinq, the 

of any discussion of the role or mission of the Department:0f State 

Service officer corps against which to assess the -inadequa

According to Harr, the Department of State has been confronted 

« levere challenge from the early 19508. The c~allenqe 1s posed by the 

of events, the logic Of the situation, Presidential directives, outside 

,y groups, and reform groups. The Department is challenged to exert 

OUS leadership oYer the entire multi-aqency spectrum of United States 

Harr opines that few hay. perceived.of the enormity of 

nature of the ~ole and the capability of the Depa~t~ 

to fulfill it. Unlike other career eervices, such as the 

Department is without a principal role that is both useful 

feasible. 

Durinq the 1960e, the Department had three excellent oppo~tunities 

~espond to the chall.nqe. 1J7 The first of these occurred when Preeident 

January, 1961, and made it clear that he expected 

Department to take charqe of the foreiqn affairs community. But there 

no proqram, no follow-throuqh, just exhortation. As Scott observee, 

of State, or & President, cannot simply ·command- the culture
 

chanqe.
 

The second opportunity came several years later in the form of an 

tDternal chanqe effort that is little recoqnized or unc1e.retood. It was 

initiated by the Deputy Under secretary of State for Administration, William 

IJ5Ibid., p. 7. 

IJ6JOhn E. Harr,,·competence in the Department of State,· International 
Quarterly, Vol. 14, No.1, March 1970, p. 98. 
137

Ibid., pp. 98-99. 
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Working from the Herter Report (1962), Crockett put together 

'rehensive managerial strategy, most of it designed by an aide, 

W. Barrett. In a sustained effort from 1963 to 1967, Crockett tried 

legislation for It unified Foreign Service that would have brought
 

United Sta~s Information Agency and the Agency for International
 

lopment officers into the Foreign Service officer corps, institute a
 

~i-.gency programming system for foreign affairs that would have rev


,ionized the way of doing bur.!nes6 and put the Department squarely in
 

leadership role, initiate A genuine research and case study program,
 

manpower utilization system, reorqan! .. the 

layering and improve communications, work on attitudes 

the informal organization by means of an organizational development 

'amI and moderni~ the Department's worldwiae information network~138 

The third opportunity for the Department came at the beginning of 

Hixon Ac1ministration. With a new ac1ministration at the top, the 

enthusiasm over a new chance, a certain readiness 

subculture to respond, and a body of knowledge about what needed 

born ou~ of tile trial and error of the past it seemed as if con

were right for new reform. The major missing element was a sus

manager with a managerial strateqy and any evidence of desire in 
. . 139 

to press for pos1t1ve change. 

HanaIJement became the keyword of the decade of the 1960s. Bundy 

of the Secretary of State as -agent of coordination.

Rusk, Secretary of State in the Kennedy Administration, issued a
 

the Departmental policy-making officers one month after the
 

by exhorting, ·We are expected to take charIJe.-140
 

The focusing on management in public organizations has constituted 

the four major classes of challenge to the oldar career systems 

lJ8Ibid., p. 99. An excellent description of the effortG of Crockett 
others is contained in Frederick C~ Mosher and John E. Harr, Programming 

'stems and Foreign Affairs Leadership; An Attempted Innovation, (New York; 
,ford University Press, 1970) ~ 

139
Ibid., p. 101. 

l40ROIJer Hilsman, To Move A Nation, (New York. Doubleday, 1967), p. 15. 
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talent search was conspicuously successful in producing men of out

,ding intellectual quality, only a few brOu9ht with them much experience 

of objectives into action throu9h large, ~plex organ-

The second tactic was simply exhortation, lead by secretary of State 

Many exhortative statements did not specifically attac~ the
 

tance-administration dichotomy within the Department yet all by 1m


themselves to the managerial totality of the role
 

the Department and ita individual officers.
 

The third tactic waa to modify the systems of operation in the
 

an effort that ~aB principally pursued by subordinate officers
 

the command structure. The effort included the modi


cation of the personnel system and particularly the promotion criteria
 

the Foreign servicer the study and recommendations of the Herter Committee 

subsequent efforts to implement them, the effort to develop a qraduate 

for foreiqn affairs personnel, the effort to develop a programming 

system, and the effort to develop a manpower utilization 

Discussions within the Kennedy Administration in 1961 reqarding 

qovernmentls foreign affairs organization resulted in the establishment 

the nerter Committee, formally known as the Committee on Foreign
 

Personnel. The committee vas constituted in late 1961 at the
 

of the secretary of State, Dean Rusk. The Herter Committee differed
 

from all previous study groups in that it was unofficial and privately 

It was established under the auspices of the Carnegie Endowment 

for International Peace and with financial support provided also by the 
143Pord Foundation and the Rockefeller Brothers Fund. The committee1s 

with key officials in the main foreiqn affairs agencies was very 

close. It was believed that private sponsorship would qive the committee 

freedom in its research and that its report would have greater impact. 

143Report of the Committee on Foreign Affairs Personnel, Personnel for the 
Nev Diplomacy, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1962, p. v. 
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The Herter Cornmi ttee sought ways to adapt foreign affairs personnel 

Ie! ..n.gement practices to the ·new diplomacy.· The "new diplomacy," said 

was characterized by an ".rsenal of instruments" which included 

,t only "traditional diplO\1'lacy," but "international l.w, intelligence, 

technical assistance and various types of foreign economic 

programs, monetary policies, trade development Pfograma, 

,uc:ationlll exchange, cultural pr09rAlll.B, and, more recently, measures to 

in~urgency movsmentso,,144 To employ these effectively, the foreign 

90~rnment required action-oriented officials with ". high level 

talent,· ... variety of "specialized competences,· and ... "zeal 

creative accomplishment" in operating programs. 

LeaVing aside its detailed personnel proposals and the advocacy 

-National Foreiqn Affairs COlleqe,- the Herter Committee made 8everal 

,aic recommendations. The first of these derived from three undeniable 

~CODditions~-a -manaqement- function that was beinq performed, the need for 

I~it to be performed, and the evidence of the past that neither the Secretary 

nor his principal deputy -(".." give cantinuous attention to the manaqement 

of proqrams and activit;e. of the Department of State and to their coord

the programs of other qovernment, aqencies enqaqed in foreiqn 

It waS therefore urqed that there be created -a new post of 

secretary of State,- Whose -primary responsibility ehould 

make sure that the resources of the Department of State and the 

principal foreign affairs aqencies are q1vinq maximum support to the 
146of State in his role as leader and coordinator.- The recom

adVanced the concept that more eystematic manaqement .was urqently 

and that essential to this concept was the existence of a position 

with manaqement responsibility. 

To aid the -manaqer- in performinq his function, the Committee 

recommended establishment of a foreiqn affairs programminq system -whereby 

144Ibid ., PP4 4, 50, 53, 59.
 
~5 Ibid., pp. 11-22.
 
14.

Ibid., pp. 10-12. 
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.19n policy objectives are translated into programs of action to be 

rtaken in each area of foreign affairs activity.~ Such an effort wag 

lved as essential to move the United States from a reactive to an 

posture in its response to foreiqn responsibilities. Its 

of manifold overseas responsibilities just before, during, and 

found the United States qovernment orqani~tionally, 

~tltudinally, and culturally unprepared. 
147 

The government met ~ prob

with typical pragmatism. new agencies, separate and autonomous, new 

and personnel from other than diplomatic beckgrounds, ad hoc and 

temporary programs and budgets. The recommended proqr~inq and 

qetinq ayatem that would be centered in the Department of State would 

most undertakinis of all United States agencies overseas. It 

Committee hoped, facilitate effective mergers of policy planninq 

of administration with substance, it would make it 

Department to "take charge" in a responsible executive 

would stren9then the hand of the ambaSSadors in their relations 

other aqency representatives abroad. 

To provide "a rational personnel frame~rk for the conduct of 

affairs activities at home and abroad,· the third basic proposal 

was that the personnel .ystems of the Department of State, the Aqency for 

International Development, and the United States Information Aqency ·should 

be orqanized and administered as a family of compatible systems reflectinq 

substantial uniformity in personnel policies and coordinated personnel 

operations. "148 
Citinq the wriston Committee assertion that "The over

ridinq requirement for an effective foreiqn policy is a rapid broadeninq. 

af its personnel base," the Herter Committee specifically treated the 

BUbject of lateral entry in a number of personnel recommendations. 149 

l47Frederick C. Mosher and John E. Harr, Programming Systems and 
Forei.2,n Affairs Leadership~ An Attempted Innovation, p. 13. 

l48Report of the Committee on Foreign Affairs Personnel, Personnel 
for the New Diplomacy, p. 19. 

149
Ibid., .p. 65. 
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Recommendation 17, for eXample, was accompanied with a detailed 

ntary on the value of a system of lateral entry.. Beginning with the 

,reign Service Act of 1946, the Cormtittee reviewed eAch sebsequent program 

,ch had authorized lateral entry into the Foreign Service officer corps 

the Department's utilization of the authority. A steady decline in the 

r ot personnel recruited through lateral entry following "Wrlstonization" 

The committee observed that "The fact of the matter is' that the 

Reserve category is now the primary vehicle for obtaining 

'ded skills at intermediate and higher professional levels in the State 
150 . 

~rtment." 

considering that the use of lateral entry authority had been on 

-ralatively conservative basis,· the Committee expressed a belief -that 

4-eareer entry should be based on vigorous efforts to seek out and attract, 

a highly selective basis, demonstrably superior candidates who are willing 

have their qualifications assessed with those of others in fair and open 
151

tition.- Waiting for prospective candidates to apply, or for an 

interested official to encourage someone to make application, was viewed 

AS unacceptable. It was recommended that each foreign affairs agency Msyste~_ 

'Atica11y tap all potential sources, including universities, other Federal 

Agencies, state and local governments, private business, labor organizations, 
1S2 

so forth.· Coordination of middle-level recruitment efforts between
 

primary foreign affairs agencies was seen as essential in order to
 

Avoid unnecessary duplication.
 

The Herter committee recognized that great harm could be dene
 

the career principle if mid-career entry standards were 1es9 than exacting •
 

.Tberefore individuals selected for such appointment should be required to 

demonstrate high qualifications in his field or fields of competence. In the 

case of the Department of state, the Committee considered that lateral appoint

ment should normally range up to not more than 25 per cent of the total number 

of career officer appointments in a qiven yeaz. 

150
Ibid., p. 77.
 

151

Ibid., pp. 77-78.
 

152

Ibid•• p. 78. 
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The Committee's final three recommendations constituted A ·course 

action M to bring its program into effect, calling fOr legislation, 

1atrative action, and stepped-up interagency peraonnel research. The 

include a measure authori~in9 the position of Executive 

,r SecretarY,"a bill creAting the National Foreign Affairs Colle98, and 

,11 creating the personnel system, to be called the Foreign Affairs 

Extending over a four year period, major efforts were made to 

the provisions of the Herter Committee report. The three basic 

made by the Committee were to recur in future refo~ effort•• 

Committeele emphasis on Department of State leadership 

ita tendency to define the leadership problem mainly a8 a nesd for 

The Secretary of State and other top Departmental 

'ftebl. made no major effort to carry out these reforms, or even to 

any systematic way with the problems which they hiqhlighted. The 

proponent of reforms recommended by the Herter Committee was 

Crockett's efforts went well beyond the Herter Committee proposals. 

Crockett saw his mandate as much Droader than had most previous 

office. But the Depar~nt had traditionally separated 

,ubstance" and "administration" and Crockett's official sphere was the 

Althouqh Crockett was qiven considerable freedom of action, 

:cretary Rusk remained qenerally uninvolved and therefor.,.uncoDmlitted 

Crockett'. initiatives. 

One of Crockett's eff~rts was the adoption of a Droader Foreiqn 

personnel system. This aim was pursued throuqh the Hays Bill of. 

Crockett, in mappinq out his chanqe strateqy within the Department, 

realized that any larqe-scale reorqanization or merger to create an 

of State had been ruled out. Therefore change programs 

tauld have to be desiqned with an Elye to compensating for this by over'" 

~cominq problems of parochialism, etereotypinq. and poor communication 

to exist when a numbElr of foreiqn affairs aqencies are 

qeneral area. The Hays Bill tended in this direction 
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personnal system which all foreign affairs Ageneie 

use on an equitable basis. 

In the first session of the 89th Congress, Crockett began work on 

legislative fronts. In the first, he worked closely with Chairman 

~. of the House Subcommittee on State Department Organization and Foreign 

the package of draft amendments to the Foreign S8~vice 

that came to be known as the -Hays Bill.- On the other, he 

the leadership of the United States Information Aqsncy on a plan 

integrate career officers of that agency into the Foreign Service officer 

On April 13, 1965, President Johnson eent a list to the Senate 

!ntifying 760 Information Agency officers with his endorsement for the 

!Advice	 and consent- of the Senate to appoint these individuals as Foreign 

officers. 

In early Hay, 1965, Johnson eent • letter to the Speaker of the 

citinq the United States Information Aqency list and streesinq the 

the Hays Bill as -another vital step" in a proqcam to strengthen 

~ personnel	 capabilities of the foreiqn affai~s aqencies. The President 

the bill ~s creatinq "a sinqle foreiqn affairs personnel 

enouqh to acccmodate the personnel needs--domestic ae well as 

Department'of State, the Agency for International'De~elop

S.	 Information Aqency, and to cover appropriate personnel 

enq4qed in fcreiqn affairs."153 The bill would create 

•	 nev cateqory of professional career officere to be called MForeiqn Affaire 

This cateqory, to be exactly like the Foreiqn Service officer 

all respects, would differ only in that it would be intended 

for domestic service. In other words, the group would replace 

Service in the foreign affairs aqencies. Other measures in the 

bill would liberalize lateral entry procedures, apply the selectionMout 

principle to the entire Foreiqn Service, and eliminate restrictions on the 

re-appointment of members of the Foreiqn service Reserve. 

153JOhn	 E. Harr, The Profession41 Diplomat, p~. 86M87. 
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The Hay l 8 subcommittee reported the bill out with minor chanqes. 

passed the House on september 9 and went to the Senate, where the
 

.••ion ended before it WAS considered. MeanWhile, the U. S. Information
 

'ency nominations had also not been acted upon by the Senate. The
 

on Foreign Relations repOrted favorably, but the majority leader 

to bring the list to the floor for a vote before the session ended. 

nev se8sion of Congress, neither the list of appoin~ent8, which had 

resubmitted, nor the Hays Bill fared well. 

Although the Hays Bill was permanently tabled by the Senate Poreig" 

Committee in the fall of 1966, the principles contained in the 

were to reappear in later acts. Almost all of Crockett's efforts 

on the defensive by the time he left the Department in 1967 and were 

-by one eaeentially abolished by his successors. 

With the benefits of hindsight, some of the-reasooe.-can be.identified 

for the general lack of success of the imaginative and daring change efforts 
154period 1963_1967. The costs of the Vietnam war and the goldflow 

problem created an obvious shortage of money. Another was the generally 

inert and unexperimental nature of the larqer Department of State culture. 

Influential senior and retired Foreiqn service officers lobbied against the 

Another problem was that the Crockett-sponsored change 

proqram was encumbered with a large number of minor projects and tinkerings 

that detracted from the major projects. Major projects were never quite 

or in some respects were out of synchronizatiOn with 

another. The fundamental difficulty in the way of effective change in 

Department was the lack of a strong, concerned managerial focal point 

abovQ the administrative level of the Department. Crockett retired to the 

rewards of private industry. Once again, rotation of officers, resignations, 

and retirements set in and dissipated patiently assemDled staffs. The effort 

quickly disintegrated. 

154
John E. Harr, The Professional DiplomAt, p. 134. 
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Return!n; to the Departmental culture, there was a lack of un~er~ 

,dinq and. cOU'Inittment to the chanqe efforts .....ithin the qreater part of 

Foreign Service officer corps. Some of the responsibility here, however, 

t be laid to the sponsors of chanqe. Until late 1n the period there vas 

,dequate recognition of the need to work for the involvement of the Foreiqn 

As events proqressed, the Forei9n Service officers took-
initiative next and involved themselves in Service reforms. 

Scott states that the "tempo of the chanq. can be increased only if 
. 155

subculture is placed under severe pressure." One such source of 

.sure is internal--from within the subculture itself. The interest 1n 

,form develop!nq within the subculture was & direct result of the qrowinq 

Insion within the Department created by the inconqruity .between the back

of its personnel an~ the role. they are called 

to occupy within the Department's bureaucracy. The tension between 

of Foreiqn Service officers and the requirements of' their 

the orqanization is chiefly a reflection of one central fact. 

'the Department of State ••• is an immense, complex an~ hiqhly orqanized
 
156
 . ,reaucratic structure. Al thouqh bureaucracies do not under nonnal
 

it eaBy to enqaqe in self-renewal, the reform movement
 

Foreiqn Service officer corps was an effort from within.
 

In 1966 an orqanization of younq Foreiqn service officers knows as 

Junior Foreiqn Service Officers Club, create~ nearly a deca~e earlier 

"as a social qroup, beqan to address itself to the problems of the Foreiqn 

service. 
151 

As could.be anticipated, their initial interests lay in im~ 
the conditions of employment. Over time its intereets
 

broadened and deepened, with concern about more fun~ental problems of the
 

career system, includinq a desire to participate in a restatement of the
 

profession of diplomacy.
 

155Andrew M. Scott, -Department of Statel Formal orqanization and
 
Informal Culture,- p. 18.
 

156 _Q • t .. . 1 . C i i
Warren L. Mason, u~e Cr~s~sl D~p omat~c areers n Tens on
 
with Bureaucratic Roles," The Forei5!n Service Journal, vol. 49, No. 12,
 
December 1972, p. 11.
 

151 
Frederick C. Mosher and John E. Harr, Programming Syste~s and
 

Foreign policy Leadership1 An Attempted Innovation, p. 192.
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The group of officers forming the Club organized themselves into 

of political party in 1967 and won what had previously been a pro 

,rma election for the key offices within the American Foreign Service 

The same general group repeated the triumph. for ASBec

,tion offices in early 1970~ As a result, from 1967 onward the new reform 

within the Department of State received another boost froID a 

unlikely 6ource--the AFSA. 

In several respects the ·Young Turks,· all they were inevitably 

represent a marked departure from the subculture which had existed 

the Forelqn service. They were attracted rather than repelled by the 

diplomacy,· being' meULbers of the new qeneration, and placed heavy blame 

Department and the Foreign Service officers corps for failing to 

a changing world. still ·careerists· in the sense of pwrsuinq 

the interelilts of the Foreiqn service, they saw these interests not as the 

'preservation of the purity of the narrow, elitist career qroup, but as a 

:~h enhanced responsiveness and openness to the broad issues and chanqes 

affect the conduct of foreiqn affairs. 

several workshops were arranqed within the Department in w~ich 

·Younq Turks· met with selected older Foreiqn Service officers. OUt 

emerqed a clear sta~ent of complaints and ideas of the 

The Club was expanded, and work committees were formad 

major problem.. Support was received from a small qroup of 

-Kiddle-aqed Turks,· who echoed many of the concerns of the younqer officers, 

steered the effort. of the le.s experienced qroup. 

In 1967 these two qroups joined forces, expanded their number, an~ 

over the AFSA as has been previously described. ,There were indications 

many of the senior lIl.&rI\bers of the Foreiqn service were beqinninq to 

to the activists. Even before the takeover of the AFSA, the voice 

activists had been heard within what had been a bul~rk of 

traditionalism, the Career Principles Committee of the AFSA. Because of 

had been taken to assure that the activists 

WIre well represented on the corrmittee. 
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In	 1968, AFSA released & report by its Committee on Career 

entitled Toward A Modern Diplomacy. The report was considered 

progressive, almost radical in many respects. The report 

on Btrenqtheninq the broad foreign policy role of the career 

and only seeondarily on the manaqement of foreiqn policy from the 

point of the administration. 

The report supported such traditional objectives as rsstoration 

statuatory independence of the Board of Foreiqn Service. The 

,tutory authority of the Board had been transferred to the President 

!r Reorqanization Plan No.4, 1965. Its major orqanizational recom" 

tiona were generally replications of those in earlier reports by other 

The level of analysis in the report was quite uneven. For example, 

keepin9 with the main theme of this study, the report in its narrative 

cifically identified lateral entry as a useful personnel tool. Startinq 

premise that the Foreiqn Service Act of 1946 was -an extraordinarily 

and adaptable instrument- that created a Foreign service providing 

almost ideal instrument for the impleIAentation abroad of this expanded 

tiona 1 role,- t~e r~pv=t stated. 

Two elements had been included which permitted an expansion o~ 

contraction as the needs of the nation miqht dictate. The first was 
the creation of the Foreign Service Reserve which could brinq in for 
limited periods either additional manpower or special expertise not 
available from within the Foreign Service. The secondary was authority, 
9ranted by Section S17, permitting lateral entry into the Foreiqn 
service, except at the highest level, of additional Foreign Service 
Cfficers who might be required to meet the nation's needs. Such entry 
was to be effected upon examination and after a period of testing either 
in the Reserve, the Staff Corps, or elsewhere within the United States 
Goverrunent. lS8 

From this the Committee reasoned that since the Act provided such 

ideal instrument for the implementation abroad of the nationls inevitably 

role, -the reasons why it was not so utilized warrant careful 

The discussion that followe~ concluded that the Foreign 

lS8Toward a Modern Diplomacy, A Report to the Am~rican Foreign Servic~ 
A8sociation, August 1968, p. 3. 
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variant of the -Horse Cavalry Colonels M who found their 

the Board of Examiners, and the Inspection Corps, where 

~ exerted A cumulative influence to prevent the full 1mplemen~tion of 

-..rvelously flexible ,provisions of the Act."159 -Whatever· the motiv

historical fact that there WAG great resistance to the use of 

authority to bring in Reserve Officers, and even more to the use of 
160

517 for lateral entry."
 

Yet, no specific recommenc1ation WAS made by the COD'llDittee reg'Arding


entry. The Committee recorrmended that the Department Mreturn to
 

foreign affairs structure created by the Conqress ll in the Act with 

step bein; -the restoration of the statutory independence of the 

,I'd of Foreiqn Service.· It was recommended that the Nixon Administration 

,cognize that the next priority after the Beard of Forei9n Service was to
 

an adequate manpower utilization and plannin9 mechanism. nl61
 

But 1;.he report's inadequacies were outweig-hed by ita virtues4 It
 

, for one thing-, a clear articulation of judgements and interpretatione 

the Foreig-n Service itself. More importantly, it was first 

of stron9 Foreig-n Service support for si9nificant reforms. It 

the Departmental leadership role, the idea of broad service with 

perspectives and responsibilitie8, and other reform concepts. 

Earlier reforms had died from disintereet amon9 both career officials 

Departmentalleadership.162 Seeking- to reverse this situation, AFSA 

was active in the field just after the 1968 Presidential elections 

to potential ·Secretaries of State.- Nixon's choice, William Pa 

unfortunately, was not on their list. Nixon's clear decision to 

White House-centered foreig-n policy system utilizinq Kissinqer arid 

• workinq staff came as a major blow to AFSA's efforts. To this was added 

159 
, Ibid., P4 4. The term ·Horse Cavalry Colonel- derives fran the 
Colonel "Billy" Kitchell and the later example of Admiral Rickover. 

Colonel Mitchell's case is said to have exposed to critical view the influence 
of the "Horse Cavalry" syndrome in resistinq chang-e within the military service. 
The -Battleship Admirals~ were held as havinq the same effect on the Navy. 

160
Ibid., p. S.
 

161 i . 56
Ib d., p. • 

162, . d i 1·I. M4 Oestler, PreS1 ents, Bureaucrats, and Fore gn Po 1Cyt
 

Politics of Organizational Reform, p. 175.
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of a slow start by the new Departmental leadership. The major 

of the MYounq Turks· to brinq the Department and the Fore!;" service 

center of the forei;" policy-makinq and manaqement had to be in~ 

postponed. 

1967 the Vietnam war had created an atmosphere of dissent not 

between the White House and the Conqress but also between the~e branches 

d the American people. The Senate Foreign Relations Committee vas not 

.1y disposed to take any positive action in the fore!;" affairs field at 

when they were so deeply in dis5qreement with the White House. It 

in the period 1967M!968 that the fifth staqe of the evolution of 

lreiqn	 policy and of personnel systems da8iqned to support the fore!q" 

program beqan. 

In the early years of the Nixon Administration a siqnificant reform 

the part of certain top level Departmental officials did 

Elliot Richardson, the first Deputy Under secretary of State, 

orqanizational matters vi thin the Depart~~nt. In May, 

he assumed the chai~fiahip of the Board of Foreiqn Service, the 

individual ~f his ~ank to hold that position. On July 3, 1969, he 

of the Planninq and Coordination Staff to improve staff 

iupport of the principal Departmental officials and strengthen the Depart

ntis contributions to the National security Council system. And on 

January 14, 1970, Deputy Under Secretary William B. Macomber, Jr., announced 

the appointment of thirteen task forces composed of Departmental employees 

to study and make recommendations on a vide ranqe of personnel and manaqe
163

problems. 

l63The SUbjects covered by the 13 task forces were tl) Career 
,.Management and Assiqnment Policies Under Functional Specialization, (2) 

Performance Evaluation and Promotion policies, (3) Personnel Requirements 
and Resourcesl (4) Personnel Training, (5) Personnel Requisites, (6) 
Recruitment and Employmentl (7) Stimulation of Creativity, (8) Role of 
the Country Director. (9) Openness in the Foreign Affairs Community, 
(lO) Reorganization of the Foreign service Institute, (11) Roles and 
Functions of Diplomatic Missions, (12) Management Evaluation Systems. 
(13) Management Tools. 
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Macomber hoped to capitalize on the refor.M interest in the career 

which was beinq evidenced by such manifestations as the ·Young Turks. M 

time, he intended to avoid Crockett's problems of baving his 

identified with externally recruited -managers M rather than with 

'of.8sional diplomats. Two hundred and fifty career officials were re

'uited for the task forces. The results of their efforts were p~li8hed in 

the title Diplomacy for the 70s, together with a 

rty page summary_ 

Althouqh not directly related to the effort put· forth by the 

Turks· and AFSA, Macomber's undertaking was similar in that it 

from within the Foreign Service officers corps. Concurrent with the 

for the 70s, Macomber's office released a list of 

contained in the reports, and the Department's 

on each. Somewhat over half were approved for im

Most of the rest were reserved for further study and decision 
164 

a 90 to 180 day period. 

In general, the individual Ta5k Force reports frGnkly presented 

Departmental and Foreiqn Service inadequacies. Macomberls &peech 

Innouncinq the reform program did not shruq off the obvious difficulties 

by admittinq "Some outsiders say that we cannot do the job fram within. 
H165in my remarks today is the conviction that this is wrong. 

continued to outline the followinq situation1 

At the conclusion of World War II the State Department and the 
Foreign service played a major part in developing acceptance among their 
fellow citizens of the new role America was neceeearily to play in the 
postwar world. But organizationally and managerially the State Depart
ment and Foreign Service had, and have had ever since, great difficulty 
in adjusting to the requirements of that new role. Thie hae been true 
despite the valiant efforts of a number of our more far&iqhted colleagues. 

As you know, we are an organization which has traditionally been 
eamfortable with policymaking and with negotiating and promoting that 
policy abroad. We have understood the importance of tact, sensitivity, 
and persuasiveness. But we have tended to be intuitive in management 

16.
Department of State, Newsletter, January 1971, pp. 20-43. 

16Soepartment of State, Diplomacy for the 70s, Department of State 
Publication 8551, 1970, p. 587. 
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In retrospect, it i& clear that these change resistant instincts have 
Cause~ a great share of our difficulties. 166 

seven of the task forces focused on how to recruit, train, develop, 

,4 promot.e career officialsl so as to develop more of the new breed of 

~lomat-manager required for effective reform and encoura98 their rise to 

top. Only one of these, Task Force VI, Recruitment and Employment, 

,alt directly With the question of lateral entry. Task Force VI D\ade the 

~llowing recommendations regarding the recruitment of non-speciali8ts at 

d-career and higher levels: 

1. Use the lateral entry system as an affirmative recruiting 
1n~trument to bring 1n a ~elected number of highly qualified persons 
each year at the mid-career and higher level. 

2. Hire competitively on the basis of application documents and 
oral ekaminAtion~. 

3. Defer implementation until the current eurp1us Fsa problem is 
"101ved. 167 (The Foreiqn Service Was in the process of Attemptinq to 
reduce the strength of the Foreig'n Service officers corps to comply with 
Executive Branch quidelines.) 

The Task Force felt that any Service, no matter how well staffed, 

profit from infusion of new blood and fresh ideas from men and 

who have had experience and who have formed their ideas and phi1080phy 

in A different environment. This &am8 point had been atronq1y recommended 

in both the Wriston and Herter reports. Section 517 of the Foreign Service 

Act of 1946, stated the Task Force, was intended to provide a means of 

recrUiting' personnel who have already made their mark on the ~outside,~ 

who have special or qenera1 talents of a hiqh order, and who could bring' 

into the Foreiqn service not "nly professional qualifications, but outside 
16B

eKperience and fresh ideas. The problem WA& viewed as follows, 

In point of fact, the lateral entry technique has rarely been used 
fOr this purpose. It has been employed on a small scale to recruit some 
_administrative and consular officers or officers with special media 
skills. But cases of political or economic officers enterinq the 

166Ibid., pp 588-589. 

167Ibid., pp. 264-265.
 
168
Ibid., p. 286. 
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Service through lateral entry are rare. Even includin9 recruitment 
for the most specialized areas, less thiggSO officers have been accepted 
for lateral entry in the past 4 years. 

Critics argued that lateral entry was unnecessary because the 

for Foreign Service officers properly equipped for a specialized mid

be met by training officers who came in at the bottom level 

examination. They considered that it would be undesireable because it 

uld mean additional competition for those who enter at the bottom and
 

availability of skills in those .entering in mid-career would dis


training of Junior Foreign ~rvice officers. Some concern was
 

exprsssed that lateral entrants would tend to be those who had not done
 

,11 in other careers. They did not believe that even atrict limitation
 

the number8 of lateral entrants would limit competition because, over
 

, even a limited number of entrants would create a bu1ge in each
 

'cone" affected and above which the bulge ~uld materially limit promotion
 
170
lower level8. 

Proponents, on the other hand, were convinced that la~eral entry 

be used a8 an affi~~ivc instrument to bring in new ideas and special 

prc~~rve the openness of the system bein9 recommended by Task 

without disruptin9 the pace of normal career advancement. They 

a simple concept by which these two processes could be reconciled. 

prerequisite would be to fix and announce the nWl\ber to be SOU9ht 

throU9h lateral entry. SUch numbers would differ between ·cones" 

within MconesM based on the needs of the Service. Training 

within the Service would not, in all cases, provide the kind of qualifications 

which would be sou9ht through lateral entry and, in any event, the bulk of 

people whom the Service would wish to recruit thrOU9h"this m~d would not 

be specialists, but rather what would be described as "stimulating generalists. M 

The numbers of lateral entrants involved would not be such as to prejudice 

trainin9 of Junior Forei9n Service officers. 

169Ibid., p. 286. 

170·coneM is a term used within the personnel system of the Depart~ 
ment of State to distin9uish a car~er track. The Foreign Service has four 
basic career tracks or ·cones·. political, economic, consular, and adminis
trative. 
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Under Section 517 and applicable Departmental regulations, prospective 

entrants would have to serve at leaGt J years as Foreign Service 

officers before they could qualify to become Foreign Service officers. 

would serve as a trial period during which they and the Service could 

each other over. These individuals would have been recruited with the 

, not of providing the Service with a specialist for a limited period, 

~ rather of ultimately adding a highly desired qeneralist to the Foreign
 

officers corps.
 

After careful consideration and discussion, the Task Force agreed
 

the advantages of lateral entry defini~ly outweighed the disadvantages. 

concluded that it would be desireable for a limited lateral entry program 

a8 an .ffi~mative part of the Servieels overall recruit 

Task Force IX, dealing with openness in the foreign affairs 

noted ths following I 

The Foreign service is organized on a closed-career hierarchical 
basis. Except for statistically negligible instances of lateral entry, 
one can reach the top of ths profession only by entering at th£ bottom 
and systematically working up the career ladder. 17l 

Recognizing that the overall objective of reform should be to c=eat@ 

flexible Foreign service that combinss the best qualities of a skilled 

with the broadening skills and viewpoints of other agencies 

outside sources, the Task Force rscommendedl 

1. The Department should set a specific percentage goal for lateral 
entry and build this percentage into the personnel structure. Lateral 
entry should be used to improve the openness of the Foreign Service and 
not to accomodate specific personnel problems. In addition, lateral 
entry policy should seek ~o sncouraqe a -breath of fresh air- and not 
the entry of routinely qualified persons in foreign affairs related 
fields. 

2. The Department should seek lateral entrants not only from 
outside sources but also through the proc£ss of interesting the best 
qualified individuals who express an interest in staying on Wt~~ the 
State Department after a yearls exchange from another aflency. 

l710epartment of state, Diplomacy for the 70s, Department of State 
Publication 8551, p. J81. 

172 
Ibid., p. J94. 
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'The Macomber effort pointed up a broad problem area in attemptinq the 

from within- approach. In order to IUximize creativity and minimize 

i.ted interests, Task Forcee were qenerally not composed of people with 

rect, present responsibility for the specific problems they 1nveetiqated. 

been succ8sIJful in qettinq task force 

rs to think in terllls of the Department a8 a whole, it meant tha.t the 

,lsted reports faced the same obstacles as do studies by outside groupe 

consultants, specifically, the need to gain the interest of a.nd win the 

the Depa.rtment with specific responsibility, 
for the operations to be affected. For this reason, it is noted that the 

:~ 

iaplementatlon of recommendations proceeded much faster on the personnel 

,:lIaI1&gement side, r".comber1e reco9nlzed qsneral sphere of responsibility, 

orqanization and proceduree ·which involved 

bi9her levels of manaqement. 'The Macomber proqram in no way reflected. a 

ca.mittment of top-level executive mana98ment to carry out the reform pro~ 

pos.ls, deepite the considerable effort and creativity which officials in 

ranks had devoted to the process. Within both the Executive Branch 

Cono;res& there appeared to be a conseneue that the problems of the Depal:t 

lent of State and the Forsiqn Service could not be eolved exclusively from 

within the Department, in part because many of the problems s~ed not 

from within the Department but from other departments and aqencies over which 

the Department of State had no control. The -reform from within- failed to 

find or create an outside -reform constituency- which is essential to such 

a significant undertaking. 

~lthouqh the Department·. efforts were extensively publicized in, 

the press as an example of self-analysis, admission of failures, and 

lveepinq reforms, Diplomacy for the 70s drew considerable professional 

criticism. Campbell, in assessing the reform effort, concluded• 

• • • How to change the system they are unhappy with, however, 
escapes them. ~ll they can come up with are high-sounding, but Qostly 
meaninqless or self-contradictory sloqans, a rhetorical rehash of the 
Xennedy and Johnson reform programs. 

They do not get to the bottom of the problem, or even close to it, 
because they do not touch structure or size. They faU to redefine 
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Statels relationship to the White House, the pentagon, and the CtA. 
They speak broadly of nmanagement,R without ever defining the word, 
but not at all of diplomacy ••• 173 

Ellis Briggs, a Career Ambassador, summed it up by stating "Once 

the State Department has let slip an opportunity to lead the pelican 

American diplomacy out of the wilderness, ..,here it has wandered for 
17.

years." . 
Although Diplomacy for the 70s resulted in a number of internal 

action. within the Department and the Foreign Service, it did not 

d to substantive legislation. The efforts of the "new reform movement" 

ined some distance from the center of the bureaucratic political 

in which foreign policy 1s made. The reformers drew support from 

and places that often resisted change, and that in a fashion was a 

gain. But they had a qreater ~pact on the way the Department handled 

matters clearly within its Departmental purview than on its role in 

foreign affairs system, though the two are by no means un-

NO major ·outside" effort to study the various a~~ectq of the 

foreign affairs government has been made subsequent to Diplomacy for the 

An intensive study of the Departmentls personnel was made by the 

eo.mission on the Orqani~ation of the Government for the Conduct of 

Foreiqn Policy (the Murphy Commission). Concluded in June 1975, the 

that "the problem is not statutory." Yet, the next 

.ignificant move by the Department was to introduce a new Foreign Service 

a legislative proposal. The act, intended to be a companion measure 

Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, was designed to increase the 

effectiveness and efficiency of the foreign policy arm of government. 

The bill, submitted to both houses of Congress in June 1979, was 

directlY responsive to a 1976 Congressional request calling on the Depart~ 

lent to submit a ·comprehensive plan to improve and simplify their personnel 

l73John Franklin Campbell, The Foreign Affairs Fudge Factory, (New 
York. Basic Books, Inc., Publishers, 1971), Chap. 5. 

174Ellis Briggs,"American Diplomacy--A Pelican in the Wilderness,· 
The Foreign Service Journal, Vol. 48, No.3, March 1971, p. 38. 
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The legi51ative proposal represented three yeare of studies 

~lthin the Department, suspended only during Congressional consideration 

of the civil SErvice legislation in 1978, and greatly intensified in the 

prior to its submission eo Congress. secretary Vance, providing 

,initial hearing test~ony on the legislative proposal, stated that the 

~Department was "submitting a bill which ..,ill substantially strengthen the 

service. ,,175 

The major features of the bill were summarized by the Department 

follows 1 (1) first and foremost, the bill linked the granting of career 

compensation and performance pay, as well .a retention 

closely to the quality of performance, (2J the bill 

clear distinction between the Foreign Service and the civil 

(3) it approved the mAna9'e~nt and efficiency of the Service by
 

reducinq the number of personnel categories from more than a dozen to
 

two, (4) it placed employee management relations on a firmer and more 

equitable basis~ (5) it underscored a Depar~ntal commitment to mitiqatinq 

the special hardships and strain. on Foreign Service families, and advancinq 

equal employment opportunities and fair and eqUitable treatment for all 

without regard to race, national origin, sex, handicap or other such con

sideration, (6) it would improve the economy and efficiency of qovernment 

by promoting maximum compatibility and interchanqe amonq agenciea authorized 

to use Foreign service personnel. 

The reaction of the American Foreign Service Association to the 

proposed legislation presented an insight into the relative strength of 

the orqanization in effectinq matters related to the career service. Called 

tQ testify On July 9, 1979, the key paraqraph of AFSA's testimony was the 

followinq; 

Because of the strongly expressed concern of the career Foreiqn 
Service regarding such comprehensive legislation, AFSA does not endorse 
this act. On the other hand, it does contain some provisions ~hich 

17SUnited States Senate, Committee on Foreign Relations, 96th Cong., ,
1st seas., S. 1450, Foreign Service Act of 1949, 1980, p. 181. 
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could help the Forei9n Service deal with its problems. We believe 
that the most useful service we can perform today for the Service and 
the Conqress is to provide a detailed commentary on the bill, identifyinq 
provisions we approve as wel'6as those we seek to chanqe or wish to clarify 
in the leqislative history.l 

Despite repeated probes from members of conqress, both in the Senate 

the House, AFSA representatives did not state whether or not they. 
Rather, they encouraqed the congress to protect the 

~isions AFSA supported and to amend the provisions AFSA opposed. AFSA
 

Itimony focused on the impact of the leqislation on the uniqueness of the
 

,reign service, up-or-out and performance, pay comparability with civil
 

rviee, international development, the Foreiqn Service staff corps,
 

of the Career Forei9n Service a9ainst political abuse, and 

labor-mana9ement relations. With re9ard to the latter point, 

the primary bar9ainin9 unit for Forei9n Service personnel. 

AFSA's position on lateral entry was contained under the caption 

·Protection of the Career Service.- The Association testified that the 

Foreign Service had suffered in the past from political abuses such 

appointment of an excessive number of Non-career chiefs of mission, 

unqualifiedJ SUbstantial numbers of Schedule C, civil Service, 

or otherwise non-career appointments in WashinqtonJ and easy lateral entry 

into the career service itself of those enjoyin9 political patronage or 

~hose skills were already in ample supply within the Service. These actions 

were considered bad for the Career Service and contrary to the national 

interest because they reduced career promotions and assiqnment opportunities, 

and made the career track the slow track to euccess in the forei9n affairs 

aqencies. Morale and performance within the Service were therefore harmed 

and recruitment into the Service retarded. 

The bill did, in the opinion of the Association, contain some improve

ments over the existinq situation. AFSA was seekinq further improvements. 

l76 NO author qiven, -AFSA Testifies on FS Act,· The Foreign Service 
Journal, Vol. 56, No. a, AU9ust 1979, p. 42. 
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Like the Act of 1946, the proposed Foreiqn Services Act of 1980
 

treat lateral entry as a specific topic. Rather, the matter is
 

'ound within the sections establishing appointment authority. The Act
 

1946, as amended, had authorized a relatively wide latitude in both
 

'esidential and secretarial appointments, although the Conqr888 imposed
 

iting parameters on such appointments. With statutory authority to
 

'CIllulgate and issue implementing re9ulatione and directives, the Department, 

executive guidance, treated lateral entry as ill specific subject. 

Section 517, Title v, of the Foreign Service Act of 1946, authorized 

~intment of Foreign Service officers in classes 1 through 7, inclusive. 

'Ae lateral entry, by simple definition, is entry above the bottom level, 

section 517 authorized lateral sntry. The sUbject is treated specifically 

22 CFR 11.11, such regulation having been promulgated by the Department 

State to further define the Department1s appointment authority. 

The Association supported those provisions of the proposed 

legislation which delineated between Foreign and Civil service, anticipating 

that by again separating th:ce eervices on the basis of worldwide assigr~ent 

availability the ~\tuati~n involving assignment of Foreign Service officers 

in Washington would improve. Similarly, the clear distinction between career 

candidate appointments and other limited and temporary appointments above 

bottom entry level would prevent political appointees from ·slithering 

unnoticed· into the career service when their party or patron leaves office. 

Declaring the applicant as a career candidats required the individual 

to serve competitively for a trial period of service prescribed by the 

secretary and limited initial appointment to salary class 4 or lower. Decisions 

of the secretary to offer a career candidate a career appointment would be 

based upon the recommendations of boards established by the Secretary, and 

ccmposed entirely of members of the Career Service, which would evaluate 

the fitness and aptitude of career candidatss for the work of the Service. 

Personnel holding limitad or non-career appointments above the bottom 

level would be retained for specific time periods after which the appointment 

could not be extended or renewed. These provisions were retained and streng

thened in the Foreign Service Act of 1980 AS enactod. 
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The language on appointment of Chl~f8 of Mission, various aspects 

llmiting non-career members of the senior Foreign Service to 5 per cent, 

middle-level lateral entry for Foreign Service officer candidates for 

:r than specific functional needs of the service were opposed by the 

Each of these items dealt specifically with lateral entry 

principle. The Association proposed amendments and 

islattve history to strenqthen these aspects of the legislation. They 

re careful to point	 out that insofar as I.tld.dle-level lateral entry pro

they did not oppose lateral entry programs which 

of minorities. The Association specifically supported 

h • proqram in a 1975 4qreement with the Department. However, the 

that the Dep.r~nt violated the 4qreement by hiring 

disregard of functional needs or the impact on promotional oppor

in the junior service ranks, which contain increasing numbers of 

In and minorities. 

With the exception of that portion of the proposed legislation 

with entry levels foe Fo~eign Service officers, AFSA gained 

advant~ge to~ard protecting the career service in the bill that 

was signed into lay. The proposed bill remained before Congress until 

AQ9ust, 1980. In that period of slightly more than one year, the change in 

attitude of the AFSA toward the legislation is perhaps best summarized 

by contrasting two separate comments of Ken Bleakley, president, American 

roreign Service Association, to members of the Foreign Service community. 

a speech given in september, 1979, Bl~akley stated I 

Many of the problems facing the Foreign Service today could be cured 
by returning to the principles and procedures of the 1946 Act from ynich 
8uccessive asministrations have strayed. We would have preferred this 
administration to have move~ vigorously tYO years ago to halt the erosion 

just outlined by using the ample tools available under the Act. ~,ey 

argued instead that the n~ed for fundamental reaffirmation of a separate 
Foreign service in the light of A civil Service /"ct yas great, a.nd that 
the amendments needed in light of legal challenges to our system yerQ 
extensive. State's leadersh~p chose to propose a ney Act who5e initial 
lorDulation yas 50 fla~d as to be almost universally unacceptable 
throughout the Foreign Service. The Foreign Service r~sponded with 
detailed, well-reasoned criticism of the proposal, and the Secr~t4ry of 

I 
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State listened. .The bill submitted by the administration to Congress 
in June, while still seriously deficient, is a substantial improv~ent 

over the earlier draft and closely parallels the 1946 Act. 177 

Exclaiming that -Erosion of the Foreign Service of the United States 

here,· Bleakley asserted that a strong, unified Foreign service had 

to shape its own destiny. During a briefing on -How the 

service Act of 1980 Affects You,· held for a group of Foreign 

officers in October 1980, one year later, Bleakley discussed the 

of the Foreign Service act and said, -The Act gives us a mandate 

the kind of Foreign Service that will provide members a useful 

career, a chance for professional development, and compen
178 

..tion equal to our risks and responsibilities.- -However,· he added, 

this mandate is up to us--it's only a piece of paper nov.

that full implementation of the Act would nece~sitate a 

IUpplementary request to the office of Management and Budget for funding, 

IPSA pledged to take a future active role in the budget process. Effective 

utilization of the people of the Foreign Service was viewed as requiring 

increases in the resources of the nation that it devotes to thi~ vital 

component of its national security.179 

The Foreign Service Act of 1980 was approved October 17, 1980, and 

became effective February 1S, 1981. A~ of November 1, 1981, only two 

changes affecting the Foreign service have appeared in official pUblic 

documents. The first of these was contained in the Federal Register and 

.pecified the delegation of certain personnel authorities of the secretary 

of State to the Director General of the Foreiqn service and Director of 

Personnel of the Department of State. These titles normally repose in a . 

• 1ng1e individual. The second, Executive Order 12299 of March 17, 1981, 

revoked the Executive Order issued by President Carter which established 

177Ken Bleakley, -The Future of tne Foreign SerVice,· The Foreign 
~rv1ce Jour~a1, Vol. 56, No. 11, Nov~mber 1979, p. 41. 

l18Editoria1 comment, -The Foreign Service Act of 1980,· The Foreign 
service Journal, Vol. 57. No, 11, p. 23. 

179Editorial commer.t, -The American Foreign Service--200 Years Old 
and Looking Toward the Futur~,· The Foreign Service Journal, Vol. 58, No.1,
JAnuary 1981, p. 16. ------- -- ----.-----------~.~. 
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Presidential Advisory Board on Ambassadorial Appointmentsa The Board 

established to, whenever requested, make confidential recommendations 

the Secretary of State and the President AS to the qualifications of 

,dividuals for an ambassadorial post for which non·career individ~al& 

re being considered, and such other advice as the President shall request. ISO 

novelty ~f the Carter Administration, the B~ard did not comment on all 

laminations since the President and the Secretary of State decided which
 

go to career service officers and which should involve mul


from non-career persons among whom the eoard was to choose
 

recommendation to the White House. 

There is no doubt that the idea of the Board had potential. If for 

other reason, it enabled the President to tell an insistent candidate 

candidate's non~selection to an ambassadorial post was as a result 

of the Board's action, and not the President's. Also, at least in theory, 

Board could delve into the backgrounds and qualifications of nominees. 

the composition of the Board, which was heavily weighted in favor ot 

~liticians, reprssentatives of minorities, and others who knew little or 

Dothing about dip~omacy, was disappointing from the beginning, notwith

8tandinq sorne excellent and well~qualified members in its ranks. lBl The 

even recommended, some of the individuals whom the career 

held a8 unqualified appointees of the Carter Administration. 

The Department of State publishes its internal directives in a 

of volumes of the Foreign Affairs Manual (FAM). volume 3 contains 

the appointment requlations. These publications are not a~~ilable for dis

tribution external to the Department. Implementation of the Act of 19BO 

has bequn through the issuance of new sections to the manual. The new Act 

is anticipated to seriously change the nature of lateral entry appointments 

to the Foreign Service officer corps. 

lBOJoint Committee frint, Committee on roreign Relations and Committee 
on FOreign Affairs, Legislation on Foreign Relations Through 1978, Volume I, 
Current Legislation and Related EKecutive Orders, 1979, p. 635. 

lBlMartin F. Herz, nWho Should Be an American Ambassador?", The Foreign 
Service Journal, Vol. 58, No.1, January 19B1, P4 27. 



CHA.PTER VII 

THE LATERAL ENTRANTS I AN ENDANGERED SPECIES , 

It is time to put the State Department back in the qreat Victorian 
buildinq just West of the White Hcuse--the only Washinqton buildin9 worthy 
to house a foreiqn ministry.' . 

Joel Barlow 

Lateral entry is a term with a deceptively simple definition. 

There are two basic ways to enter the Foreiqn Service officer corps. 

(1) examination entry, which is the orthodox process of entry at the 

bottom salary class upon passing the prescribed written, oral, physical, 

foreiqn lanquage, and other examinations, and (2) lateral entrY, which 

is entry above the bottom sMlarL class and outside the regular examin

ation process, al~houqh lateral entrants have been subjected to examinations 

of varyinq kinds. political appointees and other cate90ries of non· 

career personnel are not included within either of these definitions. 

Research has shown that althou9h, with minor exception, every 

major study of the Department of State since 1945 has made specific 

mention of lateral entry the te~ lacks a precise, useable definition. 

Meaninq of the term varies with whether the author opposes the concept 

or is a proponent of its use, the time frame in which use of the term is 

made, and other factors. For example, since 1975 the term has qenerally 

been used with the Department's affi~tive action proqrAm throuqh which 

woren and members of other minority qroups have been admitted to the 

Foreiqn Service. The AffirJl'.ative Action Xid·Level Hirinq Program has 

resulted in the lateral entry appointment of 105 individuals to the 

Foreiqn Service from its inception in 1975 throuqh September 25, 1981 

(Table 1). 
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MID-LEVEL HIRINQ PROQRAM 
FOR WCMEN AND MINORITY GROUP MEMBERS 

(1975 throuqh september, 1981, all cateqories) 

Asian Native White 
Year Americans Blacks Hispanics Americans Femalee ~l 

M- F- M F M F M- F 
; 

1975 1 1 

1976 3 3 6 

1970 1 1 2 1 9 14 

1978 1 4 1 4 7 17 

1979 1 5 2 2 1 2 13 

1980 1 5 4 5 8 23 

1981* 1 1 6 1 7 15 31 

Totals 4 "2 IT 8 19 "2 T « 'i05 

*Throuqh September, 1981 

Of the total 105 Officer Candidates who have entered Wlclez: this Proqram, 
73 entered at Class 3 (formerly Class 5), 25 entered at Class 2 (formerly 
Class 4), and 7 entered at Cl.~B 1 (formerly Class 3). 

Department of State, september 25, 1981. 

TABLE 1 

The roots of the lateral entrant 1&8\18 in the Foreiqn Service 

z:each deeper into the history of the Service than World War II. Few 

n.archers into the personnel G¥stem problems of the Department wo~ld 

cUeAqree that lateral entry wae institu.tionalized. with the enact:ment of the 

Ro;ers Act of 1924. The primary basis for this belief perhaps lies in the 

fact that ~ Foreign Service as a career system measures its existence 

from that -Act forward. Diplomacy in America, howver, can be traced to 

1775 when the Conqress established the Committee of Secret correspondence 

to communicate with prospective supporters abroad and sent emissaries to 

other qovernments. In 1781, to this rather austere beginning of a diplomatic 

lervice, was added the beqinninqs of a consular service. Reflectinq America's 

interest in commercial and economic affairs abroad, the consular eervice 
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'•• to grow and develop as a career system at ill faster pace thAn the 

e8rviee. Only one nation in the nineteenth cent~ry steadily 

consider its diplomatic missions as permanent and their members 

conetitutinq a career service. It was the United States. 182 

Although the historical development of the diplomatic and consular 

[ ..rvices is beyond the scope of this study it is nonetheless german. to 

the beginnings of the lateral entry issue. Lateral entry is 

• function of recruiting into a career system. A career system is an employ

-.nt system built upon ill given specialization of p~ep.ration, knowledge, and 

for which one systematically prepares in his junior years, which pro

his first major job, and which assures him continuous employment 

levels of responeibility until his retirement or death. 

the ·career principle M Which, if violated by 

-.naqement, is considered by the employee as a betrayal of trust. The basic 

lOuroes ot personnel to staff a career system is critical, not only to the 

effectiveness of the system itself but to the welfare of its employees. 

The diplomatic ser~i~e tor the major portion of the nineteenth 

century	 did not c~nstitute a career system. In the final decade of the 

century, America's chanqinq yorld relations found the diplomatic service 

qnprepared. The service was bound by an antiquated system of appointments 

~d threateninq inflexibility. It Yas chronically either shorthanded or very 

~h overstaffed for its mission. No classification and qradinq system 

existed	 and salaries yere inadequate. Hember& were not selected for their 

qualifications tor diplomacy, and they, in turn, entered the service for 

reasons	 quite apart from desirinq to serve the nation. The service Yas 

epoils-ridden and could offer no prospect of permanent tenure or promotion 

by	 merit. 183
 

The consu.lar service, in this same period, Yas probably in worse
 

.hape than the diplomatic &erviee. The consular service was a mixture of a
 

182
Warren lIebman, Professio~al Oiploroaey in the United States,
 

1779-1939, pp. 1-2.
 
183


U.s. Department of State, A Short History of the U. S. Department
 
ot State, 1781-1981, pp. 18-19.
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, Umitad merit service, a salarieel service, and one based on consular 

fee. for compensation. Thos. compensated by fees had the riqht to enqaq8 

Inequities were rifea The consular service, furthermore, WAS 

. auch larlier than the diplomatic service, and this pereonnel POtential made, 
it .. prime tarqet for spoils. 

Within the twentieth century, the years between A Pre8iden~i.l 

Order in 1905 and the Stone-Flood Act of 1915 witnessed the Bstab

in most respectS, of .. care.r in diplomacy. The statutory b••is 

creation of the Foreiqn service beqan with,the Consular Act of 1906. 

Althouqh the United States had not historically maintained the
 

diplomatic And consular services A8 absolutely distinct, the reduction of
 

;he concept of interchanqeability to statutory form in the Stone-Flood Act
 

caused considerAble consternation within the diplomatic service ~nd its
 
18. 

canstituency~ In use throuqh Executive Orders years prior to the Act, 

inter~hanqeAbility is the lAteral entry nexus to Foreiqn Service officer 

corps history~ From a prActicAl standpoint, CAreer diplomats feared beinq 

~allowed up by the numericAlly larqer And better orqAnizea C~n9u1ar Service. 

Movement from the Consular Service into the Dipl~~tic service would increase 

eompetition for promotions and for assiqnment to upper service posts~ Emotional 

issues existed as well. The diplomats argued that the consul's trAininq, 

education, and qeneral bA~kqround made him unsuitable for diplomacy. Above 

.21, the diplomat wished to avoid the poseibi1ity of coneu1ar duty, A position 

~onsidered to be not only ~pedestrian· but socially inferior~ The Diplomatic 

Service, AS it developed into a career system, was struck by a qreater deqree 

of elitism than the Consular service~ 

The Diplomati~ service a~tively resisted interchanqeabi1ity throuqh
 

succeedinq 1eqislative enactments, executive orders, reorqanization plans,
 

184Inter~hanqeabilitywas an early form of lateral transfer. Trans

fers were permitted from the Department of State and the Coneular service
 
into the Diplomatic service. Limitations were imposed in the form of an
 
examination, except for individuals above a set income. No preferential
 
treatment for transfers vas permitted "unless the exigencies of the service
 
lMperatively demanded it." The same concept pe:mitted transfers from the
 
Diplomatic Service into either the Department or the Consular service and
 
between the Consular Service and the Department.
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,d the foreiqh affaira realities of World War II. Slowly .~cedin9 to the
 

lq&mation of the Diplomatic and Consular Services under the RoqerB Act
 

1924, officers of the political ·cone- continue to resist forma of
 

entry. The political ·cone,· the hlqheat status component of the 

and the present day descendant of the Diplomatic Service, has 

in this realaeance from the economic, consular, .n~ 

conea. Various methods common to orqanizational theory have 

to fend off the perceived debl1itative effects of lateral 

Lateral entry &8 a function of recruitinq produces lateral entrants. 

that rather simplistic 8tatement one mU8t proceed to expand the concept. 

can be considered a8 -numbers- or &s distinct, separable 

Dependant upon the purpose for which the recruitinq function 

18 planned and executed, stress will be either on the ·numbers· or on the 

The Department's Affirm5tive Action Mid-Level Hirinq Proqram, 

example, came under heavy criticism by the Association in mid-1979. 

reason for the Association's oppasition wae phrased i~ ths following 

The figures for the earlier years for these proqrams were annual 
ceilinqs, not ·tarqet levels· or multi-year targets. The concept of 
=akinq up the cumulative ·shortfalls· from previous years in effect 
converts these ceilings into quotas, and the emphasis on achieving 
these quotas, backed up by the Secretary's personal intervention, seems 
to have introduced a -body count· attitude amonq workinq level officials 
charged with meeting the quotas--an attitude which threatfigs to exhalt 
numbers above quality. (Underscorinq mine for emphasis.)l 

The AFSA proposed as an alternative that there be an-overall ceilinq 

on all Foreiqn Service reserve officer lateral entry appointments, political 

or. otherwise, to proqram direction or the four ·cones· normally filled by 

Foreiqn Service officers. In anyone year, the ceilinq would not exceed 10 

per cent of promotion opportunities to the grades of FSO·4 and FSO-S. Appli

cants could be from outside the Foreign service, or from other Fcreign service 

l85No Author qiven, ·Affirmative Action Procedures,· The Foreiqn 
service Journal, Vol. 56, No.6, June 1979, pp. 45-46. 
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Hires would be only to cones in which ehe Department was 1n rel

atively short supply, and into which career Fore1qn Service officers are 

transfer. The program would not be limited to women 

and lIIinorities, but the Department could emphallize the hiring- of women and 

they were individually qualified for positions in 

in short supply. AFSA was in essence rejectlnq the 

Department's emphasis on the -numbers- needed to achieve its affirmative 

action qoals and attemptinq to substitute stress on quality. Thouqh not an 

oriqinal axion, the Department has described quality as "No service can be 
196 

nronqer than the people i.e recruita.

Realistically, no fine line can be drawn which separates "numbers

from the individuals who comprise the numbers. There will always be 

distinctively qualified persona who will rise above the numbers which pro

duced him. However, knowledqe of this diatinction is important to Wlder .. 

standing the lateral entry question. 

In the AFSA argument against the Department's Mid-Level Hiring 

Program, the countinq of all lateral entrants aqainst the ove~all ceiling 

would protect the career service from one of its ~ost basic concerns about 

any latsral entry proqram--not the pro~pect of additional women and minority 
lS7colleagues, but the negative impact on career opportunities. The Depart

ment had been recruiting aqainst an annual affirmative action target of 20 

per year. As Table 1 indicetes, this quota had not been met. The Depar~

ment clearly intended. to recruit the ehortfall as additional annual quotas. 

The Association was calling into perspective, .lbiet from a biased 

viewpoint, the fundamental question as to whether lateral entry is an 

expaneion (and thue, conversely, a contraction) tool or a means of absorbing 

into the career field different types of specialization and experience, the 

so-called ~new blood~ and ~fresh ideas.

Deputy Under Secretary Macomber, in his adgzess "A program for the 

seventies," repeated. persistent charge of critics of American foreign 

196US Department of State, Diplomacy for the 70s, p. 23. 

lS7 NO Author given, ~Affirmative Action Procedures,~ The Foreign 
service Journal, p. 46. 
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policy when he stated& ·Since that creative period followinq World War II 

••• our record fOr producinq new ideas of 10nq term slqnificance is not 
18a• notable one.· The problem of the stimulation of creativity was pondered 

~ Task Force VII of Macomber's effort to modernize the Department from within. 

One of the findinqs of the Task Force wa. that -the Service make. little or 

no effort to seek out unusually creative candidates in its recrui~nt pro

qram, to determine the applicant's potential for creativity in the written 

or oral examination, nor to train officers in the techniques of creative 

thinkinq.-189 The Task Force stronqly believed that creativity was essenti.l 

to the effective performance of the Department'. work, and that the Depart

ment must therefore recruit officers with a capacity for creative thinking. 

The Tas~ Force recommended -that the Department make more effective uee of 

the lateral entry provisions of Section 517 of the Foreign Service Act of 

1946 as a means of promotinq the infusion of new blood and fresh ideas 
190

into the Service.

Irrespective of what it is by definition, lateral entry into the 

Foreiqn service officer corps has provided a significant proportion of total 

manpower since at least the wriston proqram of the mid-1950s. As Table 2 

indicates, the total induction of lateral entrants in the service peaked 

in 1955 and has declined thereafter. With the implementation of the 

Foreiqn service Act of 1980 it is anticipated that the percentage of lateral 

entrants will continue a downward trend. The large intakes of lateral 

entrants in 1947, 1954~1957, and 1971- 1973 result from the War Manpower 

Act, ,the wriston proqram, and The Management Reform Proqram, respectively. 

It is unlikely that proqrams of this maqnitude will occur in the future. 

The source of statietiQal dAta used in this study is varied. Untor

tunately, the statistical and personnel accounting methods of the Department 

of State do not provide sufficient basia for reconstructing the precise 

numbers and identities of l&teral entr&nts taken into the Forsiqn service 

fee
U. S. Department of State, Diplomacy for the 70s, p. 298. 

189Ibid., p. 293
 
190
Ibid., p. 325. 
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,ffie.r. corps since the Roqers Act of 1924. The use of computers for storinq 

did not begin until the mid-1960s and no effort was then made 

to place information from non-current files into a proqram. The Department 

:,holds, and finds agreement in the fact that the costs of such proqrAlDIIIing 

actual or potential value neqatea such efforts. The 

continue to separately identify a lateral .ntr~nt in the 

the individual has attained tenure. upon tenur ing, the 

becomes a Foreign service officer and is Accounted for solely 

appropriate classification. Maintaining separate identity ae 

• lateral entrant prior to tenurinq is • function of training 4nd Assignment. 

Brought in at the mid-career or hiqher level, the lateral entrant, to be 

competitive with his contemporaries who are examination entrants, must 

rapidly Absorb that training and experisnce missed in bypassing the lower 

lAvels of the career service a Identifying lateral entrants beyond the 

tenuring point becomes a matter of individually screening personnel files 

or other information sources. For those individuals no longe~ with the 

active service through death: retirement, or other reason, the task of 

identifying the 1ataral ~ntrants becomes Herculean, both from a st&ndpoint 

of manpower required and the question of legality in view of current laws 

protecting personal dAta in possession of the governmenta 

Three primary sources of data have been used in this study. The first 

of these is a computsr data bank maintained by Dr Phillip Kelly at Emporia 

State university which contains the total population of ambassadors for each 

presidential administration from Truman through Carter a The data bank 

establishes 16 categories of information (variables) by which ambassadors 

can be compared utilizing the SPss package. Tables prepared for this study 

drawn from the data bank are identified by the code AmbassadOr&a 

The second data source is a random sample of Foreign servi~s personnel 

drawn from the annual Biographic Register previously published by the 

Department of State a Publication of ths Register ceased in 1974. The 

aggregation of ~omparable data from other sources poses a difficult task a 

For that reason, the random sample was drawn at 4 year intervals from 1950 

forward, terminating in 1974 a The choice of years fAlling at the mid-point 
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of each presidential term represent& an effort to avoid the turbulence 

DOrmally experienced in Foreign Service personnel during the early portion 

each new administration. The sample error, estimated at +• 5 per cent 

cansidered acceptable. Tables prepared frail. the random sample are 

'identified by the code sample. 

Tabular data provided by the Bureau of personnel, Department of State, 

constitutes the third source. Such materials are clearly identified. 

EXAHINATION AND NON..EXAMINATION ENTRANTS '1'0 FSO CORPS 

(By Year) 

Year	 Examination Hon-Examination 

1947	 222 172 
1948	 40 0 
1949	 45 5 

1950 152 8
 
1951 99 13
 
1952 (No Data)
 
1953 0 0
 
1954 83 17
 
1955 33 736
 
1956 346 422
 
1957 132 24!=
 
1958 0 20


A1959	 227 83 

1960 243 125
 
1961 142 31
 
1962 11 31
 
1963 177 10
 
1964 152 28
 
1965 135 18
 
1966 199 19
 
1967 218 22
 
1968 103 11
1969 89 23
 

1970	 103 12 
1971	 110 24 

I B1972 84 227
 
1973 152 83
 
1974 144 47
 
1975 200 23
 

SOurcet U. S. Department of State. 
NOTE.	 Data is incomplete for Examination Entrant& for 1955-1963 (A)"and 

for Non-Examination Entrants for 1968-1975 (8). Fiqures for Examin
ation Entrants ~l is number certified, Actual entrant numbers were 
considerably lowe~. Non-Examination Entranls (8) are somewhat hiqher. 

TABLE 2 
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Table 3 reflects the results of the random sample made fcgm the 

Re.2,istflr with respect to method of entry. 

RANDOM SAMPLE BY METHOD OF ENTRY 

YEAR SAKPLE , &XAIilNi\TION , lATERAL ,
 
TOTAL ENTRY ENTRY
 ---

171950 252 100 208 83 44 

1954 276 100 239 87 37 13
 

1954 688 100 383 56 305 44
 

1962 611 100 279 46 332 54
 

471 ~ 65 255 351966 726 100
 

22
1970 692 100 537 78 155
 

1974 740 100 611 83 129 17
 

Totals_ 3,985 100 2,728 68 1, J57 3J
 

Source I Sample
 
N-3985
 

TABLE 3 

Table 4 has been prepared from the ambassador fi1. to provide a 

comparison between the use by the variou~ presidential administrations 

of tha three sources of Foreign Service personneJ_ for the selection of 

ambassadorial appointees •. 

PRESIDENTIAL ADMINISTRATION • AMBASSADORS 
(By Type of Entry) 

ADMINISTRATION 

z ,. ~ is z ~ Ul z ffi ... 
0TYPE OF ~ '"Ul ~ .. g" "
 M 0 M ~ ENTRY ~ ":l .., z .. '" 6'" " 

EXAM 82 140 42 43 103 30 99 539 
(52) (61 ) (35) (30) (43) (47) (55 I (47)
 

lATERAL 14 28 27 47 65 13 32 228
 
(9) (12 ) (23 ) (32 ) (27) (20) (18) (20) 

NON-cAREER 61 63 50 56 73 21 48 372 
(39) (27 ) (42 ) (38) (30) (33) (27 ) (33)
 

Totab 157 231 119 148 241 64 179 1,139
 

Source. Ambassadors 
N-1l39 

NOTE. Fi9ures in porenthecis arc ~rcents of total for each administration. 
'.cABLE 4 
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Comparison of Ta~le 3 with Table 4 would indicate that lateral 

entrants were not r~presented at the ambassadorial level in equal proportion 

with their numbers within the Foreign service except during the Johnson and 

Nixon administrations. In makin9 this qenaral comparison it should be kept 

in mind that Table 3 is drawn from a random sample with an .ccepta~le 

deqree of error and Table 4 is prepared from the total number of ambassadors 

durinq the administrations indicated. 

Although the prevailing conception of lateral entry may be of' large 

number& of outsiders brought in laterally at mid-Ievele, the actual situation 

is so~wh.t different. Of the 1976 total of 892 lateral entrants (Table 5), 

only S3 entered the Foreign service directly from the outside, and 

virtually .11 of these were from other. parts of the government bureaucracy. 

The large8t category by far, 511 or 58 per cent of the total, were former 

General Schedule (Civil Service) employeee of the Department of State, 215 

were formerly in the Foreign Service Re8erve category, and 5 in other cate90ries 

8uch as the Foreign Service Reserve Unl~ited or special programs. The 215 

lateral entrants in the Foreiqn service Reserve category is not completely 

revealing as the appointment authority for the Foreign Service Reserve has 

been used for a number of purposes. It includes former p~rmanent and tem

porary Foreign Service Reserviets, some of the latter of whom would be con

sidered ·political,· and Foreign service officer Candidates who entered 

throuqh HU8tanq and bottom entry Equal Employment Opportunity programs. 

An analy8is of personnel recorda on a case by case basis would be required 

for definitive findings. 

The large year to year variations in the intake of lateral entrants 

(Table 2) may have beer. inevitable given the perceived needs at various 

periods. If this presumption is correct, planninq a successful overall 

policy toward lateral entry intake would be moet difficult if routinization 

is the 90al. If the variations in intake actually r~sulted.frorn fulfilling 

perceived personnel needs to meet increasinq or ch&nged requirements, the 

concept of the past use of lateral entry solely as an e~pansion tool would 

be supported. Whether for expansion or to bring in new ideas and skills, 
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provided a substantial source of recruitment. 

FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICER CORPS
 

(By Mode of Entry, Selected Years)
 

Operative
 
1962 1966 1976

Oates (Jan 31) , 
Exam 1924 - present 1992 2303 2384 

(54.3\) (65.7\) (74.3\) 

Section 5, Roqers Act 1924 - 1946 
~orqanization Act 1939 9 

(Commerce and Labor) 
Manpower Act 1946 96 
Section 517, Foreiqn 1946 • 1954 97 ~~~J

Service Act - 1946 
18 (45.7\) 13 (34. 3\) (25.7\)

Personna 1 Improvemen t 1951 
Proqram 

Direct Lateral Entry 1954 .. 1959 13 
(section 517) 18J 

wriston Proqram 1954 - 1958 lle5 757 220 J
Continuing Lateral Entry 1958 - Present 247 27 a--: 595 u 

(Section 517) 

3670 3507 3476 
(100') (lOO,) (100') 

6Kaximum of 6 from Personnel Improvement Program I Kinimum of 61 fran 
Section 517 provisions. 

··Maximum of 324 from Management Reform Program (1971-1973), Minimum 271 
from Continuing Lateral Entry (1958 - 1976). 

NOTE,	 Numbers are those r8~aining in service for the years indicated, not 
total number who entered by various proqrams. 

source.	 1962 and 1966 fiqures from John E. Harr, The Profe~siDnal Diplomat, 
Table 2, p. 148. 

1976 fiqures developed from data provided by Foreiqn Affairs Data 
Processinq Center, U. S. Department of State. 

TABLE.	 5 

Proponents of the lateral entry system are convinced that it can be 

used as an affirmative instrument to brinq in new ideas and special skills 

and to preserve the openness in the system without disruptinq the pace of 

no~l career advancement. They advance a simple concept by which these 
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processes, opennesB and career principle, can be reconciled. The basic 

'~requi8ite would be to fix and announce the number to be souqht each year 

through lateral entry. Beyond the number, special skills could differ between 

grades within cones based on ehe needs of the Service. The planned 

lateral entrants would have minimum impact on the advancement of 

already within the Foreiqn Service. 

It is recoqn~zed chat training within the Foreiqn Service will not, 

cases, provide the kind of qualification which would be sought throuqh 

entry and, in any event, the bulk of officers whom the service would 

to recruit throuqh this method would not be specialists, but rather 

would be described as -stimulatinq qeneralists. ,. The numbers involved 

if properly planned, would certainly not be such a9 to prejudice traininq 

junior Foreiqn Service officers. 

The Foreiqn Service Act of 1980 retains the necessary Departmental 

authority to utilize lateral entry as a recruitinq process althouqh the 

lanquaqe of the Act does not identify it specifically. A discrete specific 

lateral entry proqram W'Ould. have to be promulqated by the Depar'tment and 

published .s a part of the Code of Federal Requlations or other pUblication 

havinq the force and effect of law. 

Lateral entrants have frequently been characterized by critics as 

-second raters," individuals who have failed in other callinqs, .nd bene

ficiaries of political patronaqe. The Foreiqn service unquestionably contains 

individuals who may fit those descriptions. However, a more loqic.l and 

1mformative approach than labellinq can be found in evaluatinq the ch.rac

terlstics of lateral entrants as compared. to examination entrants. 

Current literature which compares the Nsuccess storyN of lateral 

entrants with that of their contemporary examination entrants contains a 

misconception in need of riqhtinq. Harr, in analyzinq Departmental 

executives in the period 1954 to 1962 utilizinq mode of entry as the 

discriminator identified the following as a trend. 

Lateral entrants have been of increasinq importance in staffinq 
executive positions. They were outnumbered by examination entrants 
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in 1954 and 1958, but by 1962 they were substantially in the majority, 
providing more than 60 per cent of the FSD eKecutives in three of the 
tour job categories with the exception of Chief of Mission. 191 

Often quoted in other works, this "trend" loses lustre when the data
 

Harr is superimposed on a 9raph reflecting the composition of
 

Service officer corps by mode of entry for the period 1950 to
 

1914 (Figure 1). The Harr -trend- is only relevant to the extent Ehat ehe 

~pointment to executive positions reflected the mix of examination and lateral 

entrants within the Service. The sharp rise in executive positions held by 

other cAtegories (non-career Foreiqn·Service) in the periods 1958-1962 re~ 

use by the Eisenhower Administration of a sig.nificant number of 

appointments in executive positions. The Eisenhower -trend

the Carter Admini5tration. 

STATE DEPARTMENT EXECUTIVES 

M.ODES OF ENTRY 

A70 

60 

50 1, .PER CENT , 
SAMPLE 40 3 

\ 
30 

/' 

20 ! B 

~ 

, 

10 2 

1950 1954 1958 1962 1966 1970 1974 
Years 

A ~ 

1 -
2 -
3 ~ 

EXAmination Entry 
Executive positions 
Executive Positions 
Executive Pogitions 

B- Lateral Entry 
held by eKdmination entrants 
held by Lateral Entrants 
held by other categories 

FIGURE 1 

191
John E. Harr, The Anatomy of the Foreign Service-A Statistical 

Profile, p. 72. 
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Infonnation provided by the Department of State also contends that 

entrants are disproportionately found in the Executive and proqram 

D~rection areas (reflecting longevity of many of those "'00 entered in the
 

1950s), and in the Administrative and Consular cone. (which vere the over
[ 

whelming specialities of those converted into the Foreign Service officer
 

corps during the Management Reform Program of the early 19108). The polit 


ical and economic areas remain heavily the preserve of those. who. entered
 

the bottom. Table 6 presents the Department of State's 

figures in this area. Although lateral entrants are 25.7 per cent 

total Foreign service officer corps (1976), they are shown to provide 

per cent of those in the E:xecutive and Program Direction area, 60 per 

of .11 Administrative Officers, and almost 38 per cent of Consular 

On the other hand, only 14.5 per cent of all Economic/Commercial
 

Officers and 10.5 per cent of all political Officers entered by the lateral
 

entry route.
 

FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICER CORPS 

(By skill Area and Mode of Entry) 

Skill Area No./' Exam No./' No./' Lateral 
Entrants Lateral Total FSO Entrants as , 

EntraJ'lts Corps Total FSO Corps 

Executive 198/7.7 115/12.8 313/9.0 36.1 
(Program Direction)
 

Administrative 229/8.9 344/38.6 513/16.5 60.0
 

COnsular 305/11.8 182/20.4 487/13.9 31.8
 

Eo:onomic 695/26.9 118/13.2 813/23.4 14.5
 

Political 1099/42.5 129/14.5 1228/35.3 10.5
 

Other 58/2.2 4/- 62/1.8 6.4
 
2584/100 892/99.5 3476/99.9
 

Source. U. S. Department of State
 
Variations in total percentages due rounding.
 

1916 Data
 
TABLE 6 
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The skill area specialization for the sample 1s shewn on Table 7. 

The economic, consular, and administrative skill areas.contained a total 

of 38 per cent of lateral entrants. Collapsinq those skill areas on Table 6 

reveals that the lateral entrants proVided 34 per cent of the totala An 

identical but sharper downtrend is noted in the Political and Other skill 

areas. This trend can be considered largely the result of the age of 

lateral entrants from the Wriseon Proqram. The impact of aqe on survivability 

.ithin the Foreign Service system (death, retirement, selection-out) for 

WristoneBs and those from the War Hanpower Act can be noted from a comparison 

of Tables 8, 9, and 10. Takinq the minimum aqe qroup for lateral entrants 

(30-34) and the ~ major absorption year for the War Manpower Act (1948) 

and the Wriston Proqram (1958), lateral entrants would be in their mid-60s 

and mid-50s, respectively_ Addinq the birthdate from Table 10 places 76 

per cent of lateral entrants from the sample beyond 60 years of &qe. 

Assuminq that lateral entry is not pursued as a specific proqram under 

the Foreiqn Service Act of 1980, and that appears probable, the passaqe of 

the Wristonees from the career system throuqh normal attrition will cause 

all representative statistics related to lateral entrants to plummP.t rapidly. 

FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICER CORPS 

Skill Area Speciali~ation - sample 

Skill Area Ex&Jllination Lateral Total 
No. No. No. 

Economic-Consular- 1549 57 960 76 2509 63 
Administration 

Political 1103 40 284 23 1387 35 

other 76 3 13 1 89 2 

Totals 2728 100 1257 100 3985 100 

Sourcel Sample 
Variation in total percentaqes due roundinq_ 

TABLE 7 
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FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICER CORPS 

ACJ8 At Entry. Sample 

Entry Aqe Examination 
No. • 

Uteral 
No. • 

Total 
No• • 

21-2 4 538 20 0 0 538 14 

25-29 1507 55 5 O· l512 38 , 
30-34 582 21 159 13 741 18 

35-39 85 3 420 33 505 13 

40··44 9 O' 357 28 366 9 

45-49 4 o· 211 18 215 5 

49-pluB 3 O· 104 8 107 3 

Totals 2728 100 1257 100 3984 100 

*Not statistically significant. Equal l' in Examination c&teqory. 

Variations in tOtal percentaq8s due rounding' 

SOurce, Sample 

TABLE 9 

~OREIGN SERVICE OFFICER CORPS 

Lateral Entrants by Year of Entry 
(SAlDple) 

Year No. Entrants Year No. Entrants-

1924 1 1960 27 
1939 12 1961 8 
1945 2 1962 4 
1946 1 1963 9 
1947 75 1964 12 
1948 33 1965 8 
1949 7 1966 3 
1950 8 1967 2 

- 1952 25 196B 5 
1953 1969 10 
1954 98 1970 
1955 416 1971 3 
1956 305 1972 29 
1957 85 1973 9 
1958 13 1974 2 
1959 34 Total 1257 

Source. Sample TABLE 9 
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FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICER CORPS 

Mode of Entry by Birthdate 

Blrthdate E:Kamination 
No. , No. 

Lateral , No. 
Total , 

Pre-1920 692 25 952 76 1644 41 

1920-1924 509 19 238 19 741 19 , 
1925-1929 461 17 50 4 511 10 

1930-1934 403 15 9 1 412 10 

1935-1939 336 12 6 O· 3.. 9 

1940-1944 253 9 2 O· 255 6 

1945.1950 69 3 0 0 69 2 

1950 5 O· 0 0 5 O· 

Totals 2728 100 1257 100 3985 100 

Sourcsi Sample
 

-Not 8tAtisticaily significant.
 

TABLE 10 

Many assertions ~xist about how successful non-examination or 

lateral entrants have been in competition with examination entrants. A primary 

factor in this aS8ertion is the claim that lateral entrants have a higher 

combined level of education and experience than their contemporaries, have 

not been socialized into the Foreign Service subculture, and are therefore 

Dare competitive. The pattern is mixed and care is needed in analysis, 

since the picture varies con&iderably depending upon the t~e of measure 

used. Strong evidence that lateral entrants were in fact possessed of the 

-nev blood" characteristics of above average qualification and eKperience 

would support the use of lateral entry for purposes other than an expansion 

tool. 

Success is difficult to measure in ternlS that are useful. For the 

purpose of this study, ~easurement against t~e career principle is deemed 

appropriate. The career principle violation is the most cited objection by 

examination entrants to lateral entry. The career p:inciple anticipates 
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~9Ular adVAncement through the grades to the top if qualified. Lateral 

entrants are present in disproportionate numbers in the senior grades of the 

Foreign service (Chief of Mission through ClASS 3), ~hile ClAsses 4 through 

8 contain fewer proportionately than examination entrants. perhaps most striking 

is that 19 of 44 Chiefs of Mission, or 43 per cent are lateral entrants. 

Given the fact that most lateral entrAnts entered at the middle grades, 

this is not surprising, but it does call into question the Assertion that 

the system is biased in terms of promotion against all ~eXAmination 

entrants. Table 11 provides the distribution of examination and lateral 

entrants by class. 

FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICERS CORPS
 

Current Class of Examination and Lateral Entrants
 

class Total • of Total • of Total • of Lateral 
Total Exam Total Lateral Total Entrants 
service in Exam in Lateral as , of 

in Class in Class in Class 
Class Class Class 

CA 1 - 1 
eM 44 1.3 25 .9 19 2.1 43.2 

1 270 7.8 159 6.2 111 12.4 41.1 
2 329 9.5 191 7.4 138 15.5 42.0 
3 602 17.3 402 15.6 200 22.4 33.2 
4 868 25.0 688 26.6 180 20.2 20.7 
5 698 20.1 499 19.3 199 22.3 28.5 
6 312 9.0 273 10.6 39 4.8 12.2 
7 262 7.5 258 10.0 4 .1 1.5 
8 91 2.6 89 3.4 2 2.2 

3476 100.1 2584 99.8 892 99.8 

Sourcet U. S. Department of State
 
NOTEI Lateral entrants form 25.7\ of the total service.
 
Percentage deviations from 100.0 due to rounding.
 

1976 Data
 

TABLE 11 
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average for the same 10 year period. When the selection-out rate for one 

vroup approaches double that for the other there is cause for concern. 

FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICERS CORPS 

Averaqe Time in class and Age of 1976 PromotGes 
Total Examination Lateral 

FSO Promoted Age TIC Promoted ~ TIC Promo:ted Age TIC 

2 to 1 61 48.6 4.6 43 47.2 3.96 18 52.03 6.73 

3 to 2 70 46.1 6.1 52 44.84 5.56 18 49.75 7.67 

4 to 3 121 43.1 5.5 93 42.34 5.56 28 45.61 5.30 

5 to 4 138 37.1 3.4 96 34.97 3.55 42 42.20 3.07 

6 to 5 76 32.6 2.3 59 31.03 2.14 17 38.05 2.84 

7 to 6 55 29.4 1.6 52 - 1.59 3 - 1.Sl 

8 to 7 23 26.0 1,8 22 - 1.83 1 - 1,25 . 

Source: U. S. Department of State 

TABLE 12 

FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICERS CORPS 

Comparison of 1976 FSa Promotions 

Class Total Promotees Exam Exam Lateral Lateral 
Promoted as , of Prano- Promo- Promo- Promo-

Class tees tees as tees tees 
• of as " of 
Class Class 

2 to 1 61 19.5 43 22.5 18 13.0 

3 to 2 70 11.6 52 12.9 19 9.0 

4 to 3 121 13.9 93 13.5 28 15.6· 

5 to 4 139 19.8 96 19.2 42 21.1 

6 to 5 76 24.4 59 21.6 17 43.6 

7 to 6 55 21.0 52 20.2 3 75.0 

9 to 7 23 25.2 22 24. 7 1 50.0 

544 417 127 
Sources U. S. Department of State. 
Promotees as , of Total FSO corps. 15.7\ 
~am Entrant Promotees as , of all Exam Entrants, 16.1\ 
Lateral Promotees as , of all Lateral EntrantSI 14.2% 

TABLE 13 
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There are several possible explanations for this variation 1n 

selection-out rates. The career system may be biased against lateral 

entrants, a frequent charge. This possibility seems leee likely over time 

&s lateral entrants have become a standard fixture in the system. There is 

also the possibility that standards applied for entry in these programs 

have not served their purpose of insuring that only competitive individuals 

are brought into the system. Much of this could be attributed to massive 

lateral entry programs where all or virtually all individuals in a particular 

category were encouraged to become Foreign Service officers, regardless of 

their individual talents. Finally, the lack of basic preparation normally 

received during the junior years of employment in the system may weaken the 

competiveness of lateral entrants. This is particularly true if a sustained 

effort is not made to bring the lateral entrant up to professional standards 

in the first few years following appointment. If the career system ~nd the 

individual a~e to benefit from the lateral entry program, the conclusion is 

ineecapable that pre·entry screening must take place with reference to 

particular individuals and ~ followed up by adequate training, as 10ng as 

Bulection·out is employed. 

Indicators of professional and educational background, although not 

without worth, have Very limited value as a determinant of success of Foreiqil 

service officer personnel in and of themselves. In part this results from 

the eligibility and examination requirements for entry into the Foreign 

Service officers corps. The basic eligibility requirements are that applicants 

must be at least 20 years of age at the time of examination, a United States 

citizen, and available for worldwide assignment, includinq Washington, D.C •• 

Successful candidates are subject to a full background investiqation and" must 

be able t~ meet rigorous medical requirements. No spe~ific educational back· 

ground i8 req~ired, and no special course of study is recommended. However, 

the Department cautions that most, but not all, successful applicants have 

• bachelor's degree. In recent years, about 6S per cent haV6 had advanced 

deqrees in international r6lations, economics, business administration, law, 

journalism, and other fields. Foreiqn S~rvice officers have graduated 
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fram hundreds of large and small colleges and universities, and many have 
192

had valuable work experience in various fielde before their appointment. 

The written examination e~ployed by the Department until recently 

was more of an academic hurdle than a device for identifying and selecting 

the best poisible candidates for the Foreign Service. The examinationls 

emphasis is now shifting from measuring academic achievement to testing 

aptitude for Foreign Service work. The oral examination assessment procedures 

are based on current job analysis of Foreign Service work and the knowledq~, 

Ikills, abilities, and personal characteristics considered necessary to 
perform that work. Applicants who succeed in the examination and selection 

process are given probationary appointments as Career Candidates for a 

period of 4 years. 

The selection process therefore assures a certain degree of evenness 

in the academic and prior professional experience of candidates who are 

accepted for. appointment. Short of starting from this -evenness N and 

proceeding with an evaluation of each individual to ascertain what he does 

in fact with his preparatory experience little can be de~ermined that is 

useful. 

Since 1975, most if not all of the lateral entrants have been recruited 

through the Mid~Level Hiring Proqram for Women and Minority Group Members. The 

basic eligibility requirements for this program are identical with examination 

entrants with significant exception. The applicant must possess a minimum 

of 9 years' professional work experience at the professional level in a field 

related to one of the functional areas of Foreign Service work. Academic 

studies can be substituted for part of the required experience, particul~rly 

if the studies are related to ?oreign Service work. No vritten examination 

is required. The Board of Examiners arranges for a comprehensive oral 

examination which includes an assessment of the candidate's oral and 

written communication skills, knowledge of Ame=ican history, govern~nt, 

192 
u. S. Department of State, M?oreign Sery~co Careers,- c~partment 

of State Publication 9502, 1981. 
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and culture, familiarity with current events and international affairs, and 

other matters relevant to the candidatels qualifications for appoin~nt. 

Provision for lateral entry is built into the Foreign Service career 

system through the statutory language of appointment authority. Therefore, 

lateral entry can be effected at any time through the preparation of a 

certificate of need. The certificate of need is documentation of the exis

tence of a specific need of the Foreign Service for the services of an 

individual possessing special qualifications. The entry eligibility 

requirements for Buch an individual are normally specified by the appoLnting 

authority. The certificate of need is not a frequently used method of recruit

ment, and does not constitute a discrete program for lateral entry. 

Table 15 provides tabulated data for the Management Reform Lateral 

Entry Program of the early 1970s. This program stemmed directly from the 

Macomber effort at reform from within the Department and prOVided for the 

lateral entry of a significant number of Departmental personnel of supportive 

activities within the career system. The largest group of entrants in this 

pr09ram came from the Forei9n service Staff officers. Of the total number 

of applicants for lateral entry through this program only 60 psrcent were 

certified for appointment in the examination process. Certification for 

appointment is not coterminous with appointment. Appointment is contingent 

upon the occurrence of vacancies within the Forei9n Service career system, 

and appointments are made from an eligibility list. The point to be derived 

from Table 15 is that in a discrete lateral entry program involVing personnel 

of supporting activities ·of the Department, approximately 4 out of each 10 

applicants were either found not qualified or failed the eligibility 

requirements upon examination. These who were certified for appointment· 

and subsequently appointed could be assumed to possess reasonable educational 

and professional background. 

Tables 16 and 17 prOVide similar data for the lateral entry program 

in 1974 and 1975. It will be noted that the failure rate for certification 

was considerably higher than for the Management Reform Lateral Entry Program. 

The same assumption can be drawn from this data e 
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MANAGEMENT REFOR.'i LATERAL ENTRY PROORAH 

STATISTICS 

(Febru.ary 1971 - December 1973) 

"FSR PSSO os TOTAL 
(C) - (N/C) 

I. Total Applic.tions 74(7)* 37(5)* 532(16) 18(1) 661 (21)" 

II. Applicants Determined 
Ineli9 ib1e 

9 22 94 14 139 

III. Applicants Examinedl 65 15 438 4 522 

Recommended 53 8 349 1 411 

Not Recommended 12 7 89 3 111 

IV. Withdrawals and Disqual
ifications (After 
Re comma nded) 

1 o 14 o 15 

v. Cases beinq processed 
in BEX 

o o o o o 

VI. Certified for Appointment 53 8 334 1 396 

·Number in Dorentheses represents that DOrtion of the total which arerepeat cannlcaC1ea or se~ona app11cati ~ns 

··ee) ... Career Status 
(N/C) ... Non-eareer Statu.s 

SOurcBI U. S. Department of State (Revised 12/75) 

TABLE 15 
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lATERAL E:NT~Y PRO::;RAM. 

(Statistics" Jan thru Dec 1974) 

I. Total Applications 
FSR 
18 

FSSO 
5 

GS 
"1 

TOTAL 
24 

(M.in/FSRs) 
(10) 

II. Applications Determined 2 1 1 4 
:Ineligible 

III. Applicants Examinedl , 
Recomended 4 2 0 6 (2 ) 

Not Recommended 5 2 0 7 (2 ) 

IV. Withdre.... (No Exam) 1 0 0 1 

V. Cases being processed 6 0 0 6 (6) 
in BEX 

VI. Certified for Appointment 1 2 0 3 

Source, U. S. Department of State 

TABLE: 16 

lATERAL ENl'RY PRO::;RAM 
(Janu;,ry 1975 thru Dec 1975) 

FSR FSSO GS- TOTAL (Min(FSRs) 

I. Total Applications 25 5 0 30 (11) 

II. Applications Determined 6 2 0 8 
Ine1i9'ib1e 

"III. Applicants Examined. 

Recotl'llIlended 5 0 0 5 (41 

Not Reconunended 8 0 0 8 (7) 

IV. Withdre .... (No Exam) 0 0 0 0 

V. Cases being processed 
in BEX (6 pending from 1974) 12 4 0 16 (7) 

VI. Certified for Appointment 7 0 0 7 (5 ) 
(4 from 1974) 

Source~ u. S. Department of State 

TABLE 17 
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The~efore, in the absence of Con9ressional or Exec~tive Branch 

pressure to assimilate lateral entrants as an affirmative personnel 

recruitin9 method, the Department is shOWing strong indications that 

it does not reqard lateral entry as an effective broad based measure. 

Maintaininq strict selection measures, the oepartment conslstBntly 

rejects lateral entrants a6 a qroup, . seeking only those with needed 

professional qualities. 



cw..PTER VIII 

ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONs SNAPSHar TAKING 

; 

Members of the Service serving un~er career appointments are 
career members of the Service. Members of the Service serving under limited 
appointments are either career candidates or non-career menbers of the 
service. 

Section 301(d) (1), PL 96-465 

The facts presented in the precee~ing chapters highlights the 

problems of the Department of 'State as it has struggled in an effort 

to adopt lateral entry as an effectivs personnel management tool in the 

upgrading of the Foreign Service. Lateral entry is but one of the reform 

efforts undertaken by the Department since Worl~ War II i~ at~empting to 

alter the basic pattern of Departmental activit-ies an~ overcome or prevent 

the continue~ erosion of its position in the foreign affaire community. 

Periodically the Department has been reorganized in an effort to overcome its 

defects. It was soon ~iscovere~ that reorganization by itself was not 

likely to lead to a basic change in the working style of the Department or 

in the type of output it produces. Structural change alone did not ad~ress 

the gist of action. 

No organization of substantial size can consist solely of fflembers 

of one profession. Always there must he supportive activities carried on 

by individuals who are not members of the elite profession. 193 Within the 

Department of State, the professional elite of the Foreign Service officer 

corps constitute a minority of all employees. Within the corps there is 

192Frederick C. Hosher, Democracy and the Public Service, p. 114. 
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further stratification based upon the skill areas. The high-status skill 

area is the political cone followed by the economic, coneular, and admin

istrative cone8~ The mainstream of a Foreign Service career is considered 

to lie in the political and economic cones. 

Frederick C. Mosher provides a ·still picture- of the composition 

of a hypothetical public agency, well-established and operating in~a profes
193sional field. The model is well adapted for use in this study as an 

Analytical tool for eX4mininq the Foreign Service (Figure 2). 

The vertical dimension is orqanizatianal r~nk or level of pay, 

and may be assumed to equate very roughly with the level of day-to-day 

responsibility of the incumbents. The horizontal dimension represents 

the nwnbers of persons in each qrade. 'lhe horizontal lines at the bottoms 

of ~he fiqures represent the normal and sometimes exclusive entering level 

of newly recruited persons when ~hey are appointed to the various categories. 

The horizontal lines and points at the taps of the various figures represent 

the highest qrade an individual in each category can expect to reach. For 

an employee to cross vertical lines from one category to another is usually 

difficult and, where professional standards are high and clearcut, may be 

impossible. When crossing occurs, the act is one of lateral entry. The 

diamond shapes of the elite profession (2) and of the ather professional 

groups ·(4 and 5) are typical of most such qroups in qovernment ..,here pro

fessione are employed an a junior basis soon after completing their education 

and thereafter advance rapidly to journeymen-level "'ork. As the schematic 

indicates, the bulk of the pereonnel are located within the middle qrades. 

The exception is in the elite seqment of the elite profession where the 

larqe number of individuals within the middle grades continues upward into 

the superqrades. Over the course of time, the normal proqress of an em

ployee in any category is upward, but obviously only a few will make it 

all the way to the top. 

At the top of the schematic are represented the small number of 

political appointees, recruited from outside, ..,ho mayor may not be 

193
Ibid., pp. 115-117. 



SOurCQI Frederick C. Mosher, D~mocracy and the Public $@rvi::.!.! (New Yorkl 

Oxford University PreSS, 1968), p. 117. 
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professional (Block 1). With these are included some pOlitical appointees 

drawn from the elite Be~ent of the elite prafeslion. Mast of the very 

top career jobs are also filled from this 9roup, and almost all such jobe 

are filled with individuale from the elite profession • . 
The 8che~tic serves as an excellent vehicle to summate the dual 

personnel system and lateral entry problems as the have existed w~thin the , 
Department of State over the past several decades. The coexistence of dual 

personnel systems is one of the oldest problems in bu.reaucracy. In the 

foreign affairs agencies one system recognizes the rank-in~per90n concept 

necessitated by the requirement to accept world-wide assignment wherever 

the needs of the professional service may dictate. The other sy5tem concerns 

itself with the rank-in-position concept normally found in the Civil Service 

and is designed to fill domestic employee requirements. 

The problems of a dual per&onnel system are not unique with the 

foreign affairs agencies. The Department of State has consistently held 

over the years that it cannot effectively administer a dual personnel 

system. The position appears to be indefensible in that cth~r departments 

seem capable of the feat. The military establi~hm~nt yields the best 

example. 

Adapting Mosher's schema, the professional level Civil service 

employees under the dual personnel system are represented within Block 5. 

Entry grade, and therefore salary schedules, have been traditionally lower 

than for the elite profession. block 6 would include a combination of sub

professional civil Service, wage Board, and other employee& at the journey

man workers level. It is possible that both Blocks 5 and 6 might contain 

employees of the elite profession who are in the lower grades and who are 

engaged in support functions which are directly related to the mission of 

the elite profession. 

The career Foreign Service, Block 2, forms the elite profession. 

upon examininq this group, distinct subgroupings emerqe. The elite segment 

of the elite profession are the political officers, block 2a. Next most 

prestiqious are the economic officerY of Block 2b. Together, these two 

cones are considered the mainstream of Foreiqn Service activity and are 
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numerically larger then the other subgroups. Those entering through exam

tnation strive for Assignment within these cones with the full realization 

that the challenges, And therfore the opportunities, lie in those areas. 

The consular and administrative officers, Block 2c and Block 2d, respectively, 

round out the elite profession. There is movement horizontally between the 

subqroupinqa although it is neither routine nor encouraged. political and 

economic officers, as an example, may receive training And assignments in 

eaCh cone and thus enhance their value to the service. The same feature 

applies to consular and commercial officers. 

The elite profession contains a second matri~ of subgroups which 

doe' not strictly follow functional lines. The firet of these groups is 

~posed of officers who entered by the basic examination process and who 

are found throughout the various functions. They favor the political and 

economic fields and regard themselves as -generaliste." They have reached 

relatively high gradee at younger ages than the total service and very 

clearly form a high-status, powerful group in the Foreign service officer 

~?rps. The second -subgroup is composed of officers who entered the corps 

laterally (crossed a vertical line into the elite profession) and are 

found in every functional field but tend toward the consular and 

administrative fields. This subgroup ie currently overrepresented in the 

upper gradee, reflecting the longevity of those who entered the Service 

in the 1950s. They are underrepresented in the lower grades not only because 

lateral entry by nature is normally at the mid-level but because of a re

duction in the number of lateral entrants entering the service in recent 

years. Lateral entry officere have usually come from the Civil Se~'ice 

(Block 6). Their educational and profeeeional background is comparable 

to or better than that of their typical examination entrant colleague. 

A third sUbgroup is also composed of lateral entrants. In contrast to the 

previous group, these individuals are pr~rily found within the administra

tive field or in specialist areas of other fields. They would include 

those who entered laterally under the affirmative action program or similar 

programa. They may have a relatively low -specialist- statue. 
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The major difference between the t:wo subgroups of lateral entrants 

lies in the potential for the upper-status subgroup to be successfully 

socialized or acculturated into the elite segment. They rapidly assume 

the characteristics of the elite segment and actively compete. Under the 

Foreign Service Act of 1980, this subgroup will undoubtedly remain intact 

within the elite profession. The lowr-status subgroup 1s not wel...1

equipped to compete and hence tends to remein static. 

The Foreign service Act of 1946 provided for the creation of a 

Foreign Service Reserve and a Foreign Service Staff. Within the schematic 

the Reserve is represented by Block 4. and the Staff by Block 4b. Note 

the relative positions of the horizontal bottom lines on the schematic, 

indicating the structural relationship of these cate90rie8 with the civil 

service and the Forei9n Service officer corps. 

Conceptually, the creation of the Reserve ~d Staff officer corps 

vas desi9ned to provide support to the career Forei9n service officers, 

namely, a permanent corps of technical, administrative, fiscal, clerical 

or custo~ial specialists (L'\b S~aff corps) and, in the interests of flex

ibility, a tempor~ry grv~p of specialists having statue approximately 

equivalent to the Forei9n Service officers (the Reserve corps). Neither 

the Reserve nor the Staff corps was to have the full status of the career 

Foreign service officers. The Reserve corps was to be used as an expedient 

for dealing with a transitory problem requiring the use of specialists and 

necesoitated by the foreign affairs developments folloWin9 World War II. 

Little has been written in analysis pf the Reserve and Staff corps. 

This is perhaps an unfortunate oversight as a clear knowledge of these 

auxiliary arms would materially contribute to an understanding of the 

Departmentls personnel problems and assist in interpreting its internal 

subculture. As a former Foreign Service officer, Senator Clairborne pell, 

Chairman of the Committee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate, and 

Chairman of the committee hearings on the Act of 1946, had a traditional 

view of the Foreign Service officer corps. Pell felt in particular that 
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it -should be an elite and relatively small corps with an outer corps of 
194

specialists. R The Reserve and Staff corps came very close to this 

concept. Their creation was a point of active discussion in the hearinq8 

and in the interdepartmental coordination that occurred prior to apprDval 

of the legislation. 

In the creation of the Foreign Service Reserve, there were those . 
who saw in it an opportunity for manipulation to their advantage. Special 

Assistant secretary McCormack of the Departmentts intelligence office, 

ASsumed that the representatives of his office abroad would largely find 

their place In,.the Reserve. Other Departmental offices and outside foreign 

affairs agencies who were not".-part-of-the"career-Foreiqn"Servlce saw the 

same opportunity. As a Reserve officer, non-career foreign service person

nel would be entitled to the same full privile~es as the career service. 

As others fought for more pregti~e and improved benefits for the Reserve 

corps as a part of the new act, the career service be~an to voice objections 

as the features approached equality. ~et the career service perceived 

that the Reserve afforded an accomodation strategy against lateral entry. 

The establishment of parallel career systems is probably the most common 

device used to maintain the integrity of a system and~ hopefully, the system's 

dominance of the organization. 

As enacted, the Reserve was composed of two distinct groups. persons 

not in the employ of the government. and persons regularly employed in any 

government agency, subject, in the case of an employee of a government 

agency other than the Department of State, to the consent of the head of 

~e a98ncy concerned. Employment was for world-wide assignment. The 

Secretary of State held appointing authority. Original statutory prOVisions 

v~tch required Reserve officers to have been a citizen of the United States 

for five years prior to appointment and restricted their tenure to non

consecutive periods of not more than four years each were amended tD require 

only citizenship status at time of appointment and extended tenure to non

consecutive five year terms. The secretary could extend the appointment 

or assignment of any Reserve officer for an additional five years beyond 

194JOhn E. Harr, The Professional Di9lomat, p. 89. 
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the oriqinal action when such was 1n the public interest. The latter 

provision was circumvented throuqh annual appropriations meaBurss which 

routinely extended Reserve officer appointments on a year-to-year basis. 

Whenever the Secretary deemed it in the interests of the Service 

that a Reserve officer should serve in a diplcmatic or consular capacity 

there wae provision for presidential commissioninq with the advice and 

consent of the Senate. In all other cases; appropriate rank and statue 

analoqou8 to that of the Foreiqn Service officers enqaqed in work of 

comparable importance was to be prOVided Reserve officers, to enabls" them 

to carry out their duties effectively. The Reserve officer received all 

the allowances, privileqes, and henfits Which Foreiqn Service officers 

were entitled to receive. In essence, the Reserve officer was a Foreign 

service officer without tenure and without the worries of cca.petitive 

prca.otion and selection-out. The ~riston Committee thought the term 

-Reserve- a ~isnomer, opinin9 that the transitory situation which brou9ht 

about its creation stubbornly refused to be transitory. The Committee never

theless did not recommend that the cate90ry be abolished. 

The Forei9n Service Staff wae not on a par with the Reeerve. 

The Secretary held appointment authority and appointed Staff officers 

on the basis of qualifications and experience. Staff officers were required 

to be Citizens at ti~e of appointment and could be appointed for temporary 

or limited service, or to more permanent tenure follovinq a prescribed 

probationary period. Employment vas either for world-vide assi9nment 

or dOLlestic. On recommendation of the secretary, the President co~ld, by 

and vith the advice and con.ent of the Senate, canmission a Staff officer 

48 consul. 

Both the Resorve and Staff corps provided a source of lateral entrantl!l 

into tho Foreign Service. A distinct advantaqe accrued in ~sin9 these 

auxiliary services as a source of latoral entrants. The ti~e spent in 

the Reserve or Staff corps permitted the career service as well aa the 

prospective lateral entrant-an opportunity to eval~ate the potential 

worth of later41 ~ntry. A protective mar9in for rejection existed on 

both sides. 
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As new foreiqn affairs ageneie. were created they were permitted 

to use the Foreiqn Service Reserve and Staff cate~ories as the basis of 

their ~wn personnel systems. Use of the career Foreiqn Service officer 

system was restricted to the. United States Foreiqn Service. The Un'ited 

States Information Agency, created by Reorganization Plan No. B of 1953, 

waS essentially staffed by Reserve and Staff officers. Not until the 

enactment of Public Law 90-494 in August 196B, was a separate Foreiqn 

service Information officer corps established providing the agency with 

its own career system. Other agencies underwent a similar experience. 

As time progressed, more and more use Was ~.de of the Reserve and 

Staff corps to accomodate personnel problems which arose within the Depart

ment. Cate90ries of officers within these auxiliary foreiqn affairs 

career systems and the Department proliferated as the Department attempted 

to prescribe solutions to naqqin9 problems of personnel manageruent. 

separate cateqories were established to accomodate both Reserve and Staff 

officers who were not available for.world-wide service and assiqnment. 

These officers were desi9nated as beinq available for domestic service only. 

Most of the postwar studies of the Foreiqn service recoqnized 

the danqer of a career service becominq too narrow and in9rown, whether 

beoause of undue restriction on lateral entry, career officers spendin9 too 

much time abroad, or carryin9 out too. r.arrow a set of functions. But 

these problems were not seer. as intrinsic to the nature of a career service, 

but as flaws to be overcome by appropriate reforms. As Mosher noted, the 

reports "apparently assumed as a qiven the desireahility of a personnel 

system based on the closed career principle.~ The differences between 

the studies were over issues, includin9 the incorporation of Departmental 

Civil Service officials into the Foreiqn Service, the relative values 

of the qeneralist5 and the specialists, the needs and especially the 

limits of lateral entry, and whether there should he or.. or several 

personnel systems for the Department of State and the other foreiqr. 

affairs agencies. Many other issues could be added to this list hut 

the point is clear. 
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Pressure to integrate the Foreign Service officer corps, Foreiqn 

service Staff, Foreign Service Reserve, and Civil service groups of the 

Department resulted 1n Departmental action in the 19509. Under the 

Personnel Improvement Program the Department rejected the creation of a 

s1ng1e personnel system 1n favor of a more limited integration program. 

The Department opted to bring persons from the Staff, Reserve, and Civil 

service categories into the Foreign Service officer corps when they 

occupied positions that were regarded interchangeable with the Foreign 

service positions. The program WAS not forcefully implemented and was 

almost a total failure. 

The Wriston Program of 1954 had the same basis ae the Personnel 

Improvement proqram--inteqratinq only persons from the Forei9n Service 

Staff, Foreign Service Reserve, and civil Service categories who occupied 

~at was defined as -Foreiqn service- positions. The Department desiq

nated 1,500 positions~~requirin9.experience.at.home .and abroad-- to be filled 

by Forei9n Service officers. The Wriston Program was viqorous1y implemented. 

It- should be noted that the nature of the prograrn·-positions that were 

reqarded as interchanqeab1e--did not eliminate the Staff, Reserve, and Civil 

Service qroupe from existence within the Department. They continued to 

exist as ~rsonne1 proqrams but were qreat1y affected by administrative 

procedures within the Department. 

Public Law 90-494, AU9ust, 1968, also created a new cats90ry of 

Foreiqn Service Reserve officer. The Hayes Amendment to the act authorized 

the Department of State and the United States Information Aqency to estab~ 

1ish a cate90ry of Foreiqn Service Reserve Officer with un1Lmited career 

tenure. The law provided that Foreiqn Service Reserve officers appointed 

after the date of the Act could serve as such for not more than five years. 

Durinq such period, no sooner than the expiration of the third year but no 

later than the expiration of the fifth year, such Foreiqn Service Reserve 

officer would be appointed as a Foreiqn Service Officer, Forei9n Service 

Information officer, Foreiqn Service Reserve officer with unlimited tenure 

(the now cateqory), Foreiqn Service Staff officer, or terminated as a
 

Reserve officer. Reserve officers already in the system who had completed
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three years of service, or would complete .t least three years of service 

before the expiration of a three year period from the date of enactment, 

could be appointed to the new unlimited tenure category_ Some foreign 

affaira agencies, B~ch a8 the ~gency for International Development, ware 

prohibited from using the new category. The law made it legally possible 

to change the application of the career principle fundamentally without further 

basic legislation. But there appeared little disposition on the part of the 

Department or the Service to reexamine the principle itself and ita Viability 

in the changing foreign affairs government. 

Acting upon a central propoli&l in the Kacamber management propo.ale 

·Ulat all officer-level positions 1n the Department and abroad be brought 

into .. unified personnel system,· ttw Department ssserted that the authority 

contained in Public Law 90-494 would permit the establishment of a career 

system of -Poreign Affairs Specialists,· parallel to the Foreign Service 

officsr and Foreign Service Information officer corps. The Poreign ~ffairs 

Specialist program vas introduced in the Department in early 1971 and 

members of the Civil service, Reserve, and Staff groups wers invited to 

apply for acceptance. The proqram was introduced in the united States 

Inf~mation ~gency in the late spring of 1971. The Foreign Affairs 

Specialists proqram proved to be a disappointment with the advantages 

proving to be more illusory than real. 

In discussing the Foreign Affairs Specialist proqram, Departmental 

8Ponaors stre.sed the advantag8. of flexibility in assignments to bs ach~eved 

but acknowledged that their goals were to bring all officers under selection

out and under mandatory retirement at age 60. In essence, the Department 

appeared to be attempting to substitute the Foreign ~ffairs Specialist &ystem 

for the Civil Service System within the foreign affairs agencies. The 

extensive reports of the Stanton Panel en March 11, 1975, and the Murphy 

Commission in June 1975, not only examined the ecope of the conduct of 

foreign policy but also drew attention to the shortComings of the Foreign 

Affaira Specialist program. No longer did the concept of a unified Foreign 

Service seem a panacea. Under Congressional prodding, Deputy Under Secretary 
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Ea91.b~ger and the Director General of the Foreiqn_ service, carol Laiee, 

CAlIl.e to the conclusion-_that the prognm had been & mistake and t.hat CivU 

service recruitment shou.ld be resumed. A formal decision as to the future 

of the Foreign Affaire Specialist plan was suspended becau.s8 of the chang_ 

in Administration. 

'!'he Dfilpartment of State ultimtltely mads a decision U) abandon the 

concept of a unified Foreign Service. The United Stat•• Information Agency, 

by now the International Communications Agency, W'ldertook to dismantle the 

Foreiqn Aff.irs Specialist. Program within its organization to the con8truc~ive 

a4vant.eq8 of all parties. 

The Department of State, however, did not use tbB man.9~t prerogative, 

to reorganize the Foreign Aff.irs Specialist program even though it, had found 

that prerogative sufficient to institute the proqram. Instead, usinq the 

·clean cup, move down· concept frOlll Alice in Wonderland, the Department pro

IllUlqated a new Foreiqn Service Act Wlder which it \MS hoped that the mistakes 

of the past could be reshapen by being forced into a new mold. 

Durinq the Novsmber 20, 1981, conference held at the Department of 

Stete, reprssentativee of the Office of the Director General of the Foreiqn 

service and Direc~or of Personnel prOVided answers to a series of questions 

posed regardinq lateral entry. Althouqh the concept of • unified Foreiqn 

Service Bas been at least temporarily abandoned, a Departmental epoJcesman 

who had assisted in draftinq the Act.of 1980 revealed that an effort was 

_de to utahUeh the Act a. ~ Foreiqn service personnel system for all 

foreign affairs aqencies with the secretary of State actinq ae the overall 

adminstrator for the system. No aqreemrant could be reached on this point 

during Conqressional hearings and interaqeney coordination. Ae a result~ 

the personnel system de:scribed in ths Act of 1980 is specifically ut11zed 

by the International Communications Aqency and the United States International 

Development cooperation Aqency. Use is also permitted by the Forei9n 

Agricultural service and the Department of Commerce. Other foreign affairs 

agenciee hAve their own personnel systetlUl. 

In response to a queetion reqardinq the current status of the 

lateral entry proqram under the Foreiqn Service Act of 1980, a Departmental 

spokesman advised thAt the principle of lateral entry is built into 
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the Departmentls basic personnel system. The principle exists in the 

lanquaqe of the appointing authority qrantBd the secretary of State by 

Section 303 of the Act. Equal a~thority exists under Section 302 which 

grants the President appointing authority to appoint individuals, by and 

with the advice and consent of the Senate, to positions as a chief of 

~8sion, as an ambassador at large, as a minister, as a career member of 

the Senior Foreign service, or as a Foreign Service officer. Although 

not a discrete program, lateral entry exists and will be very selectively 

used. contrary to belief, lateral entry rarely brings into the Foreign 

Service officer corps a complete ·outsider.- Lateral entrants normally 

originate from within government, and more specifically from within the 

Department itself. 

General provisions relating to appointments is contained in 

Section 301 of the Act. The section prescribes Citizenship requirements, 

examinatione to be administered, and veteran's rights. Key within the 

language of this section of the Act are the following subparagraphs I 

d(l) MembErs of the service serving under career appointments are 
career members of the Service. Members of the servico cerving under 
limited appointments are either career candidateQ or non-career members 
of the service. 

(2) Chiefs of mission, ambassadore at large, and ministers serve 
at the pleasure of the President. 

(3) An appointment as a Foreign service officer is a career 
appointment.19S 

Secretary of State Vance'a comment during the Senate hearing. that 

the Act would reduce -the n~r or pereonnel categories from more than a 

dozen to two- finds definition in this eection. The two remaining categories 

are -roreign service officer- and -Member of the Service.- The width of 

the latter category would appear to be more definitional than a discrete 

category. The Department intends to reduce the dozen or more personnel 

categories that presently exist in addition to the Foreign Service officer 

195
94 Stat. 2071, sec 301. 
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cateqory to this single designation. ·Mernbe~s of the Service- will be 

dichotomized as ·career candidates· and "non-career members of the service.

-Career candidates will be commissioned as a Foreign Service officer upon 

successful completion of a probationary period:' 

Under this section, lateral entrants are classified as ·career 

candidates· and subject to the probationary period prior to commissioning. 

In essence, the career Foreign service now haa a greater degree of pro

tection against the perceived evils of lateral entry and thus violation 

of the career principle than in previous legislation. This position is 

strengthened by the fact that the Department now recoqni%e8 a clear 

distinction between the Foreign Service and the civil Service. Thie 

acknowledqement marks a return to the dual personnel system against which 

the Department struqqled so miqhtily in the period followinq World War II. 

Title II of the Act of 1980 makes provision for the conversion of certain 

members ~ the Foreiqn Service to the Civil service or other appropriate 

qovernment career system. 

UpOn revision, the Code of Federal Requlations (CFR) which now 

contain specific prOVisions for lateral entrance (22 CFR 11.11) will no 

lonqer identify lateral entry ae a discrete proqram. Ths revised req~ 

ulations _will be more restrictive of the use of this recruitinq method. 

Departmental regulations pUbliehed a6 a pOrtion of the Foreign Affairs 

Manual CFAH) are beinq revieed to reflect new pOlicies on lateral entry. _ 

In qeneral, the proqram is beinq de-emphasized in requlations. 

It is anticipated that the affirmative action proqram, now effectively 

the primary source of lateral entrants, will also be de-emphasized in the 

future as the current goals of the program are met. Moat latsral entrants 

produced by this program have been aesigned to the administrative sub

functions of the Foraiqn Service. Requirements for mid.level hiring 

in this proqram will be phased out as the vacanciee at mid~level are 

filled by recruitment or proffiotion from below. Ths Department has no 

.bert or lonq ter~ projections for the numbers of ~'creign Service officers 
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to be recruited through lateral entry. It is pot consiclered to be a 

discrete proqram for the recruitment of personnel. There are no plans 

to fix and announce a number of lateral entrants to be eought each year 

aa an affirmative portion of the personnel recruiting program. Lateral 

entry is held to be an active policy matter designed to meet specialized 

Departmental needs. The interpretation given to this situation is that 

the Department now views lateral entry under the wnew blood- or "fresh 

ideas M concept as opposed to numbers. 

In addition to entrants throuqh the affirmative action proqram, 

the Department defines three additional cateqories of personnel under the 

term lateral entrant~ special hires to meet specific medium and lonq 

term needs, one time hires for specific missionsl and those entering the 

Service as career candidates. This latter category is applicable to all 

personnel entering the Foreign Service under the Act of 1980 whether by 

examination or laterally. All individuals shall first serve under a 

limited appointment as a career candidate for a trial period of service 

as prescribed by the Secretary. Appointment to the career service is 

by a board composed entirely or primarily of career members and contingent 

upon an evaluation of fitness and aptitude following the probationary 

period. _No career candidate is guaranteed appointment to the career 

service. Lateral entrants may also be appointed to the newly established 

Senior Foreign Service, a component modeled after the Senior Executive 

service of the Civil Service. 

The Department has neither constructed nor makes use. of. a model 

for the typical lateral entrant. The possible exception to this is in the 

case of those lateral entrants who are.a part of the. affirmative action 

program. An occupationally defined model is used in recruiting and to plan 

career development. special interest· in other lateral entrants..terminates 

with tenuring. It is only of interest to that point to assure that the new 

entrant receives sufficient training and "orientation to become competitive 

at the mid-levels. Of particular concern is the compatitivenesa of the 

lateral entrant at the senior service threshhold. Mid-level promotions 
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are heavily dependent upon functional perfo~ce. 

The Department does not maintain a special. interest in the lateral 

entrant beyond the tenurinq point. Tenurinq may require a maximum of 5 

years probationary service at the mid-level. The Foreign Service is pri 

marily a generalist system. Some specialization has been sacrificed but 

there is a concurrent qain in breadth of experlen~e which largely offsets 

the loss. Generalists are sought in recruiting efforts. 

Lateral entrants are no~lly assigned directly to duties at a 

post following recruitment. Having been employed for their specialized 

knowledge and experience, the lateral entrant is not likely to need 

additional training following entry. No special training program exiets 

through which the entrant must progres6, excepting that process needed to 

acquaint him with the system and to aid in his development of systemic 

competitiveness. Throughout the Foreign service, only language training 

is mandatory. On the job training is stressed more than formal classroom 

work. The Department has never adequately defined mandatory training as 

to need. 

There have been past instances of political influence on the lateral 

entry program. The numbers of individuals who have obtained commissions 

as Foreign Service officers by this means has not been noteworthy. In fact, 

it is not unusual to secure a Foreign Service officer of exceptional quality 

in this manner. The Foreign Service Act of 1980 reqularizes entrance into 

the Foreign Service by requiring all personnel seeking entry to be initially 

designated as career candidates. Should political influence be ~sed to 

obtain status as a career candidate, the individual WQuld nonetheless 

be required to pass through the probationary period durinq which qualifi~ 

cations would be carefully monitored. The levelling effect of the pro

bationary period would screen out anyone who did not possess the necessary 

qualities t~ hold a commission in the foreign Service regardless of how 

the candidate entered the program. 

One intent of the Foreign service Act of 1980 is to clearly dis tin

~1Jish between the Foreign Service and the Civil Service, thus rsversin; 
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completely the process of ln~9r.tion begun 1n the early 19508. The Act 

of 1980 contains provision. to convert certain specified positions within 

the Foreign service to the senior E~ecutive service or the general Civil 
, 

Service. Availability for worldwide assignment is the critical factor 

in conversion. The conversion principally deals with Foreign Service 

Reserve officers with lim! ted or unlimited tenure and Foreign Service Staff 

officers or employees ..,hom the Secretary determines ue not available for 

vorldwic!e assignment. Under the Act, individuals in these caugories ",ho 

are available for worldwide assignment ",ill be converted to the appropriate 

ClaS8 of the newly established Forei~ Service schedule or to the Senior 

Foreiqn service, dependent upon the individuals class at the time of 

conversion. A three year period is established for phasing out those officers 

who are not .vailable for worldwide service. No Foreign Service officers 

are automatically included in this conversion process. It is anticipated 

that a limited number of Forei~n Service officers may request conversion 

to the general civil Service or the Senior Executive Service. These 

instances would primarily be the result of their becOMin~ unavailable for 

worldwide assiqnment through medical, family, or other such personal 

problem. 

Only time will tell if the Department of State is successful in 

reducinq ita various cate~oriee of Foreign service personnel to those of 

FOreign Service officer and Member of the Service. This action, coupled 

with the conversion of many positions back to the civil SerVice, will 

have an in~resting effect on the analysis previously presented in re~ard 

to Fi~ure 2 (General Schematic Diagram of Composition of a Professionalized 

Government A~ency, pa~e 156a). Basic changes would,occur. The role of 

the Civil Service (Block 5) would be re-em~hasized. The Civil service Refor~ 

Act of 1978 which stren~thened and ,modernized the conditions of emp1o~ent 

•• well as the management efficiency of the Civil Service in all depart

ments and a~encies, inclUding the Departmsnt of State and the foreign 

affairs agencies, served to encol.tt'aqe the Department of State in its revision 

of the Foreign Service Act. The horizontal bottom lines of Blocke 2 and 

5 may approach equality. Block 4a, the Foreign Service Reserve, and Block 
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4b, The Foreign Service Staff, could be anticipated to disappear as
 

accomodation techniques to protect the elite career service. The assets
 

of the Reserve and Staff functions will either be converted to Block 5
 

(Civil service) or Block 2 (the Foreign service.) A pariod of three yeara
 

has been statutorily prescribed to accomplish the needed conversions,
 

such period to begin July 1, 1981.
 

CoN:WSION
 

Lateral entry, for all intents and purposes, ceased to be • point 

of major controversy in 1975. From. that year forward in the Department 

I_teral entry has been primarily a8~ocisted with the Mid-Level Hiring 

Proqram for Women and Minority Group Members. Departmental statistics, 

other than for affirmative action, do not reflect siqnificant lateral 

entry activity subsequent to 1976. A single lateral entrant is shown 

for that year. 

For the first time in many years, hearings by the United States 

senate and House of Representatives on a piece of major legislation dealing 

with the Foreign Service, the Forei9n Service Act of 1980, did not contain 

significant debate over the qu~~tion of lateral entry or expansion of the 

capabilities of the Department of State. That debate which did occur was 

limited to (1) basic assurance that the new Act continusd to prOVide safe

guards against lateral entry ~pactin9 on the career system adversely, 

(2) The exerciss of severe control over non-affirmative action lateral 

entries to provide more promotion opportunities for ths junior Foreign 

servi~e officers, and (31 alleged Departmental violations of the agreement 

with the American Foreiqn Services Association re9arding the affirmative 

action lateral entries. There was also discussion of what the American 

Foreign service Association conaidered to be excessive hirinqs of Forei9n 

service Reserve officers, especially for domestic positions. This situation 

is remedied in the Act of 1980. 

The Department's decision to abandon the concept of a unified Foreign 

service personnel system, although the subject still lurk5, removed yet 

another fiery subject of debate. This decision is clearly reflected in 

the statement of the major features of the bill by Secretary Vance before 
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the senate Committee on Foreiqn Relations. -The bill,· Vance stated, 

·reeoqni~e. the clear distinction between the Foreiqn service and the civil 

service. It clearly limits Foreiqn service career sutus only to those 
196

people who accept the discipline of service overseae.· The Secretary 

continued to say that several hundred member. of the Foreiqn SerVice in the 

Department alone had entered the Service without any real expectation that 

they would have to serve abroad, and who had not served abroad. The bill 

would convert these individuals to the Civil ServiCe or the Senior Executive 

service. The manaC'Jement effic:ieney of the Department would be improved. 

Departmental personnel laws would be eanBolidated, ' rationalized, and 

codified to meet current de_nds. There is evi4enee that this is beinq 

accomplished. 

The history of the Forei9n serviee over the laet 35 years when Combined 

with reeent developments indicate. that lateral entry may have run its course 

ae a reform measure. wteral entry has served three purposes for the Depart

ment of state and the Foreiqn Service. (1) it ha. provided an expansion 

tool throu~h which the service was at least partially capable of meeting 

inersased foreiqn affairs ccmmitments, (2) it has supplied most of the 

staff for the administrative, consular, and smaller funetional areae, 

althou9h normal attrition is now diminishin9 that role, and (3) it has 

prOVided a means of accomodation throu9h which the Department and the 

service have met such varied requirements as persistent demands for the 

inteqration of the Forei9n and Civil Service personnel systems and affirm

ative aetion proqrammin9. 

An excellent case co\\ld be made for the point that many well 

~ntended reform efforts brandished the sword of lateral entry without 

• full comprehension of the true value of the weapon, if any. wteral 

entry, in these efforts. equated to stren9th in numbers and it was generally 

held that the Department of Stats was in part ineffective in its role 

beeause it laeked the necessary manpower to assimilate its rapidly 

qrowinq responsibilities in the forei9n affairs 90vernment. 

196United States Senate, Committee on Forei9n Relations, 96th conCi.'1 
1st Se••• , S. 1450, "Forei9n Serviee Act of 1979," pp. 181-182. 
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There i. little evidence that lateral entry ever praYed. wellspring 

of -new blood R or "new ideas" on the scope heralded by many proponents of 

the recruiting technique. unquestionably many fine Foreign Service officers 

were obtained through lateral entry, a few rising to the highest positions 

within the Service and the Department. However, they were generally not 

recruited on that basie but rather a8 a "number" in one of the various 

integration programs, later to rise to prominence. 

The great experiment with lateral entry may well be at an end. 

However, in the words of Carlyle, "Experience is the best of schoolmasters, 
191

only the achool-feea are heavy." 

197carlyle, Miscellaneous Essays, Vol i, p. 137. 
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APPENDIX
 

STUDIES AND PROJECTS 

1.	 -The orqanization and Administration of the Oepartment of State,·
 

Report submitted at the request of the secretary of State by the
 

Director of the Bureau of the Budqet, August 1945.
 

2.	 The Chapin~Fo8ter Report of 1945 (internal to Department of State.) 

3-	 The Hoover Commission Report ("Foreign Affairs,· A Report to the Congress
 

by the Commission on organization of the Executive Branch of Government,
 

February 1949.)
 

4.	 -An Improved Personnel System for the Conduct of Foreign Affairs,·
 

Report to the Secretary of State by the Secretary's AdVisory Committee
 

on Personnel, August 1950. (Rowe Committee).
 

5.	 The first Brookings study (The Administration of Foreign Affairs and
 

OVerseas Operations, A Report Prepared for the Bureau of the Budget,
 

Executive Office of the president, Brookings Institute, 1951.)
 

6.	 The Woodrow Wilson Foundation study (William Yandell Elliott et al.,
 

United'states Foreign pOlicy. Its orQanization and Control, Columbia
 

Univsrsity Press, 1952.)
 

7.	 The report of the President's Adviser on Personnel Management "(the
 

Duflon Study), 1954. The White House Task Force.
 

8.	 The report of the secretary's Public Committee on personnel, 1954.
 

(The Wriston Cornnittee Report.)
 

9.	 The second BrOOkings study (H. Field HaViland, Jr., et el., The Formulation 

and Administration of United States Forei9n Policy, A Report for the 

committee on Foreiqn Relations of the United States senate, Brookings 

Institute, 1960.) 

10.	 The Rockefeller proposals (presented in U. s. Senate, Committee on 

Government Operations, Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery 

(henceforth "Jackson Subcommittee"), Organizing for National Security, 

Vol. 1 (Hearinqs), pp. 942-1001. 
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11.	 The Herter Committee Report (Personnel for the New Diplomacy, Report 

of the Committee on Foreign Affairs personnel, Carnegie Endowment for 

International Peace, December 1962.) 

12.	 The Sapin study (Burton M. Sapin, The Making of United States Foreign 

Policy, Praeqer (for the Brookings Institute,) 1966). 

13.	 The Heineman task force report (unpublished, submitted to Preeident 

Johnson by the President's Task Force on Government Organization on 

October 1, 1967.) 

14.	 The American Foreign Service Association (AESA) Report Toward & Modern 

Diplomacy, A Report to the American Foreign Service Aseociation by 

its Committee on Career Principles, AFSA, 1968.) 

15.	 The Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) study (published as 

Keith C. Clark and Laurence J. Legere, The President and the
 

Management of National security, Praeger, 1969)
 

16.	 Diplomacy for the 70s, A Proqram of Management Reform for the Department 

of	 State, Department of State Publication 8551, released December 1970. 

(The ~acomber Report.) 

17.	 The Murphy Commission, Department of State, 1975. 
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